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Taw& 51  - Carponent ahaluatioa vls p e r f o e  W JSC to detemine 
the w c r h i l i t y  of df-the-shclt dedces ia the space Shuttle power 
distribution and control syster. 
Illents and cmdidate &Vices to be coansfdered in this p r v  vas estab- 
lished in an w a c n t  between JSC and Rochrrll Qtace Maision. 
&tailed selection of the t e s t  require- 
0 The Rochell Space Division pavv distributioa and mtml 
smtem baseline -ation included pmzr switching cumpo- 
nents vhich have not been avaluatee for space application. 
o me detdled characteristics of the proposed switching devices 
verc not vell enough &fined to determine interfacing mqUire- 
PMtS. 
0 JSC had been in the past and was currently involved in develop 
rental progrrpns ainea at praviding inproved spacecraft 8vitching 
devices. 
0 JSC had the technical expertise and +\e laboratory facilities 
to accomplish the task. 
o JsC had alrem%y invested 6 c i v i l  Service ma3-months, 6 srlpport 
contractor man-mnths, and $160,000 in programs that would 
contribute directly to this effort. 
1 
1.2 OBITECmm 
The obdective of Task 57 was for JSC to perform desi- analysis, 
tests, and evaluation of selected p e r  switching cqmnents  to de5er- 
mine the pc?sLole applicability of off-the-shelf hardwam 
and tc, evaluate the variaui characteristics available i n  those devices 
t o  deterrLne the most desirelle characteristics for the Space Shuttle. 
Shuttle, 
On QrU 17, i>:-3, J3C --&Wed a p- schedule of major mile- 
stones ?or 'hsk in an effort t o  assure that the progea objec+ives 
uuuld be effectively e t .  The milestones were discussed and mutualJy 
agreed upon by the c-izant MSA and R o c k w e l l  nmmgers for WBS 1.3.4.6. 
Due t o  hardware delivery delays by component suppliers, same of the 
original milestones cnild not be Et. 
nutual -t of t h e  WBS p1118ges Vith tfie understanding that  the 
objectives of Tscsk 57 could still be f'ulfilled. 
These milestones were amended by 
Due t o  additiaaal hardware delivery delays by campanat suppliers, 
two a? the four RPC (remote power cantraller) designs originally cited 
fo r  evaluation will not have si@ficant data generated through tests 
i n  t h e  t o  meet the milestones of this task. 
as well as evaluation of other hardware as it becatnes available t o  NASA, 
will be continued at NASA faci l i t ies ,  and data and analysis w i l l  be 
provided t o  Rockwell t o  support Shuttle procurement and development 
act ivi t ies .  
Tests on these Rpc's, 
!he .";rial scheclule for  Task 57 w a s  as f o 1 . 1 ~ ~ ~ :  
i 
Requirenknt 
Initiate Harduaxv Procurenrent 
arid Tests 
Establish Shuttle ihdrznmeatal 
Require~~ents 
Provide Pre1imhu-y Test ETesults Jsc 9/75 9,$3 
Provide Interim Report Jsc 12/73 12/73 
Provide Final Report Jsc 3/74 3,64 
Prelimhary avirannrpntal requirenrents were established by Rockvell 
hi most areas so that testing cmld progress; however, c w e t e  require- 
ments definition has nat been of'ficially prwided. Same changes i n  
test requirenwnts vere in fona l ly  requested by R o c k v e l l  engineering 2;3 
they becapr hmn, and these were iiicorporatcd into the test prog- 
where feasible (see individual test act ivi ty  sec t im  3.2). The submittal 
of ';his final report  satisfies the JSC milestones of this task. 
2 .o CoMw42EBFT SELECTION 
The components were selected for Task 57 evaluatisn according t o  
several cr i ter ia ,  the main two cr i te r ia  being the Shuttle requirements 
and the feasibility/availability of hardware. 
2 .]-.I Shuttle Hequirenrents 
The Rochell power distribution ond x n t r o l  system baseline can- 
figuration included RPC ' s, RCCB' s (remote control c i r c u i t  breakers ) , --- w ,~ 
3 
and very high current d.c. coatactars i n  addition t o  the hardware 
quril;fied in past programs. 
are devices that have been used an aircraft progremDs but never tested 
for space application. 
w i t h  no progrsm application history. 
w=cB1s anC high current d.c. cantectors 
!@CIS are essentially a developmental device 
The Space ,Shuttle s y s ' t e ~ ~ ~ '  physical sizes ahmst force the distri- 
bittian system's designer t o  use remote coritrol switch- devices t o  
ezminate m m y  pounds Qf power distribution vir&. 
overlaad protection reqxiremsnts conhized w i t h  the desirabil i ty of 
"&e renmte coztrol make the Rpc's and FCCB's very attractive potential 
Space Shuttle h-trdvere. 
presently requixt d .c .  power distribution fo r  15-20 kilowatts of power, 
far d o v e  past spacecraft levels. D.C. ca tac to r s  of 500 amps or m r e  
will be required to m e  the pwer sources fo r  the Shuttle. 
The ever-presen+, 
The power profiles for the Space Shuttle 
2.1.2 Feasibili :y/Availability of Harz_ware 
Anather factor in %he selectian of cmpcments for  e d u a t i o n  was 
the feasibility/availability of the hardware. 
designs of Rpc's already m contract for  developmental projects. 
f e l t  that these units had enough variety i n  design characteristics t o  
evaluate P z  's without, further procurements. 
higher than 10 anps have been proven feasible by several manufacturers; 
however, the availabil i ty of those units wculd be dependent on 0. s i s i -  
ficant amxlat of develqmneutal dollars and so coulc not be Lncluded i n  
Task 3. 
JSC had several different 
It was 
Rpc 's af' current ratings 
4 
RCCB's have not been e.pplied in spacecraft systems, h+- sre used 
on several caarmercial a i rc raf t ,  making then not only feasible but corn- 
merzially available off-the-shelf. High current d.c. contactors rated 
st 500 amps and greater are availabie fraa some aircraft and ground 
systems programs; however, no spacecraft experience near  these ratings 
is  t o  be had. 
There are no special requireents on Space Shuttle toggle switches 
thet cannot be m e t  3y past proven devices. 
spacecraft developed switches, howewer, is excess%v'e i n  comparison t o  
a i rc raf t  quaJ-ified units; therefore, some MIbS-3950 aircraft type 
toggle svitches vere procured for evb3uation 8s a low cost unit. 
taminatim, contact degradation, ani other probleas present with any 
electromechanical switch make a solid-state switch very desirable for 
Shuttle application. A JSC research and development program supplied 
sevesal versions of solid-state switches for  evaluation, and two addi- 
t io3al  rotary solid-state switches -ere obtained f r o m  an Air Force 
developmental program. 
The cost associated with 
Con- 
2.2 c m m  LIST 
Canponents were selected for evaluation i n  Task 57 according 
to  the criteria of section 2.1. 
components are given i n  the following paragrqhs. 
of components t c  be evaluated i n  Task 57, including vendor model numbers , 
is given i n  section 3.0 - Evaluation Activities. 
General descriptions of the selected 
A detailed list 
5 
3.2.1 Remote CcJntro?. Circuit Breakers 
One device scl,-:ted as a prime caddidate for use w the Shuttle 
t c  =et sane of the renote switching and pr'otection requirements is 
the RCCE (rcmte cmt,rol  c i rcu i t  breaker) as de\-efoped for  commttrcial 
aircraft appEca%im. An RCCB is basically a combination of a relay 
'an13 a c i rcu i t  breaker, md can operate as either or both. 
coils (intermittent itity) and contact mechanisms in rrmch the s a w  
manner as relays and contactors. 
It u t i l i zes  
RCCB's u t i l i ze  bime'Callic sensing of overloads much the same as 
When triggered by movement <;f the bimetal thermal circuit breakers. 
due t o  heat geaersted by overcurrent, the appropriate mecharical latches 
w i l l  t r i p  the RCCTJ to an open contect pori tion. 
c,mponents are emplayed for  paver supply, c o i l  suppression and logic 
requirements to ob+&n proper operation. 
Electronic circuitry/  
The basic operation of the commercially designed RCCB's ceaters 
aromd a single wire, gromd switching coIitrol l ine.  Utilizing input 
l i ne  power t o  perform tile logic and co i l  operations, the RCCB con'r.rols 
i ts  contactdrs such that if the siagle control wire is  g>ounded, the 
contacts are closed, and i f  tne control wire is opened, the cmtacts 
are opened. 
exists, the bimetal sensor trimers the  t r i p  c i rcui t ry  t o  open the  con- 
tacts .  Resetting t h e  X C B  after a t r i p  is accomplished by nvlrely cycling 
While in the closed position, if an overcurre:it conditic.1 
6 
the control Function off and h c k  on. Details of the designs and 
operations of RCCB's are given in Cutler-Hamer Bulletin 7204 BB-lA, 
- Mmry 1972, and Texas Inst-ts Technical Product Specificatiot 
I
Ho. 181. 
2.2.2 Remote Parer Controllers 
For the past 8 t o  10 years, designers have worked towards pro- 
riding a solid-state power contml device to replace the conventicmal 
electroa?chania parts. me c~lmrna tion of these efforts appears t o  
ke the Rpc (renote parer ccmtmllerj.  his device is a sophisticated 
parer control dcvice that inclcdes features mer and above the 
turn-on or off and overload trip- p d d e d  by relays and/or circuit  
breakers. The detailed operating characteristics of the particular 
E ' s  t o  be evaluated in  Task vary froin one vendor to another, but 
all have the same general ictent. The RPC i s  caarpletely solid-state 
in nature, using no moving cori tszts.  The Rpc has a current sensing 
circuit  that  feeds into the control c i rcui t  t o  provide overload pro- 
tection. I n  8.c. units, the overload protection is simply a turn-off 
function, whereas the d.c. units generally include a current limiting 
capat?ili+y i n  addition t o  the turn-& f'unctian. The RFC also has an 
overload "trip' indication circui t  that can be used for  monitoring an3 
managanent of the distribution system. Other specific operational 
characteristics can be determined by the requirements given i n  the 
specific design specification for  each Rpc design. 
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2.2.3 Panel Mounted Switches 
Design analysis and Wfica t ions  %re a continuing precess i n  
toggle =-itch applicatior,, vi43 eogineers stxiring for designs, manu- 
fscturing processes and rest and inspectim proced-L-C-3 that could 
elinhate or minimize problems associated with panel mounted switches. 
\ 
- 
In additl3n to designs which hate been developed for space spplirai-ion 
afYvt.r W u e  space problems were experienced, several other designs 
. 
qqaEfied by aircraft programs have been selec^jed for evaluation mainly 
as a possible low ccst camponat. Dem?lopmental sodd-state conipnents 
;rill be evaluated as they become available. 
2.2.4 Power Contactors 
A survey r D  3ff-the-ahelf hardware capabilities t o  switch d.c .  
current.; in excess cf 500 amperes indicated very l i t t l e  experience i n  
tfiis area was available. The only candidate off-the-shelP hirh current 
d .c. device uncwered fo r  evaluation was a H e m  reverse current cut- 
out unit. A nodifik %z:-~on cjf th i s  un i t  was pi-ocured that included 
a herrcetic seal end overcurrat cutout charact;eristics. 
3.1 EVALWI"I0N AI PROACH 
The general approach for  Task 57 component evaluation efforts c m -  
si..ts of t e s t  requirements establishment, lab t e s t  activit ies,  and dat.a 
amlysis. Establishing the Space Shuttle tebi  requir-ements has proved 
8 
9 
During &r t ! ~  test activities, data analysis is to be pr- 
clsrp-ts selected for evslnatiaa according to the cri*&ria af ssctioo 
o Remote Power C a a t r o l l e r s  
Teledjne Relays -el No. 673-1000~ 
hac\ Corporatiwl RR'S for HAS g-1~00 (no d e l  nuniber) 
10 
Shuttlrt-evalua~on af these aircraft qpalified caponents, 
qaalificaticm test reports+ were caapwed against the Shuttle require- 
matxi ~ f ' ~ a b l e  I, Bere y8s an adequate test bdstory to provide a 
rtwon&le level of cmfidence in the ability 
,jhU?5k requiremnts defined by T'able I except far the acceleration, 
vendor 
the WCcB's to met the 
s ~ c c  simulation and vibration requirenrnts. 'The ac?.tual t e s t  program 
at JSC was, therefore, limi+ued to those three tests.  Detailed test 
Q u s l i f  ication Report 
Test Report Document 
1Sunber 72-4 and Texas Instrunuats 
no. Ex u?c\-235. 
11 
a. 
b- 
C -  
d. 
e. 
f. 
45- 
h- 
i. 
3-  
k- 
The m e ~  a l l  ccnforpaed to vendor requirements except for me 
Cutler-Hat.laer 25 gran unit and one Texmrs Instnmaeats *A-pbase 10 aprp 
sob. unit. me Cutler-kmer unit tripped in 333 seconds under US 
l2 
'1Len.t:--kro samples were subjected to a space simlatiao test in 
c - l e t .0~  of the test either. Pose test electrical -ts were 
Ymar a! tbc reQLining RCCB'S i.n&abg CcLlCact vclltage drop, shoch 
hazrird, a d  ZX$ tripping tip. Eo -8 vere noted in the electrical 
characteristi CB . 
5.2.1.3 icceleratiaa Test 
Twexrty-hro samples were subJected to au acceleraticm test in accord- 
ance with t h e  1.eqUirera 
no contact chatter 1 .s observed. No m e s  in characteristics were 
noted in pcst * xeleratijn electrical testing. 
of Table I, Ilo failures were incurred and 
haaFs. It is telt thst te6ting in thirs method allavs a better identi- 
fication of the .- tapebilities of amdidate bmSiare that 
ai me- &e requireppeats e the m t l e  psragrsaht laay require 
refurbishaent plans. 'Ihis r e d %  ab "fatigue" l i fe  becams unnecessary, 
be capable 
- c  - .  
<._I. 
r4 course, if no failure or degradation is enccuntelpd. 
14 
not be erterrrallJ operated. Post ribratiam %estiSng ab @e electrical 
characteristics indicsted no ctumges fFar the normal in any of the 
other unit6. 
3.2.1.5 conclnaials 
Ihs  test history of m r c i a l l y  available ACcB's, cuabhed vith 
the initial results of the JSC t e s t  progmm, indicates very praising 
"aan-the-shelf" coappaaents that aaay be directly applicsble to the 
Space shuttle distributian system. The susceptibility to vibration 
previously noted was conf5ned to the Teras Instrrmoents units with the 
apparent design deficiency probably due to the agwal push-button 
requirement. The pushbutton mechanism on the EIlccB can be 8. usef'ul tool 
reasam: 
(2) the vibratian sensitivity af this ptwticular hartbare design 
serious cmsidaratian -, and (3) the pbysicai canfigm9tciao d 
this BCCB desi@ is such that d i s s s s e l y  for failure arualysis v0uI.d 
be a very difficult and tiPe coasrodng tash. In -, it is' felt 
that c-ie33Jf available RccB's have demonstrated the ebility to 
neet a e  Shuttle reqpirenmts as defined in able I as uell as pro- 
viding a sound electrkal cauponent to meet -ts for a mtely 
operated circuit protzctioa device. 
(I) the test uas SaccessfUllJI mted cm four omer ats, 
3.2.2 Toggle Switch Evaluation Status 
Final test activities on w e  switches were limdted to consider- 
ation of the Cutler-Eanmer, Micro Switch, =son Electronics and Teras 
1. .trurplents devices listed i n  paragraph 3.2. 
16 
to COPq)ODePt parts unavailability for thc switch cbcuits, tihe ltesrfott 
delivery vas slipped t o  Z~~UEU-Y 1z4. Eleclz5oal acceptance tests were 
y e r i ' o m  at Jsc via miltiple faLLoI(es nate0, 
%olerzze vortrrqe outputs to ccmpletely inopexative switches. 
frar art-of- 
Since 
these .witches have not been contractually accepted, and since they 
are provided in a panel-mted cmf2gmatiot1, no Further evaluation 
tgn be dane prior to repair or replaceBpent. Evaluation uta m o t  be 
provided, therefore, as part of this report, but w i l l  be ccnveyed to 
Rockvell as it bec-s available. The Singer Rkarfott Final Report 011 
this project is included as Appendix C t o  this zreport to provide the 
design and development data available at t h i s  tinre. 
The Cutler-Bamaer aud Mfcro Switch switches Were previously 
qualified to  MIL-S-3950 requirenmts and offered a potential lov cost 
w e  6at&-hr Shuttle applicaticm. In order to establish the t e s t  
requirerpents for Shuttle evaluatim af these suitcf;es, the KtLS-3950 
these switches yzs changed frap the previous tcggle switch spectrum 
used (spectrum I) to the higher levels of spectnra 2. Retest of' the 
MIL-S-3m suitches at the higher level 
- 
since chat+- susceptibility va8 proven 
1-r levels. 
was not nansidered necessary 
ta be excessive even at the 
The Edison Electronics and Teras Ipstuaaents svitches have pre- 
viously been tested to spacecraft specifications to prove their general 
capabilities. In order to establish the test requilleplents for Shuttle 
evaluatiaa of these switches, the Shuttle requirements of Wle I were 
cclnpared to the specifications of ME452-0102-XXXX for the Texas Instru- 
ments switches and ELSR: -8202 for the Edisoc Electronics switches. 
Comparison of these specifications revealed that random vibration was 
the anly area where previous test requirements were insufficient to 
prove the svitches adequate for Snuttle applicat3~m. Although both 
1s 
types of switches have been tested to comparable energy le-kls i n  
met- the given specificatim requirenmts for rand- vibration, it 
is questionable whether the exposure duration adequately demonstrated 
reliable sPitch life for as p a ~ y  as UK) SpBce Shuttle missions. During 
previous inhause testing 
in contact chatter was noted after vibration exposure totaling approxi- 
the nrts-3950 switches, a marked increase 
mately 20 missioae per d s .  
random v5bratib on both types of Svitches. Detailed t e s t  procedures 
4 data sheets for these tests are inclded as Appendix B t o  th is  
report. 
It was, therefore, decided to perform 
3.2.2.1 WIL-S-3950 Togsle Switch %sting 
3.2.2.1.1 Space Sirnrltian Test 
Spxc simllntion tests were performed on samples of both vendors' 
h r d i i  ccveriag all available -le configur~~tions. Bo hardvare 
failures were noted and post test electricel characteristics indicated 
no degradation. 
3.2.2.1.2 Acceleration Test 
Acceleration tests =re performed on sanples of both vendors' 
hardware coveriug a l l  avaiiable toggle configurations. 
indicated during testin& and post test electrical characteristics 
indicated no degmdation. 
Ro chatter was 
3.2.2.1.3 Vibration Test 
5mdom vibration tests were perf'ornEd'on samples of both vendors 
hardn~x covering all ayailable toggle c&iguratians. Chatter was 
uettcted OR every t e s t  smle, w i t h  chatter frequency ranging front 16 
individual indicatians mininnrm for single and dcnible pole d n t a i n  con- 
tacts  t o  ccmtinuuus -hatter fo r  all Quadrapale or -- sui-tches. 
Post test electrical characteristics indicated no changes for any of 
the switches. 
3.2.2.1.k. Con&usions 
These Ml3, qrsaLified switches offer a law cost, off-the-shelf 
candidate compoIient capable of meeting a l l  of the Shuttle requirenrents 
af Table I except for  vibration. KLthough no electr ical  characteristics 
- . 
-=ere degraded i n  the course of the tests,  the chatter indication0 pointed 
&t an apparen: mechanical degradation that would have t o  be evaluated 
for systems c r i t i c e t y  before these switches could be cons idem for 
Shuttle applicatim. 
- 
3.2.2.2 Texas Instrtnwnts and Bdison Electronics 
Toggle Switch Testing 
3.2.2.2.1 Vibration Test 
Random vibration t e s t s  were performed on samples of both Vendors 
hardware covering a l l  evaihble  toggle configurations. Fifteen of the 
24 t o t a l  samples had - no contact chatter indications over the complete 
20 
vibration duration. 
of three (3) times or  less, end the &ning switch (an Edison Elec- 
tronics unit) gaveia continuous chatter indicatim after t en  mission 
Seven samples exhibited discrete chatter indicatians 
cycles. 
changes fo r  any of the switches. 
Post test electrical characteristics indicated no significant 
. 3 -2.2.2.2 C~clUSians 
Most of the chatter indicaticms recorded for these switches uere 
is&ated, discrete indications with no appsrent pattern or  trend. It 
w w  noted during test- that mst of the chat+&r indicatitms occwred 
on more than one channel simultaneously. G i v e n  the transient suscep- 
tibLlity of the chatter detector circuitry, t h i s  muld indicate that 
ppny of +&e simultaneous indications uere transient rgsponses mther 
than real multiple channel chatter ind ica t ions .  
indications t o  be real, it would have t o  be concluded that these s:Jitches 
performed w e l l  enough under the Vibration requir-%ents t o  be considered 
for off-the-shelf Shuttle 'hardware with only miPimal delta qual tests. 
Ehn assuming all 
With respect t o  the one Edison Eleetranics switch that exhibited con- 
tinuous chatter, preliminary analysis of all of the data available indi- 
cates that  t h i s  was a defective switch rather than a design deficiency. 
This p0sitit.d is strengthened by the good perforxmnce of the other 
switches tested with the same basic design, as well as the perfect per- 
formince-of another switch of the identical  part  number 
susceptibility of t h i s  one switch should not, therefore, dis t ract  from 
The chatter 
the proof of capability of these switches, but rather serve as a da&d 
point i n  establishing minimum vibration test requirements f3r acceDtancr 
tescYing of toggle switches procured for tae Shuttle. 
3.2.3 R#: Evslustion Status 
hraluation actlvitiec, to dat? Q I ~  Bpc's ior Task Z have beer. 
l ini ted to cansideration of the SCI devices and the Teledyne M t x l c l  
No. 673-1ooOX. The-Leach R E ' S  have not been delivexed t o  &tSC ye:, 
arid no evaluation effor t r  can be accompliskd 3n them in time far t h k  
report. 
The SCI 10 I RPC * * were developed for the Marshall Space Flight 
Center i n  an eFiurt t o  obtain 8 flight package6 solid-state switching 
and protection devke. 
on th i s  Fi&T) device, so the f U l l  requirements of Table I ver2 cmidered  
90 qualifitatlcm te& history was available 
__ 
for evaluation of this device. These devices are environmentally sealed, 
however, md consit2ering the time and cost involved with the t e s t s  con- 
cerned w;th seal cepability (such as humidity, salt-fog, etc .  ), =nviron- 
mental testing of +hese units was limited t o  high-low tazperature, 
acceleration, shock, a?d vi'oraticm . The Teledyne RFC 's were developed 
for Js% i n  a~ efYort t o  evaluate some design options which varied from 
the requirenents of the Military Specification ror m's (MIL-P-81653). 
No qualificatiorl t e s t  history was available on t h i s  R&D device, so again 
the fill requirsments of Table I were considered for  evaluation of this 
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%e limited to h-lar temperature, accelerat-m, shock* and vibration. 
hzmiue~.  SCI kxpepicenced several schedule delays due.+& redesign 
the potking 
these require- 
ana an8lysis 
It Shguli k 
heavier than 
these uni t s  as 
weight and volume pgnalty to the w?r. 
3 -2.3 J.1 Electrical Characteristics 
iJsitg the MIL-P-816z design characteristics and specifications 
as %he baselhe for conrpariscn, the SCI 10 I RPC has -& design 
differences. 'phcse are not to be considered -lures, but raAAer 
exceptions to the wEL-SE%C repufrerrnts taken by 9cI vhen designing 
&&e 10 I device. !4 mjor exception taken is den&& by *the n m -  
clatm!re of the device; i .e ., 13 I U'e- 
&dip level for these units is 10 t i a t s  the no& rating d the device, 
~ 5 t h  t r i p s  at Levels lower *&an IO I tire depenaent on the degree Os 
averload. 
load as apprcuiRltelv an-& fbmction vi* t 
spirogches 10. The tr ip cume far these devices 2s sham in pigare 1. 
\hat the instantaWms 
auis  d u e s  a trip eume proportiaml *a taie tire and aver- 
- zero as I 
APo'Lher exception w i t h  t h i s  de&@ is essentially no -s 
ia respmse zo ttun-on and t;urn-afT sicpals. Uherec the ML-SZH! 
-quires sclge few aXUisec@nds of si@ aHcatZat or regl~~r * t o  
e#ect a chamge of st6tc of the Bpc, the l0 I des- respapds in approad- 
;lately 2 to 6 micmsecat&. 
characteristics of &&e unit, +As fast e t c h i n g  CotiLd make 'his design 
applicable where extremely ti= critical coardinatian svitchiq is 
required. This design characteristic, houe-rcr, VOliLd apparently rshe 
+&s device =re susceptible to interference than aMILSPEC unit, and 
€MI testing is being perfonmi un tbese devices. Preliminary results 
of test*? to HfE,CTD-'T04 and wILsrJD-6l8l indicates no adverse ck;asac- 
teristics in these d t s .  
vith the very clean svitching 
An3ther excep?.ian Vith this design is the lack of isalation between 
the co5trol and the output state.  The importance of such isolation from 
a user's sbndpoint mlvt be assessed ax8  the system application is  
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!hip Indication Voltage - 5.0 Vdc at 1.0 
l4iU€l4JS 
3 -2.3.1.2 High-Lov Tempersture *st 
High-lav temperature tests vere perfmmd 00 the 10 I tmits of 
both 1 and 5 amp ratings. Performance cheracteristics during and after 
25 
Shock tests t o  the ievels of !bble I were perf?- an *&e 10 I 
3.2.3.1.4 ! sceleratiop Test 
AcceleratSon Zests to the levels cb Table I vert? perf'- cm the 
3.2.3.1.5 Vibratian Test 
Sinusoidal and mdcm vibratia tests to  the levels of Table I 
w e r e  perf- CE the 10 I units of C 3 t h  1 and 5 8 s ~  .htings. The Rpc's 
were d t o r e d  for changes 31 state during vibration, with ucme noted. 
Post test  electrical characteristics indicated no degradation In per- 
f ommnce. 
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could have weeded ant those units before application. This leads to 
the positia "&at the SCI 
to its particular cbaracteristicp and tinst applicetiom ob the device 
is Pwrtly dependent 011 the Caqatibiliw of these particular electrical 
characteristics vitbin the pzoposed spsten. 
I Bpc egpesrs capable cf being w e d  
3 -2.3 .2 .i Electrical Characteristics 
The Tclledgae Rpc's developed i W r  Contract BAS +E914 applied 
the general svitcbing and protection specificatioas at WfL-P-WiS, 
but incorpated several mor desigc optioas chosen through optimiza- 
tion studies perroned by Teledyne. Details & the Teledyne electrical 
the RPI: is y l d t e d  to the rpgply &de ob the laad voltage. A possible 
disadvantege of the tvo terdrraL - rlpr: is tbat the pcnws for the base 
drive mxst be derived frar the control ~Qgml., rs@rbg - mer control 
currents than an equivslent 3 terdnal device. This current drain is 
reqyired in the - OH state, with the - OFF state nquirernt being essentially 
zero. In a systea's applicatim, the end results an oversll power 
dissipation vmld depend on +&e h r  of mitt+ - CM a d  - OFF for the to ta l  
missian, vith the 2 terminal device looking =.t? attractive as the 
number acd th? of - OFF s a t e  m's incmssed. 
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3.2.3.3 Bwsluation Test- of Hsrtmsn cantactors 
High arrent doc. contactors were purchased fmm Hsrtmsa for 
evaluation 88 modifled off-the-shelf candidates for 8ource and bus 
svitching. Testing VES acm@ished at MamshaU Space F-t Center 
OIL February 8, lg'j4, and the test report is presently being written. 
The ogficial test report will be provided to Rockuell as soam as it 
becares e. A S\IBSQ ab the test efforts is presented in the 
parsgraphs bel-. 
Ihe A I i 7 l l  coa+yactor proawed . fcr t h i s  prog~sa is a podi- 
ficatim of the Bartmrrn A302Ap ccatactoz. Tbe modifioatiaas were to 
change the internal logic package from a reverse current cutout ta an 
o.ferlaad catoat and &to i.ncorpoxate a hcrmtic seal into the unit design. 
Since th-s unit has been Uted QL tbe nilitglrg QIlaufied Parts List 
Ha- -(AS)-l, it was de- tbat the most objective sad 
cast effective ';est prcgmmfor this hadware shcnxld include electrical 
c?laracteriatics, life cycling, acceleratiou, shock, and randaa vibration. 
3 -2.3 -3 -1 Electrical characteristics 
Initial electrical characteriacs we= peasulted for five contactors 
including Nntact =sistance, pickup 6nd dropaut voltage, coi l  aments, 
operaticm tines, voltage drops at vsrims laads, and overload tripout 
calibratiw. A l l  units perf-d satisfactorily in  these initial tests. 
3.2.33.2 Life Cycle Test 
One ccmtactor vas exposed to a l i fe  cycle test w i t h  50,OOO cycles 
as the design requireEnt. 
a n  contacts end 5.0 amperes an the auxiliary ccntacts . !!!he cycle 
rate vas set at twenty (2i)) cyclc.8 per dnu32. This unit prf'ox?r?d 
w i t h  no discrepancies for 43,2l7 cycles. 
!he unit  vas lcnded a t  500 amperes an the 
!Be d n  ccmtacts failed to 
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c~pemte for one cyde  at  43,2l8 and the d l i a r y  cuintacts failed for 
one c-e at 43,=9. Au -ti- r m  carect  operati;m through 
50,000 cycles. Cycling was caatinued and the rnin cJrrtacts failed again 
at 52,509 cycles *- 52,582 m e s  (cantacts reBained open for entire 
periad). %e nain contacts -~es~~ped proper operation again at th is  point 
and no other failures were no?* through B82ll cycles, at which point 
Electrical t e s t s  were p e r P m d  at the comgleticrsl of the life 
cgcling and all characteri.stics were within l i m i t s .  Soee loose obJect 
vas noted inside the contactor sfter the test, vith no apparent efTect 
on operating c'lrarscteristics. 'phis unit will be opened far contact 
inspection and investigation of the loose object, wiih ?indin@ t o  be 
prcvided in the IBFC of f ic ia l  test report. 
3.2.3.3.3 Acceleratioe Test 
-Acceleration tests were p e r f m d  QI tuo cdactors, mmitorilig 
fcr chatter in excess of 10 xrLcmsecoads and checking #ckup and drop 
aut voltages &rhg test. A Vsriaticm in piclaup voltage VELS noted 
during acceleration witb the warse case a d e  mDvipg t o  greater than 26 
volts. ~ 0 t h  units indicate t-siers (cmtirmaus chatter indication) 
at  the m3xinum g's imposed (22.5 g's). Both units operated Successfully 
up to 11.7 g's in a l l  zues . 
indicated no degradation. 
Post  t e e t  electrical characteristics 
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3 -2.3.3 -4 Shock Test 
Shock tests uere performd ai tvo ccmtactors, -toring fo r  
chatter i n  excess of 10 micrositcam%. Ihe shock level used was 30 g 
Peag/half-sine. BO& units indicated ctmtter in the m r s e  case axis 
and passed in a l l  other axes. Sum 1-r level shocks were p e r f o m  
in the mst c r i t i c a l  axis and all contacts passed at 6.5 g a s .  
pgndaa vibration tests were run on tV0 cantactoas according t o  
the latest spectrum as provided by Rockwell and JSC Test Division 
agreement.  his spectrum contains a excitation ~f 0.2 g2/at, and 
inmediate continuous chatter vas detected far both units at this level. 
!l'k test level was dropped 10 db and runs af 1 minute duraticm were 
started at t h i s  level, fncreasing 1 db af'ter each run. A u x i l i a r y  con- 
tacts exhibited chatter at  every level greater than -9 db, but the laain 
contacts had no chatter prior t o  the'-3 db level. Lager runs were then 
- -  
this level), but both units indicated i n t e i d t t e n t  chatter at this 
level. 
t o m  success (no chatter) achieved on m e  unit at -6 db (0.05 g /HZ 
Levels were reduced Further for longer nms with m3.a contact 
2 
peak). The secand unit experienced intermittent failures at  this  level 
on its main contacts. Post t e s t  electr ical  characteristics indicate no 
degradation other than some changes i n  t r i p  calibration. 
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Although the final test report has not been caupleted by m, 
several ccmclusiaas m y  be dram f'mm tihe greliminary date reports. 
A major observation for these tests was the apparent susceptibility 
of these units to  the  mxhanlcal -ts as established for the 
Shuttle. Post. t e s t  discussi<ps with Roclnrell zmd JSC Test Division 
personnel indicate the acceleratiun and shock discrepancies llpry have 
ocprred at levels higher thsn the present Shuttle requil.eEnts. !&e 
data wt be evaluated against the present requirements to &terming 
the mmpasibility of t h i s  hardware in tbese areas. With respect t o  
maan vibration, it i s  obvious that this hardware is susceptible t o  
chatter at  levels cwiderably lover than Shuttle requirem?nts. Con- 
aideration should be given t o  this point in discussians with potential 
manufacturers t o  determine the possibil i ty of -dbrati.on isolation 
maunting of TMS hardware for Shuttle application. 
The opt- coxQletion of +ke objectives of this task has been 
inhibited due t o  schedule delays i n  hardware delivery by venders and 
lack of firm t e s t  requirements definition. These delivery problenis 
may be an important factor to r-er i n  supplier selection t o  the 
degree that considerable weighting should be given t o  in-hmse iote- 
grated circuit  design and manufacturing capabilities, as well  as in- 
house f ac i l i t i e s  for  productian l ine  lpanufacturing . This consideration, 
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plus the availability of electronic cuqmnuats, appear t o  bh the mst 
c r i t i ca l  delivery factors for remte p e r  cont r~ l le rs .  
Continued test effor ts  in those areas impacted by delivery prob- 
lems w i l l  be repbrted to Rockvell Space Division as information becomes 
avnilable. With t e s t  inputs, this Final Repart, and a continued trans- 
fer of requirements and information between the co@zant M A S A  and 
Rockvell Space D i v i s i o n  personnel, the primary objective of providing 
f U l l  evaluation of available hardvsre and desiga conceFts will have 
been s c m i s h e d .  
Test and evaiuation efforts w i l l  be completed 011 the Hartman 
contactors and the lklet3yne RP2's. 
hardware weer cansideration is contingent upcm its delivery. 
cogpizant Rockvell Spece Division personnel w i l l  be continuously 
informed of the status of the deliveries end the t e s t  efforts. 
Evaluation progress of the other 
The 
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TABLE I. 
PI sssure 
A1 ti tude 
Space Simulation 
TEST CRIT j h  I E N  N -
Per Shuttle Master Verification Plan, General 
Approach and Guideline, Wol. I ,  paragrapt 
3.5.14 (6) 
MIL-STD 8108, Meth. 500, Proc. I and I1 
Temp. ( M a x / M i  n ) - 80°C/-54"C 
Pressure (Max/Min) - 1 .O atm,/87.5 Tor 
MIL-STD 8108, Meth. 517, Proc. 11 
TEST I PROCEDURES AND PARAMETERS 
Huni di ty I MIL-STD 8108, Meth. 507, hoc. 1 
Tesp. ( H i l x / H i n )  - 71°C/280C 
Pressure -  ROO^ knb. 
Rel. Hun. (Maxflin) - 95%/85% 
Duration - 240 Hrs. 
Sal t  .Fog I MIL-STD 8108, Weth. 509, P m .  1 
4 
Temp. - 43 - 5'F 
Salt Concen. - 1.0 + 0.5% 
- 0  
- 10 Chamber Hunidity - 85 + 15% 
i 
Fungus 
Sand and Dust HIL-S7D 8108, Meth. 510, WOC. 1 I 
Material - Si 02 (97-99%) 
Air Vel. - 250-1750 ftlmin Concentration - 0.3 ~ / c u .  ft. 
Amb. Temp. - 23OC - 6 3 O C  
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TABLE 1. 
(continued) 
~ Acce?eration 
Shock 
MIL-STD 810'. Weth. 513, Proc. I and 11 
i Roam h b i e n t  Conditions 
Duration - 2 minutes 5 G (Maxflln) - 22.5/3.3 G RMS 
c 
- ~~ 
I MIL-STD 8108, Meth. 516, Pmz. I V  Room Ambient Conditions 
Pulse Shape - H a l f  Sine 3 PJ (Peak) - 30 G - 'r 
I MIL-STD 810B, Meth. 515, Proc. i 
. .. 
I Per Shuttle Master Verif ication Plan, Genera'! Approach and Guidelines, Vol. I ,  paragraph 
3.5.14 (12) 
Sinusoidal : 
5-2000 Hz, 2 min/Octave 
1.0 6 Peak 
Randan: 
c 
1 
Spectrum 1 MIL-S-395@ T.S. 
20 - 80 Hz, increasing 3 db/ c t  
350 - 2000 Hz, decreasing 3 db/Oct 
2 Hrs./Axis 
10 - 24 Hr, increasing 12 d /Oct 
160 - 2000 Hz, decreasing 6 db/Oct 
2 Hrs./Axis 
10 - 20 Hr, increasing 6 db Oct 
30 - 85 Hz, decreasing 6 db/Oc 
85 - 2000 Hz, constant 0.006 g /Hz 
15 Hrs./Axis 
80 - 350 Hz, coostznt 0.06 g s /Hz 
24 - 160 Ht, constant 0.1 g h /dz 
20 - 30 Ht, constant 0.05 g f, /Hz 
f 
8 
Spectrum 7 
! 
Spectrum 3 
5 
-1 
I- .=& 
FIGW: 1. XI 10 I RPC 
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Engineering evaluation tests were performed on several  
rodels/types of Reuote Control Circuit  Breakers (RCCB) 
rarketed by C u t l e r - H t r  and Texas Instruments i n  311 
attempt t o  gain sow b i g h t  into t h e i r  potential  sui tabi-  
1%- for use on the Space Shut t le  vehicle, Tests included 
the measurement of several electrical ehd operational per- 
formance parameters under laboratory u b i e n t ,  space sirula- 
tion, acceleratioa and vibration environmental conditions. 
Although sore undesirable operation was noted, suf f ic ien t  
manpower and facilities were not available to  all- a com- 
prehensive enough test program to proviqe the  basis  for 
drawing a firu conclusion as to  the RCCBs' s u i t a b i l i t y  or 
unsui tabi l i ty  f o r  the Space Shuttle vehicle. A further 
obstacle to drawing such a conclusion is the-unavai labi l i ty ,  
a t  the time t h i s  report is being written, o f  firm enviroa- 
mental specifications fo r  tha t  vehicle. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the Remote Control Circuit Breaker (RCCB) 
testing discussed in this report bas been to verify.elec- 
trical and operational characteristics of RCCB's, manufac- 
tured by Cut1er;Hauer (C-H) and Texas Instruments (T.I.), 
as specified by the vendors, and to explore the feasibility 
of their application in the Space Shuttle vehicle. 
1.2 RCCB Background 
The Reaote Control Circuit Breaker (RCCB) was developed 
to aeet the requirements of power contro1 in super sized 
jet aircraft. 
mechanical device which physically separates t b s  power 
switching from the su%tching control. While thc package 
containing the relay and circuit breaker cam be installed 
close to the power source andtor to the load, the control, 
i.e., the actuating and resetting functions, can be performed 
via a single 122 gauge wire from the cockpit OT any remote 
location. RCCS's now available on the market have 
ratings from 5 to 100 amperes. Some of the most notable 
characteristics of the units tested are described below. 
Some of the basic differences between them can be more 
clearly understood by referring to figures 1 and 2. 
tional particulars and characteristics are shown in 
reference 1. 
It is an electronically control? d electro- 
Addi- 
The successful application of RCCB's in aircraft 
introduced them to the space industry. This prompted the 
1-1 
recently initiated and executed test program for exploring 
the RCCB's feasibility for the Space Shuttle. 
1.2-1 Cutler-mer mdels' characteristics.- The 
Cutler-mer models can be used alternatively for dc (28 
volts) or ac (155 V,400 Hz operations). 
they can be interconnected for ultiphase operation by 
utilizing control terminal No. 6 (fig. 1). 
In the latter case 
The state of the rain contacts (Al-A2) is shown by the 
indicating terminals (SI, S, and Ss) and by a mechanical 
FLAG exposkg either OPEN tr CLOSED signs. 
The remote switch connected to terminal No. 3 controls 
or if any suitable power source is connected to 
the rain contacts if the primary power source is connected 
to AI 
terminal No. 4, referred to as Backup Power. Thus, if 
power is inadvertantly lost from terminal No. 4 can 
be attached to a power source and the main contacts can be 
opened by operating the remote switch. 13 this way, shock 
hazard (the time delay from commanding the circuit to open 
until the output power terminal is actually disconnected 
from the source terminal) is eliminated. Because these 
RCCB's noraally derive their actuating power from the primary 
power source, opening the remote control switch after loss 
of power to teminal A, 
power contacts to open. Thus, if primary power to A, was 
restored, the load terminal, A, , would be energized for 
the short but finite time required for the RCCB to actuate 
even though the remote-control switch had been opened prior 
to restoration of the primary power. 
AI , 
would not cause the RCCB's main 
Providing the RCCB 
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A. dc OR SINGLE PHASE OPERATION 
INDIUTlON TERMINALS -
8 .  MILTIPHASE OPERATION 
ELECTRON IC 
COUNTER 
ELECl &OS 1 C 
COUNTER 
I ’  / 
ELECTRON IC 
COUNTER 
REkOTE CONTROL SWITCH 
- 
02 CIRCUIT BREAKER 
NOTE : 
ELECTRONIC COUNTER FOR HEASIJREMENT OF ;HOCK-HAZARD 
DURATION AND TRIPPING-TIME WRING WERLOAD OPERATIOh. 
Figure 1. - External wiring diagram of Cutler-Hanner model RCCB’s. 
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with actuating pover v i a  terminal No. 4 provides the means 
of preventing this temporary energizing of Ap 
Terminals No. 6, for multiphase operation, and No. 4, 
for Backup Power, are unique features of the C-H models not 
available in Texas Instruments units. 
1.2.3 Texas Instruments models' chazacteristic-;.- 
Texas Instruments provides two models of RCCBs, one for 
dc [28 V) and another for ac (115 V, 400 Hz) applications. 
Both models have a Push Button arrangement not available 
in C-H models. 
operation (fig. 2). 
~ 
The ac models are assembled for 3-phase 
The state of the main contacts (Al- A*) is shown by 
the indicating contacts (SI, S, asid S3) and by a FIAG, 
located beneath the Push Button, which exposes or conceals 
an ON sign. 
The main cotitacts are controlled by a remote switch 
connected to terminal No. 3 provided the power source is 
connected to tke line terminal [A, or A,, B,, C1). 
Actuating the Push Button temporarily overrides the control 
of the external switch. Its effect is similar to that of a 
"momentary switch." 
When the power sozlrce is lost from the line terminal(s) 
while the remote switch is closed, the sh,-ck hazarc i:; 
eliminated by opening the remote switch and actuating the 
Push Button (pulling it up) so that the main contacts open. 
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A. 3 R C I B  MODEL FOR dc OPERATION 
SOURCE 
INDICATION TERMINALS 
AMMETERS 
A 
1,. B .  s1 s, s 3  
A 2 e - U  . r 4  1 3  Al +e 
POKER 
28 Vdc 
02 C I R C U I T  BREAKER * I 
B. 4 R C I A  MODEL FOR ac OPERATION 
INDICATION TERMIFJALS 
PUSH BUTTON 
POiJER SOURCE 
115 v 
400 flz 
( 3  phase) 
REMOTE CONTROL SW 
OR CIRCUIT BRERKE 
NOTE : 
ELECTRONIC COUNTER FOR MEASUREMENT OF SHOCK-HAZARD 
DURATION AND TRIPPING-TIME DURING OVERLOAD OPERATION. 
F i g u r e  2 .  - E x t e r n a l  wiring diagram of  Texas Instruments 
model RCCB. 
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Because the Push Button is mechanically coupled to the main 
power contacts, an alternate or back-up power source is not 
required to open those contacts when primary power is lost, 
as is the case with the Cutler-Hammer unit, but the capabi- 
lity for resote operation, wtLich is retained by the Cutler- 
Hammer unit, is lost. 
1.3 Test Program Summary 
Because of the similarity of environmen+sl parameters 
of a1":ude and high/low telaperature tests with space 
simulation tests and because the vendors' documentation of 
humidity and shock tests were deemed adeqcate for purposes 
of this initial evaluation, the Qualification testing 
(environmental exposure) was limited to: 
a Space SirnulaZion 
a Acceleration 
0 Vibration 
Acceptance testing, the measurement of electrical and 
operational performance parameters under laboratory ambient- 
environment conditions, was performed on 305 samples of 
several models/types from the two vendors. Of thcsz, 26 
were exposed t o  space simulation, 2 2  to acceleration and 10 
to vibration. 
In several instances units tested failed to meet the 
vendors' specifications or did not operate as desired 
during/after environmental expasure. The results o f  the 
tests are summarized. in TABLE I. 
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3.0 TEST PRocEwfRE 
All tests uere classified into either Acceptance or 
Qualification tests. The first of these included those 
reasurements intended to verify electrical and operational 
characteristics of the RCCB's while the second involved 
exploring their feasibility for application in the Space 
Shuttle vehicle. 
The specific RCCB models (or types) tested and the 
tests perforned on each d e l  are tabulated i n  Table X. 
Test instGentation is shown in Table 11, 
3.1. Acceptance Tests 
3.1.1 Electrical characteristics.- The first part of 
the Acceptance testing consisted of measuring the RCCBs. 
electrical characteristics--insulation resistance, 
dielectric strength, and contact voltage drop. 
Insulation resistance between the mutually insulated 
parts of each RCCB, illustrated in figure 3, was rcasured 
with the application of 500 vozts dc between ull possible 
pairs of these parts on any m e  RCCB, 
parts considered w r e  the RCCB case, mounting base, line 
teminal (A,, or A,, B, C, in T.I. ac models) and load 
terminals (A*, or A2, B t ,  C, in T.I. ac models). 
The uutually i:sulated 
L 
Dielectric strength was measured in a manner similar 
to insulation resistance by reasuring the leakage current 
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TABLE XI. - TEST IwsTIllplEwTATIOW AND FACILITIES 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
e 
a 
0 
dc voltmeter, Weston, -1 931 (ID: 
dc rillivo2treter, Weston, mode1 931 (ID: 
dc A.reter, Wcston, -1 931 (ID: 
( Shtmt, *Ston, SO N/200 8 
dc Hicrorrreter, &stoa 
podel IO11 
ac voltmeter, Weston, mdel 433 
dc -ter, Westan, modi1 904 
(ID: 
(ID: 
dc orreter, Weston, model 904 (ID: 
dc arreter, Meston, radel 904 (ID: 
Oscilloscope, Tektronics, H 4 S A  (ID: 
CO7820) 
C00228) 
CO7828) 
1 - 
1 - 
01084) 
CO98 75)  
C098 78) 
C09879) 
NAS 3- 64 38) 
0 Plug-19, type D, Tektronics (ID: NAS2-9487) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Electronic Timr, H.P., model S243L 
Plug-In, H.P.  model 5262A 
ac-dc nondestructive insuhtion 
tester, Teleret Co., Amityrille, N.Y. 
Discontinuity Time Elonitor, CTL, 
Fern Park, Fla. 
Reg. dc power supply, Kepco, 
-de1 CK 40-8.8 
Precision dc power supply, 
Kristie Electric Co. 
Ohmmeter, Siqwon, model 270 
3 phase 400 H t  115 V/phase power 
source (wall-plug) 
dc load bank 
(ID: NASS-8612) 
(ID: C05600) 
(ID: NAS6-009s) 
(ID: NAS8-2732) 
(ID: NUS-2084) 
1 - ( 
(ID: na56 - 09 88) 
In House 
In House 
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0 Space Simulation T e s t  f ac i l i t y ;  
RCA High Vacuum Chamber ( w i t h  
accessories) 
Temperature roni toring device, 
Honeywell, Philadelphia, Pa. 
0 .  Acceleration test  f a c i l i t y :  
Centrifugal Acceleration, 
S/N G264A-0, Ser.: 010; 
Trio-Pkch, Burbank, Calif. (with 
access< ties) 
0 Vibratibt- test fac i l i ty :  
Ling Electronics - 
Vibrator, model 249-2, Sere 56; 
Vibrator, model 310, Ser. 20; 
Vibrator, model 310,. Ser. 31, 
X-axis 
Y-axis 
Z-axis 
Raadon Analyzer, Ling, nodel ASDE-80 
yTv#, BRUEL and KJAER, rode1 2416 
Pcceleroaeter, Columbia, 
node1 440- l - H  
Charge Amplifier, UNHOLZ-DICKIE, 
Model 8 PMC V 
TABLE 11- -TEST INSTWEIENTATION AND FACILITIES (Concluded) 
Log Converter, H.P., -de; 7562A 
In House 
(ID: NAS4-1272) 
(ID: NAS6-4453) 
(ID: W4-5212) 
(ID: NASS- 16523) 
1 - ( 
{ID: NAS7-0775) 
(ID: NASS-2289) 
(ID: CD4643) 
(1D: CO1374) 
(ID: NAS6-1356) 
(ID: N5.4s8-36S7) 
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A. CUTLER-- WODU 
B. TEXAS 1-S MODEL FOR dc OPERATIOW. 
TEXAS 1-S MODEL FOR at  OPERATION. 
R 1 9 1 M m h  
MtTuALLY 
INSULATED 
PARTS 
Figure 3. -Mutually i n s u h t c d  parts of RCCBs for insulat ion 
resistencc 8nd d i e l e c t r i c  strength tests. 
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between the mutually insulated parts under application of 
lSOC Y, 50 Ht (for C-H models) or lZS0 V, 60 Hz (for T.I. 
models). 
Following the vendors' instructions, terrinals Nos. 3, 
4, S, 6, and AI 
during both tests. 
the open contacts A, a d -  At of the T.I. dc models. 
of the C-H models were shorted together 
The ac potential was not applied between 
Contact voltage drop was measured between the line and 
the load terminals while passing the rated full-load current 
(ref. table I). 
and 2. 
The test setups are shown in figures 1 
3.1.2 Op erational characteristics.- Operational 
characteristics of the RCCB's include: 
a. Performance of the main power switching, performance 
of the indicating terminals (S,, S, aRd S3) and 
of the FLAG and daration of shock-hazbrd before its 
elimination. 
b. Effects of overloads and the extremes of line 
voltage upon the overall operation. 
c. Specific features of Crtler-Hammer' and Texas 
Instruments' models. 
All tests were performed using the test setups shown in 
figures 1 and 2. 
The performance of the main power switchifig Yas tested 
by actuating the remote control switch whilc pouer has 
applied to the line terminal of the RCCB. 
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The operation of the indicating terminals SI, S,, and 
S, 
the three terrinals of a SPDT switch with 
conon t eninal . ) 
was checked with an ohmmeter attached alternately to 
and S, , and to S, and S, . (SI, S, and S, are 
being the S, 
The performance oi the FLAG was checked by visual 
observation, 
The shock hazard duration was measured with an electronic 
counter as follows: 
1. The remote control switch was turned ON. 
2. Power was disconnected frer A, . 
3. The remote control switch was turned GFF. 
4. Power was reconnected to A, . 
The counter was connected to count milliseconds from its 
internal clock for the period from step 4 until the RCCS 
automatically disconnected A, from A, . 
The overload tripping operation was tested by increasing 
the load current from rated full-load stepwise to 200, 138, 
or 115 percent. 
electronic couter connected to the individual load>. At 
the end of the 115-percent overload run, the temperature 
of the RCCB was measured at the line termintl of the parti- 
cular sample. While testing T.I.  ac models, t h e  overloads 
were applied consecutively to three individual phases. Due 
to the limitation of the test facility, RO overload tests 
could be performed on T.I. ac models rated fcr 35 acip per 
phase. 
The tripping time was measured with an 
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Again because of test f a c i l i t y  l i s i t a t ions ,  t h e  tests 
for effects o f  extreme l i n e  vbltages were limited t o  dc. 
The test  sample was turned ON and the  l i n e  voltage was f i r s t  
reduced t o  t h e  specified minimum (18 V f o r  T.I.  models, and 
2 1  V f o r  C-H models) and then increased t o  t h e  specif ied 
maximtun (30.5 v o l t s  fo r  T.I. and 32 v o l t s  fo r  C-H models). 
During both extremes, the  operation of t h e  r a i n  power 
switching and the  duration of shock hazard were measured i n  
the  way explained above. 
The operation of t h e  Push-Button, P unique feature of 
T.I. models, w a s  checked on i ts  s i m i l a r i t y  with the  act ion 
Df a ''momentary switch," and on its a b i l i t y  t o  eliminate 
the shock-hazard. In  the first case the Push-Button was 
pulled up t o  in te r rupt  the  load current  when the sample was 
turned ON by the  remote control switch, or the  Push-Button 
was pressed down t o  a f f e c t  the  flow of the load current 
when the  sample was OFF. 
was t e s t ed  as follows: 
Elimination of the  shock-hazard 
1. The remote control  switch was turned ON. 
2. Power was disconnect& from the l i n e  terminal. 
3. The remote cont-ol-sdi tch was turned OFF. 
4. 
5. Poucr w ; r j  reconnected t o  t h e  l i n e  terminal. 
The d u r a t i o ~ , ' ~ r . ' $ r e s e n c e ,  o f  shock-hazard was checked via  
an electrcnit ccunter connected t o  the load of the par t i cu la r  
tes t  sample, as described previously. 
The Bush-Button was- pulled up. 
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Operation of the Backup Power arrangement, available in 
C-H models, was tested by disconnecting the power source 
from terminal AI and attaching it to terminal No. 4. Tilc 
remote centrol switch was then repeatedly actuated and the 
state of the main contacts was monitored by the FLAG indica- 
tion and the indicating terminals S,, S,, and S, . Elimi- 
nation of the shock-hazard was tested as follows: 
1. The remote control switch was turned ON. 
2. Power was disconnected from terminal A, - 
3. The remote control switch was turned OFF, 
4. Terminal No. 4 was attached to the power source for 
a few seconds. 
5. Power was reconnected to terminal A, . 
Duration of the shock-hazard was measured in the same way 
as described previously. 
The multiphase operation of the C-H models YQS tested 
with the setup shovn in figure 1 by actuating the remote 
control switch and by increasing the individual phase loads 
stepwise from 100 to 200 percent. 
loads were changed sequentially one after another, and the 
corresponding trip times were measured with the counter. 
The in6ividual phase 
3.2 Qualification Tests 
Facility and manpower availability procluded subjecting 
all 305 RCCB's t o  environmental exposure. 
Twenty two samples were actually exposed to space 
simulation--altitude and temperature extremes combined. 
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Preliminary to this, four additional samples were subjected 
to an abbreviated temperature extreme cycling at ambient 
pressure to verify the basic temperature capabilities of the 
devices. 
The same 22 units were exposed to acceleration. 
Again because of resource limitations, the total number 
of RCCB's subjected to vibration was reduced to 10. 
three were subjected to a preliminary test to verify the 
basic mechanical integrety of the devices. The seven others 
were then subjected to the full duration cycliTg described 
below. 
Of these, 
3 . 2 . 1  Space simulation test.- The test was performed 
with the setup shown in figure 4. The main contacts of 
one-half of the test samples were open arid thcse of the 
other half were closed. 
Twenty-two test samples were placed in the chamber which 
was evacuated to 3.8~10-' Torr, equivalent to 360,000 ft 
altitude. The internal temperature of the chamber was kept 
constant for one hour at each of the following temperatures: 
-54" C, - 3 4 5  C, + 2 S 0  C, +74"  C, and + 5 4 "  C. During the 
-34" C and +74"  C periods, the samples were subjected to 
remote ON/OFF switching, and during the + 2 5 "  C period, a 
dielectric strength test was performed on the T.I. models 
at 500 V, 60 Hz in the way discussed for acceptance tests. 
Measurements of contact voltage drop, of shock hazard 
duration, and of tripping time at 200 percent overload were 
made after Space Simulation testing. 
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-VACUUM 8 TEMPERATURE CHAMBER +, 
I 
VOLT - 
hETER . 
b 
c 
i 
B * 
PHASE -A  
I 
t 4  9 r 3  I MOUNT INC 
BASE 
REMOTE CONTHOL 
i -  
4 SWITCH TEXAS INSTRUMENTS a 
MODELS I 
L 
& & &  I 
1 I 
1 b + 2 8  V 
NOTE: ALL LOADS = 1 K R  I 
Figure 4 .  - Space s imula t ion  test setup (wir ing  diagram) 
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3 .2 .2  Acceleration test.- Twenty-two samples, wired 
as shown in figure 5, were accelerated in both directions 
along three mutually perpendicular axes. Acceleration of 
22.5 G was applied to the RCCB's for 2 minutes w i t h  their 
contacts open and then for 2 minutes with their contacts 
clzsed. 
The main contacts were controlled by the hash-Buttons 
in T.I. models and by remote control switches in C-H models. 
The testing was performed at room ambient conditions. 
Contact chatter was monitored with a chatter detector 
(Discontinuity Time Monitor) during each test run. 
Measurement of contact volzage drop, of shock 
hazard duration and of tripping time at 200 percent overload 
was made after conclusion of the acceleration test. 
3.2.3 Vibration test.- Ten samples were subjected t o  
razdom vibration with the following spectrum: 
10 Hz at 3 mg2/Hz 
10 Hz - 24 Hz, increas? @ 12 dE/octave 
24 Hz - 160 Hz at 100 mg2/Hz 
160 Hz - 2000 Hz decrease @ 6 aB/octave 
2000 Hz a t  0 .65  mg2/Hz 
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Overall level: 5.37 G rms per run. Vibraticn was 
applied along three mutually perpendicular axes as follows: 
Test 
Run Duration - 
1 2 min. 20 sec ( 2  P?: l o n s )  
2 5 min. 50 sec (5 Missions) 
3 5 min. 50 sec ( 5  Missions) 
4 1; min- 40 sec (10 Missions) 
5 35 min. 0 sec (30 Missions) 
6 58 min. 20 sec (50  Missions) 
Sequence 
Contacts of A x i s  --
(c 10s ed) x ,  z, Y 
(closed) yr 2 ,  x 
x ,  Y, 2 
(open) z, 1 ,  x 
(closed) x ,  Y,  z 
(closed) z, Y ,  x 
The axes of the test samples are defined in figure i. 
The test setups are shown in figures 5 (with closed contacts) 
and 6 (with open contacts). Testing was performed at room 
ambient conditions. 
Chatter of the main contacts and of the indicating 
contacts, S, - s,, was monitored with the chatter detector. 
Measurement of contact voltage drop, of shock hazard 
duration and of tripping time at 200 percent overload was 
made after conrlusion of the vibration test. 
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SOTE: ALL LOADS: I Lob 
C o E l i A c I  CHATTER UrU1TWINC DEVICE BAS h'of >SED FOR 
INDICATIKG TLRWISALS S1-S2 WRING ACCELERATIW TEST. 
TEXAS 1N!jTRCYC?LTS ?!C93ELS WERE COI3'~,?I.!.ED CY PliItl- B u f f C t ;  
(P.S.) ONLY. 
FlRure 5 .  - Acceleration and vibiation - * s t  setup (closed con . C t s ;  
biring diaf;. . 
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TESTING TACILITY '-b
I 
CHATTER DETECTOR 
I per 9 8 3  I I I 
I 
:-H NODEL 
[MLER-HMWER)7  t T -?+-+-- A, s1 s2 S'
M E  C L M t O L  
SWITCH 
NOTE: T.I. MODEL CONTROLLED BY PUSH-BUTTW (P .B . )  OSLY. 
C-H UODELS CONTROLLED BY BACK-UP-PWER (I4 TERMINAL). 
Figure 6. -Vibration tes t  setup (open contacts; wiring diagram). 
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The results of testing, performed in accordance with 
the test procedure outlined in the preceeding paragraph, 
are srlrrrired in Table I. The test-data sheets are in the 
appendix. 
Of the 305 samples on which acceptance tests were 
perforred, 82 did not meet the requirements specified by the 
vendor. Of those 82, seven samples failed; ire., became 
totally inoperative. 
Qualification testing uas perforred on 26 samples, 
three of which failed during. or as a result of, the 
environmental exposure. 
The list of the failed samples in TABLE 111 shows 
the circumstances and symptoms of failures. 
analysis has been perforred. 
No failure 
4.1 Acceptance Tests 
4.1.1 Electrical characteristics.- The insulation 
resistance is specified by the vendor to be a minimum of 
50 (IO6) o h  when measured at 500 Vdc. 
tion resistance was found to be 40 (lo9) ohms in the T. 
ac and C-H models and 1.4 (10’) ohms i n  the T.I. dc mot.. i. 
The m i n i m  insula- 
Dieleccric strength is defined by the vendors in tenus _- 
of leakage current which is specified as 0.S mA maximum at 
lSO0 V rms, 60 Hr for C-H models or at 1250 V rms, 60 lir 
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TABLE 111. - RCCB - FAILURES DURING TESTING 
s ! s E  
T.I. 7.5 ac; S/N 26887 
[test #35; 12/9/72) 
C - i f ,  SIN 8/5 
(test 173; 1/17/73) 
C-H, S/N 11/35 
(test #137; 1/26/73) 
T.I. 1s dc; S/W 29055 
(test t167; 2/2/73) 
C-H, S/N 13/75 
(test t215; 2/9/73j 
C-H, SIN 11/25 
(test I 269; 2/16/13) 
Time/Cause 
During 200 percent 
overload on 
phase A 
During ZOO percent 
overload 
During 138 percent 
overload (before 
ZOO percent over- 
load) 
After 115 percent 
overload (before 
138 percent over- 
load) 
Testing opera- 
tional character- 
istics, external 
switch 
During shock 
hazard test when 
attempting to 
switch the unit 
Syaptors/Effect 
Cracking sound 
and smoke; not 
operating 
thereaiter. 
Contact chatter; 
FLASH over when 
No. 4 terminal 
was used. 
400 Hr emanates 
whenever turned 
ON w i t h  AI, or 
No. 4 connected 
to power source. 
Main contacts 
DPEN/CLOSE ran- 
domly when 
external switcb 
is used. 
400 HL emanates 
whenever turned 
ON. 
Contact voltage 
drop -10.0 volts. 
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TABLE 111. - RCCB - FAILURES DURING TESTING (Concluded) 
S m l e  
T-I. 10 ac; S/N 26268 
(test t3O; 5/29!?3) 
T.I. 10 ac; S/Is 26317 
(test 431; 5/29/73) 
T-I. 7 ac; S/N 30156 
(test t301; 6/26/73) 
T.I. 10 ac; S/N 26427 
(test 131; 12/13/72) 
Time/Cause 
During Space 
Simulation Test 
at -34O C 
During Space 
Simulation Test 
at -34O C 
After Vibration 
Testing. 
After 200 percent 
over load 
Symptoms/Effect 
Could not be 
switched exter- 
nally during and 
after testing. 
Could not be 
switched exter- 
nally during and 
after testing- 
During post test 
checking exter- 
nal switch did 
not operate. 
External switch- 
ing does not 
work. 
for T.I .  models. 
T.I.  ac models 30 to I S  VA lt8kage current, 
had leakaee current up to 78 ~IA. 
aa exponential increase of leakage current at 800 V, 60 Ht, 
and were defined as faulty. 
T.I. dc models, exhibited 4 t o  7 vA, and 
C-H uodels 
Three C-H samples exhibited 
The raximm contact voltate CCV) drop, specified in 
reference to current rating' of the samples, was not 
exceeded. 
4.1.2 ope rational characteristics.- The FLAG and 
remote indicetion (SI, S, S, terminals) were found correct 
in all s-les. 
Remotely controlled switching did not operate properly 
in two T.I. dc models, which required a minimum load at the 
failed during ON/OFF switching of the rated load. 
terminal before switching would occur, One C-H unit 
Shock hazard duration is specified, for Cutler-Hammer 
samples only, to be a raxirwr of 12 IS, which was met in 
all units. One sample failed in the course of this test. 
Shock hazard duration was 1 t o  20 IS in T.I. dc and 35 to 
4s IS in T.I. ac samples. It is not specified for Texas 
Instruaents models. Shock hazard could be eliminated in 
;.- 
RATING 
5.0 amps 
7.5 amps 
10.0 amps 
above 10.0 amps 
SPECIFIED WIW CV DROP 
C-H: 0.50 V; T . I . :  0.45 V 
T.I.: 0.35 V 
C-H: 0.30 V; T.I.: 0.30 V 
C-H: 0.20 V; T.1.: 0.25 V 
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the T.I. models by operating the Push-Button and in the 
C-H models by utilizing the Back-up PQwer arrangement 
(terminal No. 4) 
Vendor-specifizd l i n e  vcytage extremes are 18-30.5 Vdc 
and 95-130 V ms, 400 Nz for T.I. models and 21-32 Vdc and 
104-122 V ms, 400 Hz for C-H models. 
test facility dictated that the RCCB's be tested un4er 
extremes of only the dc line voltage. The vendors' speci- 
fications were met by all samples except one T.I. dc unit 
which could not bk controlled renotely when the line voltage 
was 19 volts. 
Limitations of the 
Vendor specifications for overload operation are in 
terms of tripping tire and temperature of the RCCB. A t  
115 percent overload, the RCCB should not trip within 
60 minutes and its tt -erature should not exceed 75O C. 
At 138 percent overload, the units should trip within 
60 minutes. 
time depends on load rating of the unit as follows: 
At 200 percent overload the specified tripping 
Rating Specified Tripping Tire 
5.0 amps C-H unit: 7-40 sec; T.I. unit: * 
7.5 amps C-H unit: * ; T.I. unit: 40 sec nax 
10.0 amps C-H unit: 12-42 sec; T.I. unit: 42 sec max 
15.0 amps C-H unit: ; T . I .  unit: SS scc uiax 
20.0 amps C-H unit: 14-47 sec; T.I. unit: * 
25.0 amps C-H uni': 15-55 sec; T.I. unit: * 
*Not available for testing. 
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Rating Specified Tripping Time 
35.0 aRpS C-H unit: 15-55 sec: T.I. unit: 65 sec max 
50.0 amps C-H unit: 13-55 sec; T.I. unit: 65 sec MX 
75.0 amps C-H unit: 13-60 sec: T.I. unit: * 
100.0 aRps C-H unit: 17-62 sec; T.I. unit: 
In the course of testing: 
0 One C-H sauple exceeded the specified m a x i m  
tripping time at 200 percent overload, while one 
C-H and two T.X. ac units failed.during this test. 
Four C-H and eight i . 1 .  units did not trip within 
60 minutes at 138 percent overload, and one C-H 
sample failed in course of this test. 
Eleven C-H and two T.I. units tripped within 60 nin- 
Utes at 115 percent overload, and one T.I. sample 
became inoperative after this test. 
a 
0 
0 Twenty-six C-H and 16 T.I. samples (of SO amps and 
higher current rating) exceeded the temperature 
limitation at 115 percent overload. 
When T.I. ac samples (3 phase) were tested by over- 
loading on2 phasa while the other two phases were not loaded 
(pssing no current), the saatples tripped as specified. When 
the two other phases were carrying 100-percent rated loads, 
overloading cf the, third phase (200 or 138 percent overload) 
*Not Failable for testing. 
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caused, in most cases, a tripping off of the over-loaded 
phase only. 
use of the units. 
This could cause severe problems during actual 
Operation of the Push-Buttoil in T.I. models, and of 
the Back-up Power feature (applications of No. 4 terminal) 
in C-H models was found within the vendors' specifications. 
Cutler-Hammer models were wired for 3 phase operation 
and their performance was as specified, i.e., with two 
phases unloaded, overloading of third phase caused tripping 
off of all three anits. It was noticed, as in the case of 
T.I. ac models, that when the two other phases were carrying 
normal loads, an overlcading of the third phase resulted, 
in most cases, in tripping off of only the overloaded phase. 
4.2 Qualification Tests 
4.2.1 
tion test, two C-H and two T.I. samples were subjected for 
3 hours to +80° C temperature at normal atmospheric pre- Jsure 
to explore any detrimental effects upon the RCCB. Checks of 
cordact voltage drop, shock hazard duration, and tripping 
time at 200 percent overload, performed after completion of 
this test, did not reveal any changes in the characteristics 
of the test samples. 
Space simulation test.- Prior to the space sirnula- 
Twenty-two samples were subjected to space simulation, 
following the procedure outlined in paragraph 3.2.1. 
of two T.I. units was noticed when remotely controlled 
switching could not be performed at -34'  C. Also, these 
units could not be switched remotely after completion of 
Failure 
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test. Measurement of contact voltage drop, shock hazard 
duration and tripping time at 200 percent overload on the 
remaining units thereafter did not show any changes in their 
characteristics. 
4 .2 .2  Acceleration test.- Twenty-two test samples 
subjected to acceleration, following. the procedure outlined 
in paragraph 3.2.2, did not exhibit any contact chatter. 
No changes in their characteristics were detected in 
the course OF after-test neasurerent of contact voltage 
drop, shock hazard duration and tripping time at 200 percent 
overload. 
4.2.3 Vibration k s t . -  Seven samples were subjected 
to vibration, following the procedure outlined in para- 
graph 3.2.3, and three units were subjected to preliminary 
test runs to explore any detrimental effects of t h i s  type 
ck vibration upon the RCCB's. 
The contact chatter observed during the initial part 
of testing was found to be caused by faulty cabling and 
improper test wiring. 
resumed. 
Both were corrected and testing was 
In general, most contact chatter occurred when the 
samples were vibrated along the Y-axis (ref. to fig. 7). 
The chatter was either reduced and/or disappeared during 
the subsequent vibration along the other axes, or it was 
sustained and/or enhanced, especially during the long test 
runs, suggesting a deterioration of the sample's performance. 
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As can be secfn from Table IV, showing the vibration 
test results in detail, three units (out of 10) did not 
exhibit any contact chatter. Two units exhibited contact 
chatter once during the 50-mission run ( Y - a x i s ) ,  and one 
sample showed contact chatter twice during the 30-mission 
run (Z-axis). 
Two T . I .  dc samples exhibited repeated contact chatter 
during the 50-mission run along the Y-axis, while their 
indicating contacts exhibited chatter also during the 
30-mission run along the Y-axis. 
In 0:s T.I. ac unit (3-phase) ccntact chatter was 
observed during the 50-mission run, but only in two phases. 
Indicating contacts were not monitored in this unit (pre- 
lin?inary test runs). 
In other T.I. ac samples, contact chatter (phase c )  
started during the 30-mission run when it was vibrated along 
the Y and X axes and prevailed until the end of vibration 
exposure. 
During after-test measurement of contact-voltage drop, 
shock hazard duration and tripping time at 200 percent over- 
load, only one sample showed any changes in characteristics. 
One T . I .  ac unit (S/N 30156) could not be controlled 
remotely and was defined as faulty. 
4 - 9  
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APPENDIX 
TEST DATA 
S.0 CONCI.USIOK5 AND RECOUENDATIOYS 
Limitations un available manpower and facilities pre- 
cluded the performance of s3fficient tests to provide the 
basis for a firm conclusion as to the suitability or unsuit- 
ability of these Texas Tnstrcments and Cutler-Hammer RCCB's 
for use on the Space Shuttle vehick. A further barrier to 
raking such a conclusion is the unavaiaability, at the time 
th!s report is being prepared, of firm specifications fer 
the environmental requireaents for the Space Shuttle vehicle. 
It is, therefore, rec-uended that no such conclusion be 
drawn until additional RCCB t e s t  data and Space Shuttle 
specifications are available- 
s -  1 
APPENDIX 
TEST DATA 
Notes 
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APPENDIX - TEST DATA 
RXB-ACCEPTANCE TESTING (Noces) 
A l l  testing perfonred at room-aabienf condition. 
Insulation Resistance aeasurcd at 500 Vdc. 
Dielectric Stre-gith measured qt 1250 V (60 Hr) for 
Texas Instrument'* models, and at 1500 V (60 Hz) for 
Cutler-Hamer aodels. 
Vendor's Instruction: No ac-potential to be applied 
between open contacts (Al-A2) 
Testyurt i t  did not tr ip-of f  within 3605 seconds. 
OPERAT I O U  CH4RACTERISIICS: 
- Load Control &itch; 
- Trip free operation; 
- High-low l i n e  volttge: 
Cutler-Hanmer - 122. - 104. V (400 Hz) 
3%. - 21. V (dc) 
Texas Instruent  - 130. - 95. V (400 Ez) 
30.5 - 18. Y [dc) 
- Auxiliary, or indicating teruiaals' operaticn; 
- Back-ap power operation (Cutler-Hammer only);  
Push button ope.ation (Texas Instrument only). 
10. aap.-load per phase. 
High-low l ine  voltage t e = t  not performed. 
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28 September 1973 
Don Iabberton, principal Ehgineer 
2ontml Systems Development Ikpar..zect 
Imkheed Electronics Company, Inc. 
For 
Power Distribution and Control Bnrncn 
HATIOHAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIS"I0IF 
L m W N  R JOHNSON SPACE CENTER 
HUJS'IQN, "EXAS 
23 September 1973 
Several models of hermetically sealed toggle switches market& 
by tw Venoorrr, Micro Switch and Cutler-Rnnmer, as meeting tk rewire- 
mnts of HIL-S-3950, were evaluated t o  determine the probability tfat 
they could vitbstand the environmental rerplireaents of, and t:erefore 
-be suitable for use on, tiie Space Sitlttle vehicle. The evaluatioa vas 
started v i t i .  a comparison of tbe environmental rewirements of vezaor- 
perfommi testing and specifications for Space Shuttle herduare. This 
was followed with in-house testing for those envfmaments vhere 8 
reasonably firm coaclusio? c a d  not be drawn in the c o w o n .  Wce 
eirmlation, acceleration and vibration testing were perfenned in-kiouse. 
After t h e  'iatter of these, the switches were Judged to be unsuitahie 
for use on the Space Shuttle vehicle and the evaluation effort was 
terminated. 
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As a result of a problem experienced with toggle switches d u ? . ? . ~  
the 40110 -pmgran, the Power Distribtion and Control Srancn at 
m o a  B. Zahnson space C e n t e r  has i n i t i a t e  evaluation of several 
types of toggle Rwitches per the environmental reqyiremeiits of the 
Space Skuttle vehicle. 
of envirornnentally sealed toggle switches rtark%% ~y 'wr) di f fe ren t  
vendors (HCM Switch and Cutler-Hamer) as rn-tiq 53% recyiremer.ts 
of MIL-S-3950, are reported in this document. 
The results of this evaluation for three t-es 
1.2 fAmmary of Evaluation Program 
For purposes of this evaluation, these switches were consicierec to 
be, by virtue of the vendors' t e s t  &&a, in r U l l  coq t i ance  witn the 
reqluiranents of MIGS-350. A comparison of t h i s  specification, in 
1 
2 
Ibe results of this -are siwrPn in -le I. -e6 ori 
this wonE%tion, it zws decided t o  test the effeCtI8 an the switc;.les of 
space simllation (,tesperaatFealtitude), accelmstian, vibration ea6 
SbCkO 
3 
2.2.3 %?st remalts. - bone of tk 36 switches exb%blted aoy 
noticeable chmge in voltaqjp drop acroz~s clots& contacts after exp3sure 
2.3 Acceleration lksting 
2.3.1 Teet stmp le. - L- SBDD suitcka,  as listed IQ lhble  11, 
that were subgected to space eimulstion, were subjeCte3 to acceleration 
4 testing. 
5 
Iluring vibmtion, contiact chatter va8 monitored using a Continental 
Teetlng Iabomtorice, Inc., Me1 IfM-SlM) Tmnslent Monitor. 
setup io shown achematfcally in fQpre 2. 
The 'ast 
A l l  fixed contacts of all 
6 
'Ehe nanber of olrdcslred contect aptningS detezted &wiqg each 
phase of vibmtian for BBch of the three axes is tabnlated in Tables III 
a d  IV for A and B respectively. it C(UL be seen that, with 
vibmtiolz a p p ~ e d  a h q  the x axis (-1 to tk switches' acti i t ing 
MUS) the ~llxmber of usdesired coatact openings shows a marked increase 
during tk IO-miseian phase, or af'ter a total exposure corrcspondiug 
to app-ely 20 mI8sions. 
to vibration along the Y end Z ~xee.  
switches during the lo-mission pbase and all of the switches C!!!,ring 
The switches were much less susceptible 
For group B, because two of tire 
8 
Tbe contact cbatter detected during vibmtio3 exposure after a 
duration sindating approximately 20 Space Sbuttle missions shows them 
to 'be unsuited for use in flight system for this program. 
Ihe limitations of the conlxwt cbatter test mipment am3 tecbcliqyes 
%e transient only s e m d  to give the svitches t& benefit of the darbt. 
monitor us&. to detect tbe chatter bas to be =set mammliy afier 'he 
aperator  ha^ noted and mcorded the oc-ce of a transient (contact 
opening). 
recorded by the operator. 
switch were connect& in parallel edit only bave prevented recognitfon 
of possibly more ccntact-openings tban were noted. 
Thm mxm?mus transients cmld have occurred uhkh were not 
The fact that all poles in each multi-wle 
9 
It is recammded tbat svitches nmrketed by Hcn, Stitch arrd 
CUtler-iiEmer as sstisfying tbe repllrealents of HIL-s-3950 and military 
stmdards aS 24523, L6 2km and lS 24525 be considere3 unsatisfactory 
for use on t k  Spew Sbuttle vehicle unless and until addltional infor.. 
mtion to tbe coatraxy is provided by other s-. 
10 
Y-axis 
FigtAre 1. - Vibration Axes 
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1.0 1moDUcT1OW 
1.1 Background 
As a part of a continuing program to find suitable 
candidate hardware for panel switches in the Space Shuttle, 
a preliminary evaluation of environuental capabilities was 
undertaken on toggle switches rmufactured by Dwen Neasure- 
ments Division of Edison Electronics (Dsven part number 
~ S O O O - U X ]  and on -110-type toggle switches unufactured 
by Texas Instruments, Inc. (Kliroa xxLSx-x). It was not 
the purpose of this evaluation to qualify these two types 
of switches to the detailed requirements of the Space 
Shuttle cnvironrcntal specifications, but rather to tikt 
a "first look" at their tested capabilities for the purpose 
of determining whether the candidate hardware appears to 
have a good chance of successfully completing a detailed 
environmental qualification test program. 
1.2 Sunary of Evaluation Program 
The initial phase of the evaluation reported herein 
consisted of comparing the demonstrated environren"c1 capa- 
bilities of the two candidate switch types to the latest 
available Space Shuttle environmental requirements. The 
documents used for this comparison were: 
0 Certification Test Requirenent, Apollo Block 11, 
Part No. ME452-0102-1101, North American Aviation, 
Inc., 18 February 1969 (for Klixon switches). 
1-1 
0 Specification 40M38202, George C. Marshall Space 
Flight Center, 3-27-70 (for Daven switches) . 
0 Specification UC450-0016, "Controller, Master Events", 
North American Rockwell Corporation, 22 August 1973 
(Shuttle requirements) . 
Based on the comparison of environmental parameters in 
these three documents, it was decided that additional 
information was needed concerning the capability of the 
switches to withstand exposure to random vibration without 
contact chatter. 
The Space Shuttle temperature and linear acceleration 
requirements were not judged to be severe enou-h to neces- 
sitate additional tests to satisfy the purposes of this 
evaluaticrn. Successful techniques for hermetically sealing 
such switches have been in use for some tire and hence it 
was felt that the puiposes of this evaluation could be well 
satisfied without particular concern f:r the survivability 
of the switches in vacuum, explosive atws-jhere, and sand 
and dust. 
As described below, It KPixon and 8 Daven switches, of 
several different contact configurations, were subjected to 
random vibration with the most recently defined power 
spectral density for the Space Shuttle as of the date of the 
test. 
1-2 
2.0 EVALUATION PROGRAM 
2.1 Specification Comparison 
As indicated in section 1, the tested capabilities of 
the Texas Instruments (TI) switches and of the Daven Measure- 
ments switches were compared to the most recent statement 
of environmental exposure requirements for the Space Shuttle 
available at the time the comparison was made. The contents 
of the three documents used for this comparison that were 
deemed pertinent to the purposes of this evaluation are 
sllararited in table I. 
Although the tested capabilities of the two types of 
switches for s a t t  sproa and izwnidity do not match the stated 
Shuttle requirements, most notably with respect to the 
duration of exposure, the ability of devices to bithstand 
these environments should be primarily dependent upon the 
materials used for the exposed surfaces and the techniques 
used to seal the package. Similar components have been made 
that can withstand such extended exposures, so it was felt 
that these two types of switches could successfully complete 
detailed qualification testing without redesign, and that 
actual testing, for this evaluation, was unnecessary. 
The tested temperature capabilities of the switches are 
reasonably close to the Shuttle requirements for equipment 
located in the crew compartment. Even the temperature 
requirements for qualification tests, which are slightly 
more severe than those actually expected (and quoted in 
table I), are not so severe that evaluation tests at tempera- 
ture extremes were deemed to be a necessary part of this 
evaluation. 
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The .Shuttle qualification test requirements include 
vacuum conditions (10’’ torr) in association with temperature 
cycling. 
withstand pressures at least as low as torr. No evi- 
dence was found of similar tested capabilities for the 
Daven switches. However, this capability should also be a 
function of a properly sealed package, and not the basic 
switch design. Hence, supplemental vacuum testing was not 
considered a necessary part of this evaluation. 
The TI switches have demonstrated an ability to 
Although thei: is some minor difference in wave shape, 
both types of switches have been tested at higher levels of 
shock than those required for the Shuttle. 
shock tests were performed. 
Hence, no 
The Shuttle vibration requirements have total energy 
levels approximately equal to or below those at which both 
switch types have been tested. However, the distribution 
of this energy across the frequency spectrum is different 
in all cases. Because of this, srpplemental vibration 
testing of bath types of switches was considered necessary. 
(Note: The power spectral density (PSD) used for these tests 
was difzerent from the requiremects stated in the reference 
document for the Shuttle. The PSD to which the switches 
were actually exposed was chosen because of a more recent 
statement of Shuttle requirements than that quoted in 
MC450-0016) 
Neither the TI nor the Daven switches apparently have 
been tested for satisfactory operation while being exposed 
to linear acceteration. Although the Shuttle requirements 
include exposure to such an environment (k4 g’s  for 
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5 ridaxis), the level is so low that no anomalies should 
reasonably be expected after successful completion of the 
shock and vibration tests which are documented. For this 
reason, no supplemental linear acceleration testing was 
deemed necessary. 
2.2 Vibration Testing 
2.2.1 Test Sample 
A total of 24 switches were exposed to the random 
vibration spectrum described in paragraph 2.2.2.1 below. 
To facilitate this exposure these were divided into three 
groups of eight switches each. Two of the groups, i.e., a 
total of 16 switches, were comprised of Texas Instruments' 
"Klixon" switches, as follows : 
Quantity Type No. 
Group 1 -- 2 llLS2-2 1P2T 
2 23LS3-2 3P3T 
2 14LS2-3 4P3T 
2 13LS3-2 3P2T 
Group 2 - 2 12LS2-2 2P3T 
2 12LS3-3 2P3T 
Configuration* 
MA-MA 
LK MA-LK MA-LK MA 
MA-OFF-MA 
LK MA-LK MA 
MO -OFF - MO 
MO-LK OFF-MO 
r _ _ ~  MA - Maintained 
MO - Momentary 
LK = Locked 
2 - 4  
Quantity Type No. Conf igurationf 
MA -MA - OF F t MA-MA-OFF 23LS2-5 3P3T OFF-MA--OFF Group 2 - (con't) 2 
2 18LS2-1 3P3T MO-LK CFF-MO 
The last group was comprised of the Daven Measurement 
switches, type ~ S O O O - X X X ,  as follows: 
Quantity Type No. Configuration* 
Group 3 - 1 - 201 2P2T MA-MA 
1 - 202 2P2T MA-MO 
2 - 308 3P3T MA-OFF-MA 
2 -204 2P3T MA-OFF-MA 
2 - 209 2PfT MO-OFF-MO 
As can be seen, two of each type except the Daven -201 
and -202 were included in the total test sample. Only one 
of these two Daven types was tested because additional 
switches were not available. 
U 
MA = Maintained 
MO = Momentary 
LK = Locked 
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2.2.2 Test Procedure 
2.2.2.1 Environmental. The test sample was exposed 
to the following random vibration under room ambient tempera- 
ture and pressure: 
10 Hz @ 3 mg2/Hz 
10 Hz to 24 Hz @ +12 dB/octave 
24 Hz to 160 Hz @ 100 mg2/Hz 
160 Hz to 2 kHz @ -6 dB/octave 
2 kIiz @ 0.65 mg*/€iz 
(Overall level of 5.37g rms) 
The total duration of the exposure was 1 hour and 
59 minutes in each of three orthogonal axes. Definition of 
these axes relative to the physical characteristics of the 
switches (viewed from the terminal side) is included in 
figures A - 1  through A - 3 .  In order to maintain the accumulated 
exposure duration equal, within practical limits, in each of 
the three axes, the switches were first exposed for two 
simulated missions in each of the three axes. (A simulated 
mission was defined as an exposure of 70 seconds.) Next, 
they were exposed for five missions in each axis. This 
was followed by a second 5-mission exposure in each axis, 
then 10 missions, 30 missions, and finally 50 missions in 
each axis. 
2.2.2.2 Electrical. Before and after vibration 
exposure, the voltage drop across all possible closed con- 
tacts of each switch was measured at load currents of both 
0.1 and 10.0 amps. Because, in most instances, slight 
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v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  tes t  s e t u p  Frevented exac t  r e p e a t a b i l i t y  
of t h e s e  measurements, a minimum o f  t h r e e  readings  were 
taken  f o r  each t e r m i n a l - p a i r  a t  each load  c u r r e n i .  
t h e  minimum and maximum readings were recorded. 
Both 
During v i b r a t i o n  exposure c o n t a c t  c h a t t e r  ( i nadve r t en t  
opening of normally c l o s e d ,  o r  c l o s i n g  of  normally oper: 
c o n t a c t s  f o r  10 ps o r  more) was monitored. The t e s t  se tups  
a r e  shown i n  f i g u r e s  A - 1  through A-3.  On a l l  swi tches  having 
maintained normally c losed  p o s i t i o n s ,  t h e  c o n t a c t s  were set  
t o  t h e s e  p o s i t i o n s .  
maintained p o s i t i o n s ,  t h e  two swi tches  of  t h e  same type 
were set t o  d i f f e r e n t  p o s i t i o n s .  
c o n t a c t s ,  a l l  such p...irs o f  c o n t a c t s  on each swi tch  were 
connected i n  series,  thus  Zroviding a s i n g l e  s i g n a l  f o r  t h a t  
sa i tch  t o  t h e  c h a t t e r  d e t e c t o r .  On those  switches where 
normally open was :he only maintainer; p o s i t i o n  a v a i l a b l e ,  
a l l  con tac t  p a i r s  were connected i n  p a r a l l e l ,  thereby again 
provid ing  a s i n z l e  s i g n a l  f o r  t h a t  switch t o  t h e  c h a t t e r  
d e t e c t o r .  
I n s o f a r  as p o s s i b l e  wi th in  a v a i l a b l e  
For these  normally c losed  
2.2.3 Test Resul t s  
The t e s t  d a t a  forms appendix A t o  t h i s  document. With 
Although t h e r e  were d i f f e r e n c e s  
one except ion ,  very l i t t l e  o r  no con tac t  c h a t t e r  was de t ec t ed  
dur ing  v i h r a t i o n  exposure.  
(both i n c r e a s e s  and decreases)  between the  con tac t  vc l t age  
drops measured be fo re  and a f t e r  v i b r a t i o n  exposure,  no 
d e f i n i t e  degrada t ion  i n  t h e  performance o f  any o f  t h e  swi t ches ,  
includiDg t h e  one which e x h i b i t e d  excess ive  contac t  c h a t t e r  
dur ing  v i b r a t i o n ,  was de t ec t ed .  
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Of the  16 TI Uixon switches tested, no contact cha t t e r  
was detected i n  10 of them. A l l  chatter detected i n  the 
other  s i x  switches was noted i n  a t  least two switches 
siaultaneously,  indicat ing t h r t  a t  least ha l f  of t he  4etected 
s ignals  were erroneous. (The chatter monitor used exhibited 
not only t h i s  channel-to-channel c ross ta lk ,  but also suscep- 
t i b i l i t y  t o  noise an its power l ine .  
indicated detected cha t t e r  when a la rge  ro l lup  door i n  the 
bi-bay near the vibrat ion f a c i l i t y  was opened.) 
Several channels 
Of t h e  e igh t  Damn switches t e s t e d ,  no c h a t t e r  w a s  
deLected i v  two of t h e m .  Unlika the results for t he  Klixor. 
switches, however, only pa r r  sC cha t t e r  detected i n  the 
other s i x  occurred in two switches siuultaneously. 
s i x ,  a -308 {3P3f, MA-0FF-M) exhibited continuous chatLer, 
s t a r t i n g  during the  10-minute exposure and continuing through 
the SO-rinute exposure. 
nonitor channel was changed t o  ver i fy  t h a t  the  monitor w a s  
not a t  f au l t .  I t  should be noted tha t  ne s igni f icant  degra- 
dation i n  contac: voltage drop was reasured on t h i s  switch 
a f t e r  vibrat ion exposure. 
another -308 swi t ch  was tested, with i t s  toggle i n  a differ-  
ent  posi t ion,  a t  the same time and t h i s  swi tch  exhibited no 
cha t te r  a t  a i l .  
One of the  
h r i n g  t h i s  tin, the  cha t t e r  
I t  should also be noted t h a t  
2-8 
3.0 CONCWSIONS 
No previously documented or in-house test data was 
found which shouzd disqualify either of these tu0 types of 
switches from further detailed evaluation. The continuous 
chatter exhibited by the one D8-n switch was uuique and is 
felt to be a result of some flaw in that particular switch 
rather than the basic switch design. 
5-1  
It is ncorended that both of the two types of switches 
evaluated herein be considered candidate for use on the 
Space Shuttle unless additional information or considerations 
indicate otherwise, 
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IlLSZ-2 (tw) 
SJN225,ZS 1 
I 
llLS2-2 (OKW 
SfS228,TS 2 
I 
VIBRATION 
AXES + 
e: 
(HATTER 
0' 0" 0" 
1 
ZJLSS-2 (OKW) 
SJNli1.TS 3 
YW KEY NAY 
TS TEST SA.WLE 
OYN - OPPOSITE KEY WAY 
Figure A - I .  - Vibration t e s t  setup - TI switches, group 1 
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I M A T T f R  12LS3-3 11LSf-3 S I %  546.15 9 S/NJOI,TS 10 
CHATTER 
MONITOR 
zsocr 
9 K W  - IJPPOSIIL KEY NAY 
CTR = CENTER 
TS - TEST SAMF'LE 
Figu-e  A - 2 .  - V i b r a t i o n  t e s t  setup - TI s w i t c h e s ,  graup 2 .  
A -  13 
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l l  - 
Figure A - 3 .  -Vibration t r s t  setup - Dnven s w i t c h e s .  
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An in tens ie  study of various ,- of transducers was d u c t e d  
w i t h  application tcuards herm~tically serling the tradumar pick 
off and all electronics. The results of the sttdy indicated ohat 
the &all effect devices amd a ~/phototransiator d i n a t i o a  
uere the rost practical for tbia type of applicatiaa. Therefore, 
hardvan was deweloped utili- a -yrsall effect trambducer 
for single actim switches and LBD/ghotouaasistor transducers 
for rotary multipositicm or potentimter applicatiocrcr. A l l  
electronics could be housed in a herm~tically sealed -nt, 
A npder of switches were built a& mdele uen b u l t i c a l l y  
sealed to prove the fersibility of this type of fabrication, -e 
of tach type of suit& vas subjected to -ature cycUng, vib- 
ration, and Ba tests, The msults of these tests are indicated 
in the follavig report. 
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The results of this project are: 
1. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
An operating switch pauel conforming to the requirements 
of ms-9-13144. 
Test data taken during envircummtal tests p e r f o e  on 
selected switcb and rotary capoaents. 
f- were -able to m- run on UASA fl ight 
hardware delivered on the skylab project. Satisfactory 
results veze obtained OQ all tests. 
%he tests per- 
Reliability data indicating UEBF for selected devices. 
A project report covering the study phase of the project 
and containing test data, scheaatics, a33 outline 
drawings of the switch devices and the mounting panel. 
V 
- 
Mv.- Y256-26 
The results of this pmject Mate that solid state switches 
and rotary -ts of meeting the requirercnts of 
manned space fl ight are feasable and well u&thin the current 
state of the art. 
that a praduction unit would hawe the superior reliability 
associated w i t h  solid state equimt. 
contact clospre types w i l l  allow switches to be f i t t e d  to various 
rg\ .;emen-. 
in a sriz.ller and lighter housing. 
the ?mat panel appearance umld be i s r o d  in the phase If 
design. 
The end-tal aad reliability data indicate 
me large selection of 
Tha feel of each switch and 
A phase 11 productioa type unit would be packaged 
v i  
%e study indicated that the wwt efficient s w i t c h  is me designed 
to switch a specified~voltage and -rent. J'.. 
switch to handle a Lou curreat is iacfficient. 
switches should be designed far a specific pawcr level. 
In production quantities a hybrid package COSltajnhtg all  the 
electronics is re- as a way to nave size and increase 
re l iabi l i ty  of the so l id  state switch devices. 
Reduction of switch size  would allem the toggle section of the 
switch to be hrought flush to the pawl surface and othervise 
improve the appearance of the switches. 
It is also r-ded that a closcr analysis of the fioat panel , 
repopability criteria be radc w i t h  an effort to reduce the 
panel area used for fastening. 
Using a high current 
Any production 
W 
I 
v i i  
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this repor t  is to  slraararize the r e s u l t s  of a 
study zonduct-xd to uetemine  the optimum transducer type and out- 
put c i r c u i t r y  f o r  a solid state s w i t c h  configuration and to 
demonstrate w i t h  hardware, the f e a s i b i l i t y  of the resulting de- 
s igns-  RK) basic types of switches are required, a s ing le  ac t ibn  
switch ( toggle ,  pushbutton) and a awlt iposi t ion rotary svitch and/ 
or potentiometer. The switches w i l l  be designed t o  be hemet- 
i c a l l y  sealed and removable as an i n t eg ra l  u n i t  f r a  t h e  froct 
of the F a n e l -  
(LED) display indicat ing ,the status of the switch pos i t ion  and/or 
operable or failure mode. 
The various types of transducers studied included the following: 
Selected switches contain a Light Ea i t t i ng  Diole 
Light 
0 Capacitive 
Hall e f f e c t  
0 Magneto-resistor 
Many factors w e r e  considered in se l ec t ing  the appropriate trans- 
ducer f o r  the appl icat ion and the necessary c i r c u i t r y  for the 
switch output. They were as follovs: 
0 Type of exc i t a t ion  required 
Power required 
C o s t  
Size 
0 Rel i ab i l i t y  
0 tiermetic sea l ing  capabi l i ty  
0 Cross t a l k  e f f e c t s  
0 Packaging 
0 Switching characteristics 
A matrix ine ica t ing  these characteristics of the various transducers 
are shown i n  Table I. 
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The r e s u l t s  of the study indicated t h a t  the H11-1 effect t rans-  
ducer is the most e f f ec t ive  for the s ing le  action s w i t c h  and the 
LED/phototransistor is the optimm device mi' &he mult iposi t ion 
r o t a r y  switch a d  potentiometer. 
Dependent upon the function of the switct,, four types of output  
circdts were selected to  in t e r f ace  w i t h  per ipheral  equipment. 
The determining factor i n  the c i r c u i t r y  w a s  the contact  r a t i n g  of 
the switch.  
0 High c u r r e n t  De (10 Am) 
0 Medium cur ren t  Dc (400 MA) 
0 Low cur ren t  Analog (50 MA) 
Low curren t  Ac (I AKP) 
To insure  reliable operation, r e h n d a n t  c i r c u i t r y  has been inclu- 
ded wherever s i z e  and c i r c u i t r y  dictates p rac t i cab i l i t y .  The 
snbfect of man-hardware in t e r f ace  has not  been discussed because 
standard mechanical s w i t c h  ac tua t ing  devices are used for inputs  
with normal actuat ing pressure loads and t ravel .  
Envelope drawings and schematics are i;.cluded i n  the appendices 
(Section 8)  ind ica t ing  the design approach configurations for t he  
Phase I program. Production versions of these modules would re- 
qu i r e  some modification for f a c i l i t y  ef fabr ica t ion  and appearance. 
As a r e s u l t  of the study program, a panel w a s  fabricated including 
25 s ing le  pole or double pole toggle and pushbutton switches, t w o  
ro t a ry  10 pos i t ion  s w i t c h e s  and two potentiometers a s  indicated 
in Figure 1. 
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIOtJ 
The fol lowing four basic ar2as w e r e  s t u d i e d  i n  order t o  produce 
t h e  required switcn;*iotentiometer c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  for t h e  swi tch  
pdne 1 : 
0 Transducers  
0 Mechanical Packaging 
Output ( swi tch  c o n t a c t )  c i r c u i t r y  
0 Sr - i4  state potent iometer  c i r c u i t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  
TRANSDUCERS - 
Many types  of t r a n s d u c e r s  were evc lua ted  to  de termine  +I--? optimum 
swi tch  trasfer.  For each t r a n s d u c e r  the source  and s : ri' of t h e  
swi t ch icg  medium is d i s c u s s e d  a long  wi th  the v a r i o u s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s .  
MAGIWJ!IC CIRCUIT TPANSDL'CER 
A magnetic c i r c u i t  t r ansduce r  depends on changing magre t i c  flux 
for swi t ch ing  a c t i o n .  A mechanical s w i t c h  change occur r ing  ex- 
t e r n a l  to L\e hermet ic  seal changes t"le r e l u c t a n c e  of t h e  nag- 
n e t i c  c i r c u i t .  Th i s  f l u x  change is  sensed i n s i d e  t h e  he rme t i c  
seal ana i n t e r f a c e d  w i t k  the l o g i c  s e c t i o n  of  t h e  swi tch .  Both 
a l t e r n a t i n g  and direct f l u  d e v i c e s  have been reviewed. 
DC Devices 
The f l u x  f l c w s  i n  only  one d i r e c t i o n  i n  a direct f l u x  c i r c u i t  and 
i s  a f u n c t i c n  of t h e  fo l lowing  r e l a t i o n s h i p .  
MUF 4 =- 
R 
A change i n  the f l u x  is scnsed and a t y p i c a l  s imple  swi tch  i s  
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F igu re  1 .  With the swi t ch  open as i n  F igure  2 a 
high r e l u c t a n c e  a i r  gap e x i s t s  i n  t h e  magnet ic  c i r c u i t .  I f  t h e  
miss ing  slug is moved i n t o  t h e  gap, t h e  r e l u c t a n c e  is diminished.  
This  i n c r e  es t h e  flux and changes t h e  " h a x a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  
flux s e n s i n a  element.  Two sources  of nunf appear  m s t  apLiopr i a t e  
~ C K  swi tch  a p p l i c a t i o n s :  permanent maynets or so leno id  c o i l s .  
Permanent magnets require t h e  fo l lowing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  t o  LP 
e f f e c t i v e .  
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of the present colrercialay available magnetic materials, the 
following bes: suit these characteristics: 
0 Cerdcper rawntmagnets  
ALuIcosEIRLEs* 
*e life characteristic of these materials (the of retention of 
useful rbgnetic pro pert^ 'a) has beur estimated at aprro%i-ately 
15 years. 
Solenoid coils rmre electrical 
Hawever, these devices util ize materials which sre -re readily 
available than magnets a d  & not require any special handling 
techniques as is gg.retiaea the case W i t h  magnets. Of t&e flux 
sensing el-ts available the following exhibit the m o s t  suitable 
properties for switch application: 
i n  order to operate, 
- 0  Pick up coil 
a Mall e f fec t  device 
Magnetic resistor 
0 Pi& U Coil - The simplest cf the three devices is a pick 
is a coil of w i r e  of aany t u n s  wow a r o M  
the magnetic core. 
aagnet ic  circuit which greatLy iucreases the reluctance 
and, therefore, re3uces tr;e magnetic strength required. 
Many magnetic materials =an be used for this application. 
The areatest disadvantage of using a pick up coil i n  a 
direct flux c i r c u i t  is the f a c t  tha t  a coil can anly sense 
a chan-2 in flux. Therefore, an output voltage would only 
be availaL.le from the coil during switching transition. 
After the coil has reached a di f fe ren t  steady state valve 
as a r e s u l t  of the new s w i t c h  pos i t ion  no voltage is pres- 
ent at the c o i l .  The logic necessary t o  sense these 
This c o ~ :  does not require a gap in the 
*Trade name of a General Electric Co. prcduct 
transieat pulses is relatively sirple, hamver. the prob- 
lem exists in the in i t ia l  8- up proccdnrc. The use of 
where the switch mde of operation is in the norrally off 
cospditioa. 
this i6 mtad bo 1-m -itch ~ l % C a t i O I l S  
0 Hall E f f e c t  Device - The H a l l  effect e&-t i8 a semicon- 
*vice that gemrates a poltage M a fpaction of 
roatrol current aed ragaetic fieid. 
Pipure 3 control current hB passed throrrgh 
sericoaductor. 
to the control curzent at tbe edges of the ircriaradactor 
chip. This voltage vi11 be a function of the magnetic 
f lux  passing through the chip perpeaacmlar to both oontrol 
current ana the oatppt voltage. In the gvitcb application, 
this voltage is used to an-1 the switch output. 
advantages of tht Hal1 effect &vice are: 
Small size 
As illpcrtrated i n  
axis of the 
Tihe xall  voltage w i l l  appear pcrpcldicular 
The 
Detection of sitearty stam flux latrcl. 
Life a d  reliability similar to silicon sericrnductors 
Because the Ea11 effect device has a relatively l o w  output 
voltage (in the order of 5019) an amplificatio-r stage is 
necessary as an interface betweem the transduer and the 
switch output circuitry. The amtrol curreat required 
for the Ea11 effect device is apprwrimately 5 - 50 Lu, 
The H a l l  effect device is made very thin ( -006 inches 
typical) in arder to retain a high flux density across 
the H a l l  device in  the on condition. 
A device avdlable f r o m  ikmeyuell ficmswitch incorporates 
a Hall effect devic; and an amplifier a d  trigger circuit 
in one integra+c d crip. 
of ffwc and prcvzdes as rn output two current sinks. In 
addition to k i n 9  smail .*ad sensitive this magnetic 
switch requurs very l i t t le pawar to opeu-te (30 1y mx. 
at 5 volts). 
most flux sensing 3evices aade of discrete parts.  
The 2evice has been designed to operate over the stan- 
dard Military temperature range (-55.C -- +12SoC) and 
is available off the shelf from M i c r o - S w i t c h .  The device 
is sensitive enough that no specific f lux path nec9 be 
incorporated i n  the hennetic seal. The s w i t c h  w i l l  sense 
Thi8 device operates on law levels 
This paver level is equivalent or laver than 
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the presence of a sadil magnet at distaace of -090 in. with any 
mn-magnetic material -ween the magnet am3 the sensor. 
feature will greatly s-lify the process of hemetically sealing 
the fiaal package. 
This 
naqneto Resistor - Hagneto resisbors are solid state 
passive devices that change their resistance in  the pre- 
sence of a magnetic f ie ld,  
of Indipr Antimonide w i t h  e lmical  comectioas at both 
ends (Reference Figure b). The crystal is a semicoa- 
drretPr with a grid-like amdu~ing material running per- 
peadicalar to the dinctr '011 of the current flau. With 
no flor passing thtoogf, W e  device marrent flaws perpen- 
d i d =  ta t k  CordoCtilrQ hrrrrds trplantCa ib Seri- 
conductor. under these conditions tbe device exhibits 
its 1-t resistance . 
the dcpic?, tha current is forced to travel a greater 
distance etreen copbpcting bads bference Figure 4b). 
The longer current path irrcreases.the resistance between 
the ends of the dewice, Typical ratios between maxiam 
and - b u m  resistance are on tbe order of 13 to 18 for 
sensitive devices. 
resistcr is similar to the H a l l  effect devices in tbat 
they are aounted in  t& gap in  the ragnetic circuit, 
mgneto resistors have tbe following advantages: 
The desicts are thin c rys t a l s  
If flux is alloued to pass through 
The application of the nag- 
0 Saall size 
0 Life and r e l i a b i l i t y  similar to siliam semiconductors 
Power consumption of magneto resistors is a function of the input 
current and resistance and is, therefore, i n  the order of w. 
Alternating Mametic Flux Devices 
Alternating magnetic flux can also be used to convey aechanical 
switch status through a hermetic seal. Switches of this type 
operate using transformer coupling. 
the L s e  of AC s igna ls  inside the herretic seal. 
signais must be generated to produce the al ternat ing flux and 
later rectified to interEace w i t h  tbe logic and switch sections, 
this method w i l l  consume more power and be more complex than 
direct flux c i rcu i t s .  
mis method would require 
Because AC 
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The only source of alternating flux convenient for use in th is  
application is a coil of wire 
The opt- frequency at which the flux should oscillate will be 
a function of core losses i a  the mpnetic circuit, the size of 
the oscillator, and the ammnt of radiated energy acceptable. 
The greatest disadvantage to this type of design is the possible 
energy radiated to other switches and circuitry behind th@ 
switch. This radiation can be rinir i ted to soae extent by plac- 
ing a magnetic shielding around the switch and El(f filters on 
the electrical lines, however, this uould coaplicate both the 
packaging and the llLanufacture of tbe final switch. 
All the sensors which sense direct flux also sense alternating 
flux. Of the three types discussed (pick up coil, Ball effect, 
magneto resistor), the pick up coil is the lost adaptable to 
alternating flux. A transferrer type Switch using coils might 
operate as follows: 
the magnetic flux path. 
In the configuration above, coil N is not strongly coupled with 
coil N2. 
With the slug removed from the aa9zetic path the feedback is in- 
sufficient to maintain oscillation. This results is a zero volt- 
age output at the full wave rectifier. 
the core is placed into the magnetic circuit, coil N1 is coupled 
to coil N2 providing feedback to the circuit. 
circuit to break into oscillations and provides a DC voltage at 
the full wave rectifier switching the latching logic. 
C o i l  N2 is a ferhc;; c i h t  for the oscillator, 
If the missing part of 
This causes the 
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The s e l e c t i o n  of the material to form t h e  magnetic core, is based 
on a num&r of factors. 
0 tlagnetic p r o p e r t i e s  
0 Ease of machining 
0 Compat ib i l i ty  w i t h  switch housing material 
0 A b i l i t y  to  form hcnue t i c  seal. 
A material of high relative perareabili ty and l o w  magnetic re ten-  
t i v i t y  is most desirable. Th i s  would in su re  the g r e a t e s t  change 
i n  f l u x  for a given magnet. Two materials appear best s u i t e d  to  
t h i s  reqairement. 
1. C o l d  rolled axmoo Magnetic i n p u t  i ron .  
2 .  C o l d  rolled e l e c t r o - m g n e t i c  i ron .  
When proper ly  heat treated these  materials are e a s i l y  machined 
and can be soldered or brazed i n  t h e  normal fashion. 
One other cons idera t ion  must be made i f  a l t e r n a t i n g  flux is to 
be used. Core losses must be kept to  a minimum which  w i l l  r e q u i r e  
either a laminated core or a f e r r i t e  core. Both of t hese  cores 
would be d i f f i c u l t  to hermetically seal and w i l l  complicate the 
machining and manufacture of  the t ransducer  uni t .  
Transducer Evaluation 
In t h e  following s e c t i o n  each of t h e  sensor and sources are 
evaluated, thereby, allowing t h e  best possible combination to be 
determined. A summary a t  t h e  end of t h i s  s e c t i o n  compares a l l  
t h e  combinations. 
C o i l  Source With C o i l  Sensor 
Th i s  approach is no t  accep tab le  because of  t h e  i n a b i l i t y  of t h e  
coil sensor to d e t e c t  a s teady  state f lux .  A m e m r y  device  of 
s o m e  type would be requi red  to hold t h e  switch i n  e i t h e r  the  on 
or o f f  s ta te  a f t e r  a change i n  t h e  f l u x  l eve l .  Such a t ransducer  
would be f c r t h e r  complicated by t h e  c i r c u i t r y  requi red  to guaran- 
tee proper start up. When power is f i r s t  app l i ed  to the  s w i t c h ,  
c i r c u i t r y  must be provided t o  set t h e  memory i n  e i t h e r  t h e  on 3r 
off p o s i t i o n  -Icpending on t h e  p o s i t i o n  of t h e  moveable core 
sect ion.  
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A n o t h e r  disadvantage of this method 1s the-coi l  source which 
dissipates electrical power to  provide a steady state flux. 
Permanent magnets use no power to accomplish the  same thing. 
C o i l  Source W i t h  H a l l  Ef fec t  Sensor 
A transducer of t h i s  type is  feasible. It has tw, major dis- 
advantages which make it less acceptable t h . ~  other m e t h o d s  to  
be described. 
1. 
2. 
Power must be zupplied to  both t h e  coil and t h e  H a l l  
effect device for proper operati-. 
be on t h e  order of 30 m a  which is much higher than other 
types of transducers. 
T h i s  cur ren t  would 
The H a l l  effect device puts  o u t  a l o w  vol tage (40  - COO 
mv) when magnetic f l w  passes through it. This vol tage 
l e v e l  would have to be amplified i n  order to d r ive  logic. 
The addi t ion of an  amplifier would consume more power 
and space i n  t h e  final design and is therefore not  de- 
sirable - 
C o i l  Source W i t h  Magneto R e s i s t o r  Sensor 
A transducer of t h i s  type o f f e r s  m y  advantages. The magneto 
resistor requires no cont ro l  cur ren t  as does the H a l l  effect 
device so t h e  total  power consumption w i l l  be smaller than the  
H a l l  effect. With a f l u x  change of 
resister changes its rcs i s t ance  by a factor of 7 from its 0 
kilogauss level. T h i s  change is enou3h to ac tua te  logic without 
i lnplification. A t  worst a single t r a n s i s t o r  w i l l  i n t e r f ace  be- 
tween the transducer and t h e  logic section. 
The only drawback to t h i s  combination is t h e  coil source which 
w i l l  draw current  to generate  t h e  flux. 
Permanent Magnet With C o i l  P i c k  Up 
This method is unacceptable for reasons mentioned under coil 
source coil pick up. 
Permanent Magnet With H a l l  E f f e c t  Device 
T h i s  arrangement has t h e  same drawbacks as t h e  one using H a l l  
effect  w i t h  coi l  source. The cn ly  advantage is t h e  fact  t h a t  no 
c u r r e n t  would be required to generate t h e  flux. 
10 kilogauss t h e  magneto 
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The complete transducer c i rcu i t  is indicated as foliows: 
Permanent Magnet With Magneto Resistor 
T h i s  combination 1s acceptable because the f l w  is generated 
w i t h o u t  the use of power and t h e  Magneto resistor requires few 
additional components and uses l i t t l e  p o w e r .  
The compkte transducer is a s  follows; 
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Permanent Magnet With Micro-Switch Sensor ( H a l l  Effect/Amplifier/ 
Trigger ) 
Because t h i s  device is very sens i t i ve  and c o m e s  packaged w i t h  a 
t r i gge r  and amplif ier  on the  same chip it appears t o  be by far 
the  most advantageous transducer. It is sens i t i ve  enough t h a t  
no pole pieces  would have to pass through the  hermetic seal 
barrier. 
Furthermore, the  device comes in a small package allowing the  
ove ra l l  switch s i z e  t o  remain small. 
T h i s  would g r e a t l y  simplify t h e  seal ing process. 
The complete c i r c u i t  is shown b e l o w :  
Coil Source With C o i l  Sensor (ac) 
A transducer operating w i t h  these components would require  the 
following c i r c u i t r y  : 
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The v a r i a b l e  i n d u c t i v e  couplincj between t h e  o u t p u t  and t h e  i n p u t  
c o n t r o l s  t h e  feedback to  t h e  oscillator. Thus, by changing t h e  
feedback, t h e  oscil lator can be d r i v e n  o u t  of o s c i l l a t i o n .  9y 
r e c t i f y i n g  t h e  o u t p u t  and us ing  t h i s  s i g n a l  t o  c o n t r o l  t h e  Zo7ic 
s e c t i o n ,  swi t ch  o p e r a t i o n  can  be made. 
The fo l lowing  problems compl ica te  t h i s  approach to t h e  t r ansduce r  
problem. 
1. The o s c i l l a t i o n  i n h e r e n t  i n  t h i s  t v p e  of  swi t ch  w i l l  be 
d i f f i c u l t  t o  s h i e l d  from t h e  o u t s i d e  world. U s e  o f  
large RF f i l t e r s  would be d i f f i c u l t  due  t o  t h e  s m a l l  
package s i z e  required. 
type  core ( lamina ted  or  f e r r i t e )  would n e c e s s i t a t e  u s e  
of a DC t y p e  core. Th i s  would force t h e  oscil lator to 
work a t  a h ighe r  power  level t o  o f f s e t  core losses. 
2 .  The d i f f i c u l t y  in h e r m e t i c a l l y  s e a l i n g  a l o w  loss AC 
3. Part  count  f o r  t h i s  type  of t r a n s d u c e r  would be h igh  
making a s m a l l  package s i z e  d i f f i c u l t .  
C o i l  Source With H a l l  E f f e c t  Sensor  (ac) 
T h i s  t y p e  o f  t r a n s d u c e r  would  have a l l  t h e  drawbacks mentioned 
under coil sou rce  and coil senso r  F l u s  t h e  fol lowing:  
The Hall e f f e c t  c?e*.-ice m u s t  be p laced  i n  t h e  p a t h  of magnetic 
f l u x  r e q u i r i n g  a gap  i n  t h e  core of t h e  oscil lator d e c r e a s i n g  
t h e  coupl ing .  The o u t p u t  from a H a l l  e f f e c t  dev ice  would be a 
very  small v o l t a g e  ( 4 0  - 1 0  mv). 
The H a l l  e f f e c t  d e v i c e  r e q u i r e s  a c o n t r o l  c u r r e n t  for o p e r a t i o n  
which i s  an  added power requirement  n o t  necessa ry  w i t h  a coi l  
p i ck  up. T h i s  t y p e  of  t r ansduce r  is n o t  a c c e p t a b l e  because of 
t h e  poor AC f l u x  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  H a l l  e f f e c t  device. A 
c0'1 pickup is f a r  s u p e r i o r  i n  eve ry  r e s p e c t  f o r  t h i s  a p p l i c a t i o n .  
C o i l  Source With Magneto Resistor P ick  U p  
Th i s  t r ansduce r  i s  unacceptab le  f o r  t h e  same r easons  mentioned 
under c o i l  sou rce  H a l l  e f f e c t  dev ice  p i ck  up. 
Conclusions 
Of a l l  t h e  magnetic t r a n s d u c e r s  d i scussed  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  trie 
most accep tab le  i s  t h e  Honeywell magnetic swi t ch  used i n  comhina- 
t i o n  with a permanent magnet. It is t h e  best  s e l e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  
fol lowing reasons .  
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Low p o w e r  
0 S m a l l e s t  s i z e  o f  a n y  magnet ic  t1-x ~ ~ ~ ~ i i c e r  
0 L o w e s t  component count .  
LIGHT TRANSDUCERS 
T r a n s d u c e r s  of t h i s  t y p e  w i l l  direct a beam o f  l i g h t  from light 
s o u r c e  t h r o u g h  a s h u t t e r  arrangement t o  a l i g h t  s e n s o r .  Both 
iight s e n s o r  and s o u r c e  w i l l  be c o n t a i n e d  i n s i d e  a h e r m e t i c  seal. 
The s h u t t e r  a r rangement  w i l i  be e x t e r n a l  t o  t h e  h e r m e t i c  seal. 
By e i t h e r  a l l o w i n g  t h e  l i g h t  beam to  s t r i k c  t h e  s e n s o r  or i n t e r - .  
r u p t i n g  t h e  l i q h t  beam w i t h  t h e  s h u t t e r ,  s k - t c h  m n t r o l  of t h e  
l i g h t  s e n s o r  can be o b t a i n e d .  
SHUTTER- 
r------ \ 
I ]-Dl 
I I 
I 
'1 HERMETIC 
1-SEAL 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L - J 
LIGHT LIGHT 
SENSOR 5nURCE 
The s h u t t e r  t y p e  o f  t r a n s d u c e r  \.d,uld r e q u i r e  t h a t  t h e  h e r m e t i c  
seal w r - _ )  a round t h e  movable F h u t t e r .  T h i s  means a t r a n s p a r e n t  
he-metic  seal would have to  b e  made a t  e a c h  side of t h e  s h u t t e r .  
To a v o i d  t h i s  c o m p l i c a t e d  seal ,  an  a l te rna te  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i t h  
a r e f ] - e c t i v e  s u r f a c e  can b e  used. I n  t h i s  method l i g h t  i s  
d i r e c t e d  t h r o u g h  a t r a n s p a r e n t  h e r m e t i c  seal  towards a r e f l e c t i v e  
s u r f a c e .  Upon s t r i k i n g  t h e  s u r f a c e  tl?e l i g h t  beam i s  d i r e c t e d  
back toward t h e  l i y h t  s e n s o r  througn .;ne same t r a n s p a r e n t  seal  
through which it o r i q i n a l l y  p a s s e d .  I n  t h i s  way o n l y  m e  
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transpirent seal is required and Lath source and sensor can be 
placed i n  the  same place.  Switching is obSained by e i t h e r  re- 
flect:- or not r e f l e c t i n g  the  l i g h t  beam back to the sensor. 
?a moving parts aze required w i t h i x i  the hewetic seal. 
LIGHT 
SOURCE 
LIGHT 
sENsoa 
I 
1 
I 
I 
i 
I 
L 
---- 1 ROTATING ENCODER 01SC. 
MIRRORED 
SHUTTEH 
Light Sources 
A beam of l i g h t  can be obtained fram the  fol lowing sources: 
0 Incandescent lamp 
0 L i g h t  emitting diode 
0 Electrc luminescent 1- 
The f s l l ov ing  charac ter i s t i c s  would be des irable  Ln a l i g h t  source: 
0 Small s i z e  
High brightness  
0 L o w  power 
0 Lcng l i f e  
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It would also be desirable to  have t h e  l i g h t  e n i n a t e  frca a 
s i n g l e  po in t  source. 
to pass to t h e  detector a s i n g l e  point source would s impl i fy  this 
requirement. 
e 
As t h e  l i g h t  a u s t  be gathercd  icto a beam 
Incandescent lamps - A l i g h t  source  of t h i s  type s a t i s f i e s  
the site and brightness requirements w i th  no d i f f i c u l t y .  
L ight  i n t e n s i t i e s  as high as 2,400 foot LMBl?RTS can be 
obta ined  i n  package sites as spa11 as Pigure  5.  The 
drawbacks of t h i s  source are its power consumption and 
its limited life. 
r ep lace  the lamp because of tbe hermetic seal. T h i s  
f a c t o r  alone mqkes  use  of incandescent 1-s. PROHIBITIVE. 
Ligh t  emi t t i ng  diode - L i g h t  e m i t t i n g  diodes s a t i s f y  
mst of t h e  requirements. They are s m a l l ,  have a ve ry  
long l i f e  t i m e ,  moderate power consumption with moderate 
br ightness .  It further advantage of the LED source is 
its narrow frequency band o f  l i g h t  output.  . 
Nany types of photo diodes and photo transistors are optimized 
for use a t  a s i n g l e  fre.iiency. 
b ina t ion  of LED and photo diode w i l l  m a k e  more e f f i c i e n t  use of 
the l i g h t  than a d i n a t i o n  of photo transistor and +y other l ight 
source. 
There would be no way to  convenient ly  
This  means that t h e  proper com-  
tED:s come i n  a v a r i e t y  of package sizes.  
in Figure  6 would be most s u i t e d  to the  requirements of  t h i s  
app l i ca t ion .  Th i s  device was designed to be used w i t h  a pa-ticu- 
lar photo t r a n s i s t o r  i n  high speed card and tape readers. 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  or' t h i s  device are listed i n  Table XI. 
The dev ice  p i c tu red  
The 
Electro-Lurninescent Lamps - This  type o f  lamp would not 
be s u i t a b l e  for this app l i ca t ion .  Electro-luminescent 
lamps have very l o w  b r igh tness  (25 fL) and are better 
s u i t e d  to s u r f a c e  i l lumina t ion .  
L ig h t Sensors 
Light <-.. - c t ing  diodes are the best cho ice  for l i g h t  sources so 
on ly  senso r s  which i n i e r f a c e  w i t h  LED's w i l l -  be considered. The 
following devices  are s p e c i f i c a l l y  designed to i n t e r f a c e  with LED's. 
a Photo - Diodes 
a Photo - tranListors 
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OPTICAL CHAl?ACT€RISTICS (TA = 25OC unless otherwise noted) 
t 
Ibx 
, 
I - 
I - 
I Characteristic v Unit 
uw 
-/ 
stera- 
dian 
0 
- A  
- A  
1-t 11 Power Output 
(Nu:e 1) 
Radz.ant Intensity 
(N0.e -2) 
(,.= -= so aa) 
r _  - 
Peak n-u mion 
Wavt !lei ig th 
Spectral Line Half 
Width 
Fig. No, 
3.4 
1 
1 
XP 
50 150 
I_ 
0.6  
900 
- 
400 
The characteristics desirable for t h i s  application are: 
o Sua11 si e 
o 
o Hiqis l ight  sensit ivity 
o how power consumption 
Ct)mpac;%e w i t h  LED light. sources 
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Photo D i o d e s  - Photo diodes are P on W or ?I on P s i l i con  
function devices that generate a -to cwreat in 
respoase to a bear of l i L h t  focused on t he  sensitive 
junction . 
Being composed of s i l icon ,  these devices are s m a l l ,  rugged and 
reliable. The photo4iode is t h e  basic photo sensitive device 
i n  a l l  of t he  *to transistor varieties, 80 i n  one f o r a  or 
axtothex it w i l l  be used in any kind of l i g h t  transduce:. 
current woltage curves for a typical photo diode are snown below. 
The 
The voltage and current levels are su f f i c i en t  to drive the logic 
sect ion vithout fur ther  amplifkation. Bowever, i f  a photo 
t rans is tor  were used, lower l i g h t  i n t ens i t i e s  would be able to 
drive the same logic section. 
sumption in the  LED. 
This  would mean l o w e r  p e r  con- 
0 Photo-transistors - The photo-transistor uses a photo 
diode to generate base currext f o r  a noma1 transistor. 
This, in ef fec t ,  aaplifiecl the current s ens i t i v i ty  of 
the device by the @of the t rans is tor .  There is no 
. difference in package s izes  between t he  photo diode and 
t rans is tor ,  both can be obtained in packages as 
- rntol l  as Figure 6 .  
- -_ -_ 
Photo PETS t a k e  advantage of the photo vol ta ic  effect of photo 
diodes. Th i s  is the change in output voltage as a function of 
l i gh t  intensi ty  of an open c i rcu i ted  photo diode. 
of current gain available using a photo FET is of the same order 
of magnitude a s  t h a t  of a photo-transistor. 
The increase 
2-20, 
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Configurations - The simplest configurat ion of a l igh t  transducer 
would look as follows: 
-. 
LED 4- 5L PHOTO-TRANSISTOR 
UGHT 
In  t h i s  configurat ion the l i g h t  from the LED provides base 
current  for the photo transistor turning it on. 
he placed i n  the path of the l i g h t  beam turning o f f  the t r ans i s to r .  
TheZPD must be provided w i t h  fram 20 to SO m a  of cur ren t  depend- 
ing on the d is tance  between the diode and the t r a n s i s t o r ,  the  
load RL on t h e  transistor, and any a t tenuat ing  devices between 
the diode and the transistor (glass, l i g h t  pipes, etc.). 
The configuration of t he  reflective type transducer would be 
i den t i ca l  to that pictured above except f o r  the s h u t t e r  which 
would become a mirrored surface. 
The s h u t t e r  can 
Conc lusioiis 
O f  the l i g h t  type transducers the  l i g h t  emitt ing diode i n  con- 
junction w i t h  the photo-transducer is t he  only method which w i l l  
adequately m e e t  t h e  requirements of t h i s  appl icat ion.  
2-21 
Table I11 below lists the characteristics of this type of 
transd-acer . 
TABLE 111. LIGET TRANSDUCER CBARACTIERTSTXCS 
I #)wgR -150 WATTS 1 
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CAPACITANCE TRANSI?UCERS 
A transducer of t h i s  type  would operate by sensing the change 3f 
a capaci tor  and operatinq a t r igge r  c i r c u i t  from t h i s  change. 
Because a l l  electrical c(3::ponents must be contained ins ide  a 
hermetic seal the  only portion of a capacitor wnich could be used 
to  change the  capacitance would be the d i e l e c t r i c .  The p l a t e s  of 
t he  capaci tor  being cur ren t  carrying devices must l ie within the  
hermetic seal and are therefore  inaccessable f o r  mechanical 
change. 
This f ac to r  makes it very d i f f i c u l t  to implement t h i s  type of 
transducer. Both plates must be sealed behind a t  least .OS0 
thick sheets of g las s  while t he  dielectric contained within the 
environmentally sealed sectisn is moved i n  or out of the p l a t e  
gap 
A Zurther complicatiw factor is t h e  dielectric i t s e l f .  It  
would be desirable to  have t he  capacitor make a very la rge  change 
i n  capacitance. This would mean using a material with a high 
d i e l e c t r i c  constant. Most materials with this c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
are unacceptable for use i n  a space cabin environment. 
A variable capacitance transducer is :>-refore unacceptable for 
use i n  ;his application. 
C I R C U I T S  
SXNGLE ACTION SWITCH 
The basic c i r c u i t r y  of the  switch cons i s t s  of a magnet and H a l l  
e f f e c t  transducer, amplif ier  and output s o l i d  s t a t e  re lay  switch 
as shown i n  schematic SW201 (Apperidix I). The H a l l  e f f e c t  de- 
vice is  an integrated hybrid ch ip  containing the  H a l l  e f f e c t  
pick off, an amplif ier  and a Schmitt t r igger .  The output of t h e  
Schmitt t r i gge r  dr ives  a t r a n s i s t o r  amplif ier  which supplies 
current  t o  the  coil of the solid state re lay  switch. The output 
of the  s o l i d  state rolay d i r e c t l y  suppl ies  the  load. The so l id  
state re lay  coil is i n  series with the t r a n s i s t o r  d r ive r  and a 
l i g h t  emit t ing diode. The l i g h t  emitt ing diode provides an in- 
d ica t ion  t h a t  t h e  switch is i n  the  ON condition and t h a t  approx- 
imate ly  80 percent of the  c i r c u i t r y  is operating normally. The 
only difference between the s ing le  pole and double pole swi t ch  
is the  addi t ion of a so l id  state re lay ,  the c o i l  of which is i n  
series with the  o r ig ina l  s o l i d  s ta te  re lay  c o i l ,  and aa increased 
supply voltage to provide addi t iona l  dr ive  power. 
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TEN POSITION ROTARY SWITCH 
The c i r c u i t r y  of the ten  pos i t ion  ro t a ry  switch is shown i n  
Schematic RDOOl (Appendix I). Four LED - phototransis tor  trans- 
ducers provide the i n i t i a l  3CD t r igger ing  to obta in  10 discrete 
switch pos i t ion  outputs. 
vides  t r i g g e r s  to exclusive or ga te s  which i n s e r t s  the proper 
logic format i n t o  a BCD to one of ten decoders. The output of 
the decoder suppl ies  through t r a n s i s t o r  amplif iers  the curren t  
to  dr ive  the apprcpriate  coil of solid state relay m a t r i x .  
output of the  so l id  state re l ay  d i r e c t l y  suppl ies  the load. 
POTENTIOMETER 
The output of the phototransis tors  pro- 
The 
The input to the potentiometer consis tsof  7 LED - phototran- 
sistor transducers providing a reso lu t ion  of 128 bits. The out- 
put of t h e  phototransis tors  provides log ic  states to  exclusive 
or gates, the outputs of which supply t h e  necessary binary data 
to  the d ig i t a l  to analog decoder. The decoder u t i l i z e s  a ladder 
network w i t h  an operat ional  amplifier output. The output is a 
0 to 10 v o l t  analog voltage capable of supplying a 1000 ohm or 
grea te r  load. A v i s i b l e  LED os both the  ro ta ry  switch and po- 
tentiometer ind ica te  that a l l  i n t e rna l  LED- are energized. 
OUTPUT SWITCH CIRCUITRY 
The output characteristics of the switches are tabulated i n  
Table IV. 
possible combination of switch outputs is available.  An impor- 
t a n t  consideration w i t h  a l l  types of switches is that the input  
to output i so l a t ion  impedance is i n  excess of lo* ohms. 
Physically a l l  chips  are the same s i z e  so tha t  any 
SWITCH CONFIGURATION 
The following types of mechanical packaqes must be produced to 
compiy w i t h  the contract.  
0 Toggle switch (maintained; 
0 Toggle switch (momentary) 
0 Push button 
Potentiometer 
Rotary s w i t c h  
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SWITCH 100 MA l40V 2 8V 40C MA 
TYPE Dc AC AC Dc 
mAD +50V MAX lac! VAC 280 VAC 60 VDC 
VOLTAGE PEAK -9MS RMS 
CONTROL 3.8 -10 
VOLTAGE RANGE VDC 
HAX INPUT 
CtR%2iT e 57 22 MA Dc 
TURN OFF 
VOLTAGE (HAX) 0.4 VDC 
DIELECTRIC 
STRENGTH 1000 VAC 
INPUT To OUTPUT (PPI 
ISOLATION 
INPUT TO OUTPUT 10'' $2 MIN 
4 
3-8-10 3.8-10 3.8-10 
VDC VDC VDC 
15 MA DC 15 HA DC 15 MA DC 
0.8 VDC 0.8 VDC 0.4 VDC 
2500 VAC 2500 VAC 1500 VAC 
(rn) (-1 (PP 1 
10'' Q MIX 10" Q MINI 10' R MINI 
2-25 
O ~ P t J T  CURRENT - +loo MA 
RATING PEAK 
OUTPUT - +SO MAX 
VOLTAGE PEAK 
+5.0 Mv 
VOLTAGE MA,x 
CGNTACT "ON" 
RESISTANCE (OHMS) 5.0 MAX 
CONTACT -OFF" 
m s I s T m a  (om') 109 MIN 
MAX DRIVE 
FREQUENCY (Hz) lOOK 
MAX SURGE 
RATING 0.1 JOL'LP 
CONTACT VOLTAGE 
DROP A? RATED 
CURRENT (MAX) 250 MV 
OFFSET - 
1.0 AMP 1.0 AMP 400 HA 
140 VAC 280 VAC 
RMS RMS 60 VDC 
- - 
- - - 
10' 
5 5 
2 x 10 2 x 10 
mN MIN MIN 
500 500 3 OK 
10 AMP 10 A!! - 
1.5V RMS 1.W FNS 1. SVDC 
L REV. - Y256A226 
Each type  must have t h e  e l e c t r o n i c s  hermet ica l ly  sealed. 
packages for each type t h e r e f o r e  have t w o  s e c t i o n s ,  a hermeti- 
c a l l y  sealed s e c t i o n  and an  environmentally sealed section. 
h e m e t i c a l l y  sealed sectim conta ins  t h e  drive e l e c t r o n i c s .  
mechanical a c t u a t i o n  is contained i n  the environmentally sealed 
sect ion. 
There are t w o  basi- types of package. 
s i n g l e  a c t i o n  swi tch  conf igu ra t ion  and t h e  other houses the ro- 
t a r y  switch and potentiometer.  
THE SIWGER COYPANS 
KEARCOTT DIVISION 
The 
The 
The 
One c o n t a i n s  a l l  the 
SINGLE ACTION SWITCH 
The s i n g l e  a c t i o n  swi tch  is packaged i n  a r ec t angu la r  case o f  t h e  
same approximate dimensions as the presen t  hermet ica l ly  sealed 
s i n g l e  pole double throw m e d h a n i c a l  swi tch  made by Texas Xnstru- 
merits f o r  the LEM and A p o l l o  missions. 
Of a l l  approaches t r ied,  H a l l  e f f e c t  devices and magneto resis- 
tors w e r e  the  most acceptable.  The H a l l  effect eevice, because 
of the higher  s e n s i t i v i t y  of t h e  Micro-switch device, r e s u l t s  i n  
no pole p ieces  extending through t h e  hermetic seal and, t h e r e f o r e ,  
is the optimum se l ec t ion .  
Figure 7 d e p i c t s  t h e  l ayou t  of t h e  s i n g l e  a c t i o n  swi tch  us ing  
t h i s  H a l l  effect device. 
POTLXPIOMETER AND ROTARY SWITCH 
A potentiometer w i t h  a r e s o l u t i o n  of 3.6 degrees  is provided. 
T h e  potentiometer is n c t  a v a r i a b l e  resistor b u t  a v a r i a b l e  v o l t -  
age supply which should serve a l l  t h e  func t ions  normally per- 
formed by a potentiometer. Rotation of t h e  pot s h a f t  varys t h e  
d i g i t a l  i npu t  t o  a D t o  A converter (DAC) producing a v a r i a b l e  
voltage.  The pc#t is, i n  e f f e c t ,  a 7 b i t  encoder connected t o  a 
DAC . 
The encoder po r t ion  of t h e  potentiometer is a mirrored disk out- 
s i d e  of t h e  hermetic seal. I n s i d e  t h e  hermetic seal a series of  
photo diodes and l i g h t  emi t t i ng  diodes opera t ing  through a 
t r anspa ren t  seal senses  the p o s i t i o n  of t h e  mirrored d i sk .  T h i s  
d i g i t a l  information is connected to  a DAC t o  provide t h e  outpu’-.. 
The rotary swi t ch  is of the same conf igura t ion  as the  poten t io-  
meter. An encoder disk is  mirrored i n t o  10 sec t ions .  A series 
of photo diodes and l i g h t  emi t t i ng  diodes senses t h e  p x i t i o n  of 
t h  encoder disk and ope ra t e s  1 0  ind iv idua l  switches. Any of the 
switch outputs  shown i n  Table I V  can be provided i n  t h e  r o t a r y  
switch. 
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FIGURE 7 .  SOLID STATE TOGGLE SWITCH OPTLINE DRAWING 
(Sheet  1 of 2) 
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FIGURE 7. SOLID STATE TOGGLE SWITCH OUTLINE DRAWING 
(Sheet 2 of 2 )  
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The potentiometer and rotary sv i t cb  are both packaged i n  a cylin- 
dr i ca l  housing approxinately 2.5 inches i n  diameter and 1.5 inches 
i n  dept-I. Figure 8 depicts the layout f o r  the solid state p c t  
aRE rotary s w i t c h .  A glass seal separates  t he  he,m,stic sec t ion  
im8 the  ellcoder w h e e l .  The encoder wheel is em*iron#ntally 
sealed a t  the s h a f t  wit': an 0- ring. Light froe t he  LEDs passes 
through the g las s  seal, is reflected by the  s i l ve red  encoder disk 
acd a f t e r  again passing through the glass seal turns on the photo- 
transistor. Seven LED pho to t rms i s to r s  are arranged to a l ign  
viLi a Gray code disc: providins seven bits of Don-redundant binary 
information. This information is converted iato a variable volt- 
age i n  the D to A section located on the tvo PC bards in +&e 
sealeci 3rea. 
A sample of each package s t y l e  is --tically sealed. 
metically sealed portions of rhese packages cocstracted as gas  
t i g h t  enclosures completely sealed by fusion of gtass tc netal 
or Locding of metal t o  metal. Special sapphire glass discs al- 
reedy hermetically sealed to  a Petal rho are braze2 i n t o  the 
brass casing to  Frovide the c h a r  hermetic seal. After  the 
electronics are inserted i n t o  the chamber  and leads attached to 
the soldered qlass/metil  i n t exonnee t  the Sack cover is Sc!dered 
into place. P r io r  to seal ing,  t he  enclosure is cleanea and 
dri-4. 
one atmosphere of gas consis t ing of 95 percent nitrc?G>./!i percent 
helivm. 
naterials is t k  ease of wnlding, bxazing cr solder ing the bond- 
ing nethds typical ly  employed for metal to m e t a l  hemetic seals. 
Final nitti-r'?l seiection provides for brass  casings for ease of 
br.?zing arnd soldering. 
The her- 
The enclosure is purged of all a i r  ani backfi l leS with 
A primary consideration i n  t h e  se lec t ion  of enclosure 
Environnental Seals 
Envirormntal seal ing is accomplished primarizy by gasketing. 
Siiiccne O-rings and gaskets a r e  u t i l i z e d  a t  c losure poin ts  to 
prevent d i r t  or sis ture  i n f i l t r a t i o n  and o the r  contaminants, 
PANEL CC)NFIGURATI:ON 
The sold state switch ;?anel contains the following types and 
q u a t i t i e s  of switches.  
Toggle maintained SPST 5 
Toggle maintaioed DPST 5 
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r'IGURE 8. SOLID STATB POTENTIOMETER (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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FIGURE 8 .  SOLID STATE 1G POSITION SWITCH (Sheet 2 of 2 )  
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Toggle m t a r y  SPST 5 
Toggle momentary JEST 5 
Pushbutton SPST 3 
Pushbutton DPSP 2 
EQ0-W 10 position 2 
Potlzntiweter 2 
Thcie switches are roanted on a 19-inch vide rack. !bo of -these 
switches- co&jligh poue@ 10 amp switches m a m m & c t l y  
mi the tesf;paeel. The test del also contains the rated loads 
for all tbe switches-i * i t i t m e t e r s  and provides an indica- 
tion as -6--GIi i&66tcbies are-mng opera-. ~ p e  switches are 
9m-d relative to contact rating and i&esfied -dhglp on 
the test panel. 
For the s m a l l  number of switches produced, several techn.€ques 
were utilized which would not necessarily remain in the pro- 
duction unit. The same housmg was used for both pushbatton and 
toggle =itches which necessitated the use of an add-on toggle 
assembly. In production units, the toggle assembly wmld became 
an integral part of the switch body thereby enhancing the usual 
outline of the toggle switch. 
In production quantities, all  switcb ana rotary conponents would 
be hybridized to uniaturite the elec’anics. 
diminish the package size and simplify h-tic sealing. 
POWER coNsltl)lpT1oN 
Excluding the switch contact ratings, the following power is 
required in the quiescent (non-operating) state and the operating 
lode for each type of switch. 
This would 
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V o l t a g e  Power Quiescent Pwer Operating 
Svitch Jpolt8) (-1 (-1 
Pusbbutto4tmggle SPST 5 i 12 23 320 mu 
Pushbutton/toggle DPST 5 i 28 20 720 u 
10 Position Rmuy 5 i 12 so0 mu so0 lr.g 
Potem5onet.r 5 & 212 PFC n 450 mw 
total panel power qufesccent 2 . 1  r?it-ts 
Operating 14.: watts 
POWER APPLICATION 
Place a l l  switches i n  the off (down) position. Apply the power 
to the proper pins on the input jack panel located a t  the 
bottom of the switch panel. 
input connects to the bf.*input jack and the negative connects 
to the red jack. The 2 Kpouer supply shall be capable of 
suppling 25 amps in orier to test the pouer svitckes. 
The AC -.oltages (120 VAC, 240 VAC) are oaly used to provide -7 
tact voltage ratings on the 5 pushbutton AC switches. The M: 
need not be ~ o ~ e c t e d  for proper check out of all DC switches 
and rotary components. L 
The p o s i t i w e  side of t he  -12 v o l t  
I 
OPERATICN 
/- 
cont ro ls  power t o  t h e  e n t i r e  panel. 
Power is cormected -9ib to 1s switch whenever power is present on The switch labeled 
the jack panel. When it is switched t o  the  ON position, power 
is arplied t o  a l l  other switches- 
W i t h  pover connected t o  the panel and the  panel switch on, a l l  
s w i t c h e s  will operate. Switching any toggle mrnaentary or -in- 
tained t o  the ON (up) position or operating any pushbutton w i l l  
cause the appropriate load l i g h t  t o  illuminate. For the two 
power switches there are no load l ights .  Closure indication for 
these switches is given by t w o  a r r e n t  meters located a t  the  
top of the  panels. 
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'phe rotary device6 are also actuated by the pancl switch. The 
ou-uts of the poten'riopreters are hdicated by t w o  volt meters 
located at  the top of the panel. The rotary switches are 
connected to decimal displays which indicate the position of 
the svitch. 
PIti 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
If 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
s10 
s9 
S8 
S7 
S6 
ss 
S I  
s3 
s 2  
s1 
s 2 2  
s 2 1  
s20 
s19  
S18 
S17 
S16 
S15 
S23 
s22 
s21 
s20  
s19  
PILS 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1  
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
17 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
POTENTIOMETER # 1 58 
POTENTIOMEXER # 2 59 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 PCSITIObJ 1 60 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 2 61  
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 3 62 
ROTARY SUITCB 1 POSITIOU 4 63 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSIT.IW 5 64 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 6 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 7 
UUD 
p o w E R ~ 2  SI4 
POWER SWITCE 1 S13 
ROTARY swITctl2 0 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 0 
~AR?fswITcB1PosITIoN 9 
ROTARY SWITCH 1 POSITION 8 
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TESTS 
~ l l  switches were tested at standard ambient conditions to in- 
sure proper operation at rated voltage and 10 percent under and 
over voltages. Paver at nonoperating (quiesent) and operation 
conditions were measured for the entire panel with the following 
results : 
Panel  Quiesent Pouer 2.1 watts.- 
Panel Operating Pouer 14.7 Watts - 
  he panel operated satisfactorily when subritted to tbe various 
functional tests- 
One type of each switch: toggle, pushbutton, rotary and poten- __ .  
tiometer were submitted to the following environmental tests. 
2 Hour Soak at 0°C 
Functionally tested 
2-Hour Soak at 70% 
/' 
Functionally tested 
RESULTS 
SPST, DPST, and Rotary Switch operated satisfactorily. 
Potentiometer intermittent at high temperature as a result 
of low current through LE3's. Inereash-g current through ' 
LED's provides stability over temperature range, hovever, 
higher power dissipation results. 
RANDOM VIBRATION 
Procedure 
A random vibration equal to the total G level utilized on 
the LEM and Skylab was impressed on the switches. 
application is 2 nrinutes. 
Perid of / * * . -  
1150-2000 HZ 29-2000 Hz .02 '*/HZ 
3-1 
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Switches Tested 
Pushbutton 
Toggle 
Rotary Switch 
RESULTS 
All switches functioned throughout the random vibrat ion.  
The pushbutton normally open remained in  the  normally open 
state, the toggle maintained i n  a closed switch p s i t i a n  
remained in that state without in te r rupt ion  and the ro t a ry  
s w i t c h  set at pos i t ion  5 remained closed i n  that pos i t ion  
w i t h  all other positions normally open. The graphs on the 
following pages v i sua l ly  depic t  the vibra t ion  levels 
applied -during the test. 
€MI tests were conducted on t h e  double pole, s ing le  pole and t he  
potentiometer i n  accordance w i t h  IcI[L-,+461. The tests per- 
formed w e r e  CEOl, CEO3 and CS06, 
on every lead of t he  device under test. 
all power leads with the spike equal t o  509 of the nominal l i n e  
voltage . 
RESULTS 
CEOl and CEO3 w e r e  preformed 
CS06 w a s  preformed on 
-- 
The r e s u l t s  of the CEOl & CEO3 tests are contained i n  t h e  
attaz2aed data. Emissions f o r  a l l  devices were within t h e  
max spec i f ica t ion  limit. 
during the -06 tests. 
All devices operated successful ly  
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A reliability prediction w a s  p n f o e  to establish the failure 
rate of each of the solid state switch devices. This data is 
sumarized on the attached carputetr data sheets. Also inclu8ed 
in this sectioa is a reliability fail- mode and effects anal- 
ysis. This analysis warr made on the 10 position rot-, paten- 
time, and the double pole switch. 
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The nQort It m l s a l  of the rat ionrl t ,  analysis, design, bread- 
to t t m d e u e l ~  af potatlpa I ud 5 kp Dc; and 1 k p  AC Solid State 
Cmtmltar [SS?C%). tk m a r  are to be considered for use as 
8 mphcmeM ef el-lul relqyt m n d  c i m r l t  breakers i n  future 
m f t  a d  8trcmft. 
-1-W #1 clrrrrlt mlrlr a d  car be raotely controlled by small signals, 
~ k 8 l l y  le rcI, 5 to 28 UDC. 
th rb#nbge mer convrrrtiorrrl relay/c$rcuit breaker sys- 
t a s  In that thy em be touted fear the utr l lut ion quiplerrt and the 
pr-ry AC or Dc hut. The 1- level torrtsol, t r i p  indication and status 
SfgAl f f  cm be circuited by small gauge w i r e  for control, computer inter- 
fru, loglc, e l a t r i t r l  rultiplexing, unborrd testtng, and power manage- 
nnt and distr ibution purposes. This results i n  fncnrsed system versa- 
t i l i t y  a t  appreciable weight saving and imrtrsed n l l a b f l i t y .  Conven- 
tional systems require the heavy gauge load wiring and the control wiring 
t o  be routed fm the bus t o  the load t o  0 t h  remote relay contxts, 
switches, sensors, etc. and to the c i rcu i t  breaker located i n  the f l i g h t  
engineer's compartment f o r  purposes o f  manual reset. Solid state switch- 
ing rcbces the conducted EM1 substantially. The SSPC i s  intended t o  pro- 
tect i tself ,  the 'load, and the systems wiring against overload, short- 
c i rcu i t  and voltage transients. 
hrd Ing  rad mt1w 8f the lrwrmntrl functhilal requirments that led  
satisfy 3he cabtntd function of both the 
tlrsy 
Fol lwing analysis, design and breadboard testing, 1 and 5 An\p DC 
and 1 Amp AC prototype Solid State Power Controllers were produced and 
delivered t o  tiASA W N E D  SPACECRAFT CENTER/Houston. The speci fications 
o f  the Statewnt o f  Work were sat isf ied with a far exceptions. These 
exceptions were due t o  caapranises i n  arr iving a t  optimum design with re- 
. spect t o  weight, size, r e l i a b i l i t y  and cost. t h y  options i n  design were 
evident and are discussed. 
D u e  1 the m a l l  qwn t i t y  o f  units contracted and problems o f  high 
density packaging o f  discrete compomnts, some optional features of the 
SSPC's were not included i n  the del ivcnd articles, part icular ly "status 
indication". Circuits for th i s  feature were analyzed, breadboarded and 
tested. Production requlreumts m i l d  u t i l i z e  hybrid microelectronic 
manufacturing techniques, and the inclusion o f  many optional functions can 
be rerl i ted. 
In addition to meeting functional rcqu4rarmts. the design objective 
was S h p l k l t y  f o r  reasons o f  re l i ab i l i t y ,  weight, size and cost. The de- 
sign leadlng to the prototype units ant th is  rvquirunent. Relaxation of 
some speclfication prruwters without sacri f ice t o  overall performance 
could lead t o  further optimization o f  design and are discussed. 
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Solid State Power Controllers can be made I n  the envelope proposed, 
satisfy the functions a d  meet the envirommtal  conditions. This makes 
possible a f u l l y  automatic e lect r ica l  control s y s t a  with bui l t- in safety 
factors to protect t l i SSQC, the load and w i r i r q  agafnst overload, short- 
c i r c u i t  and voltage translmts. 
Since the ef for ts of the study and the production a d  test ing cf func- 
ticnar SSPC's proves the concept, f inal  specifications f o r  production 
f l i gh t  SSPC's s h ? d  be generated. Efforts shwld  be made between M, 
cwnizant a i l  i t a r y  services. a i r c ra f t  mnufacturers and potential suppliers 
50 ar r ive  a t  a uutual agrement concerning basic packaging, functional re- 
wiranents, control voltage leuels, t r i p  indication, status indication, etc. 
To meet functional r e q u i m t s  i n  optfaun packaging, hybrid micme?ectronic 
aranufacturfng techniques w i l l  be required. Poor economics ,IS well as re l i a -  
b i l i t y  ex is t  i n  re la t i ve ly  small quantity o f  hybrid microelectronic produc- 
t ion. Standardization o f  basics would encourage more mult ip le and unbver- 
sal usage with resul t ing improvements i n  ecomvics and r e l i a b i l i t y .  Econ- 
omy. rather than design o r  production, appears to  be the only obstacle t 9  
widespread practical usage o f  SSPC's. An advanced system u t i ? i r i n g  S S X ' s  
would be cost-competitive wi th  conventional systems i f  reasonab; e produc- 
t i o n  could be anticipated. 
Although the contract tequeskd study and development i n  the 1 Amp to  
5 Amp range, higher current SSPC's are being tonsidered. For the high DC 
current range, 10 Amp t o  50 k i p ,  the ava i l ab i l i t y  o f  transistor chips w i t h  
good secondary b n a k - d m  characteristics are l imi ted and only available a t  
considerable cost. Encouragmieqt t o  the semi-conductor industry t o  produce 
an acceptable chip a t  reasonable cost i s  highly teconmcnded. 
Industry has recently reported on same SSPC fa i lures i n  switching in to  
transf. c r  loads where core saturatton can occur. Te?ec?yne has not exper- 
lenced th i s  fa i l u re  mfc. Since reported fai?ures have been catastrophic 
i n  nature. fur thcr study o f  the problem i s  suggested and resul t ing specifi- 
cations ddrived t o  protect agalnst t h i s  possible fa i l u re  mode. 
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It was suggested that a stuQ be wde o f  Dc and AC Solid State Parer 
Controllers (SSPC's) w i t h  respect to  each o f  the furct imal requirements 
such as control voltage, t r i p  indication, status indication, and isolation. 
Teledyne Relays r1as t o  analyze optimal circuitry for each function and to 
weigh the results w i t h  rPspect t o  size, cost, weight and rel iabi l i ty .  
Opthnm packaging ras t o  be a main consideratim. The f ina l  objective was 
t o  fabricate and test  prototype rnits incoll; 'ing the analysis and bread- 
board testing results. Although the guiding s ci f icat ion was flIL-P-81653, 
%ewral Specificatims for  Parer Controller, Solid State', deviatims were 
allawed to optimize the desi*. The baric f u n c t j m  and switching charac- 
ter ist ics uelp t o  be satisfied i n  principal. The fol lar ing functSans and 
points o f  design analysis were considered for  both the DC and AC SSPC's. 
M: SOLID STATE W R  COWTROLLERS 
Power Output Termination 
Pare r  Chip Selection 
Power Dissipation 
Isolation 
Cumt  Limiting and Short-Circuit Protection 
Contrcl Voltage Selection 
Trip Indication 
Status Indication 
Reset 
Trrnsient Voltage Protection 
Fusing 
Foul-up Protection 
Circuit Schematic 
Packaging 
W l  iab i l  it 
T a t  Results 
S p r c i f i c r  r ions 
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AC SOLID STATE P&XR C o W T ~ R s  
Zero Axis Switching 
Power output Teminatim 
Pmer Chip Selection 
Parer Dissipation 
Isolati 011 
Short-Ci mui t Pmtecti ab 
Control Voltage Selectim 
Tr ip  Indicatim 
Status Micat ian  
Waveform Distortion 
Reset 
Transient Voltage Protection 
Fusing 
Foul-up Protection 
C i  n u i t  fchenatic 
Padraging 
Reliability 
Speci f icati ans 
Test Results 
In anal~nl8 and design, tiw uim was taken that ttliabllity was in- 
versely Praprclonrl and cost-, wdght- and site-proportiwal to total cm- 
poncnt writ o f  the clrcult. Emphasis r s  on simplicity. 
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MIL-P-81653 solfd stat-\ pawc+ controller specificatfon requires the 
fpri~.tioml circui t ry i l l us t r r ted  i n  Fig. I, rcquirfq three terminals i n  
:k wtpu t  scction. The ground tc r l ina l  i s  used fo r  establishing an in- 
tenia1 parer supply for swftchfng and status function. This cunwt ar- 
tytv’i;rwnt has dist lnct  disadvantages in  that the base c u m t  mccssary to 
dt iv l t  the power swikhiq transistor u s t  be established for the minima 
lapad voltage, msult lnq in excessive pow# dissipation a t  mimm load vol- 
t&y i. C i r c u i t r y  fo r  the isolation and control function requires a rela- 
t lv iy h‘rgh carponrrt count. The principle objectfve of the study was to 
mfl :e the amponent count for lwsollf of  size. uelght, cost and re l iab i l i ty .  
Traitsfoms coupling 1s required to obtain the necessary base drive to 
saturate the pauer transfstor, introducing probable RFI elgents unless 
elaborate f i l ter ing i s  rployed. 
A 2-tCrriml design was investigated and the functfonal c i rcui t ry i s  
i l lustrated i n  Fig. 2. This arrangacnt bas the advantage that no pawer 
i s  taken fm the load supply for  tk switching fmctfbn. The base drive 
f S  irdcpendent o f  the lord voltage, resulting in  the Controller h v i y  uni- 
‘bn switching capabilities fra .S volts to 30 volts. The t-terminal de- 
dgn a l l o n  for location o f  the pawcr switching transistor on either the 
supply or ground slde o f  the lord voltage. In tbe case o f  the 3-terminal 
K h a t  the ponr for  the base drive o f  the switching function aust be derived 
I m the control signal. The current rcquired for  low control voltages fr 
hpprwiably mor- than that required for  the 3 - tm ina l  controller. With 
a 28 volt COP* ol voltage current, drain i s  not excessive for 1 and 5 krp 
contmllers. for  higher ratings, control current nquirenents may be ex- 
cesslua. RFI pob lms w f l l  81SO exist for  the 2-terminal controller, as 
transformer coupling 1s required for fsolation. The induced power of the 
RFI vlacnt i s  considerably less for the 2-terninal controller. Status 
imliration r q u i r a m t  4s more complex fo r  the 2-terminal controller nith- 
out the ground reference. It can be accomplished by sensing current i n  
the ‘load l i ne  versus sensing voltage a t  the load i n  the 3-terminal con- 
t ro l  1 31. 
For 1 h p  !t 4 s  a PNP transistor my be used for 01, w i t h  Q2 omitted. For 
higher cu. ,ents, PNP transistors are not readily available with sufficient 
Beta f r efficient drive. The NPN parer transistor, driven by a PNP tran- 
sistc , a l l o m  for  ef f ic ient  rwitchhg. The only disadvantage i s  the in- 
c r d c d  voltage drop across the canbined switching transistors. Fig. 4 
It might appear that the larger vol- 
a g e  crop wuld %use considerably amre power dissipation msulting I n  a 
less eff icient pomr distribution systm. However, calculations taking 
eslgn, the load I s  dedicated t o  the ground side. The disadvantage i s  
k~ rltc-matc 3-terminal design was invcstfgated, as shorm i n  Fig. 3. 
mrs lead current vs voltage drop. 
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i n to  consideration the internal power requirements f o r  drive as well as 
the power dissipation o f  the power switching transistor, indicate that  
t h i s  3-terminal arrangement i s  =re e f f i c i en t  f o r  loads up t o  7.5 Amps. 
Above 7.5 Amps, - WL-P-81653 control ler  i s  more ef f ic ient .  It has been 
estimated that  from 76% t o  9M o f  control lers on actual a i rcraf t  systems 
(A-7, F-14, SST, etc.) are fo r  loads of 7.5 4nps or  less. There may be 
loads which suffer i n  performance due t o  the s l i gh t l y  reduced output vol- 
tage, Trade-off studies are required t o  isolate the areas. Another major 
advantage o f  the 3-terminal control ler  i l l us t ra ted  i n  Fig. 3, i s  that  iso- 
l a t i on  can be accolrodated by opto-electro means, resul t ing i n  elimination 
o f  RFI-induced elements, reduced w igh t ,  she, cost, and improved re l i a -  
b i l  it]. 
The design used f o r  prototype un i ts  incorporated the 2-terminal con- 
figuration, Flg. 2, because of  the 1 and 5 Amp rat ing specified and the 
available 28 v o l t  control voltage. The 3-terminal controller, Fig. 3, 
should be considered i n  tuture studies i f  the resul t ing s l igh t  increase 
i n  output voltage drop i s  acceptable. 
POWER CHIP SELECTION 
The output pmer switching transistor i s  the only highly stressed 
conponent ir! the ent i re c i rcu i t .  I n  the c u r r t i t  l i n i t i n g  node, i t  must 
dissipate a t  a minimum 105% o f  rated load X 3 1 . 5  volts, o r  195 watts f o r  a 
5 Amp controller. The chip fa i lu re  mode i s  determined by secondarj break- 
dam characteristics. Pwer t ransistor chips with 75 Amp rating fa i led  
for the 5 Anp rated c o n t f i l l e r  i n  the current l im i t i ng  mode due t o  secondary 
breakdawn characteristics. Chip size and geometry, rather than rating, 
determine the secondary breakdm characteristics. Power Tech MT-1010 was 
selected af ter  camparisor. evalution wi th  several other manufacturers' power 
chips. Power Tech discrete equivalent t o  the MT-1010 i s  the i r  P/II PT-7501, 
14 
POWER DISSIPATION 
While the control ler  i s  i n  short-circuit  or  current l im i t i ng  mode, i t  
i s  necessary t o  dissipate the heat generated i n  the power chip t o  the heat 
sink as rapidly as possible t o  l i m i t  the transistor maximum junction tein- 
perature t o  a safe value. The problem i s  complicated by the need t o  isolate 
the power chip from the control ler  case t o  meet the 1 O M V  die lect r ic  test. 
Further complications arise i n  that  the temperature r i s e  i s  rapid i n  the 
event of a short-circuit, and a temperature gradient develops frurl the 
heat sink to the isolator t o  the power chip. This develops mechanical 
stresses due to differences b e t e n  coeff icients o f  thermal expansion o f  
the d i f ferent  materials involved. Large power chips are required fo r  rea- 
sons o f  secondary breakdown characteristics, thus making thermal expansion 
problems mre acute. Two methods o f  pwer chip mounting were invest i -  
gated. One was t o  motlnt the chip with hard solder d i rec t l y  t o  a copper 
surge block o f  suf f ic ient  size t o  rapidly absorb the heat generated under 
faul t  conditions, i n  turn isolat ing the copper surge block from the con- 
t r o l l e r  case. Fig. 5. This procedure proved ef f ic ient .  Another approach 
was t o  mount the power chip t o  the metalized Bery l l ia  (BeO), which acts 
both as an insulator and a thermal conductor. The power chip and Be0 as- 
sembly i s  i n  turn mounted t o  the copper header making up the case, which 
acts as an additional heat sink, Fig. 6. This method allows f o r  appre- 
ciable weight saving and would be adequate f o r  the 1 Amp control ler. How- 
ever, the heat problems are c r i t i c a l  f o r  the 5 Amp controller, and copper 
surge blocks were used fo r  both the 1 Anrp and 5 k lp controllers. 
I SOLAT I ON 
A d ie lect r ic  withstanding voltage o f  loo0 vAC (Rm) with a maximum 
leakage of 1.0 mA i s  required between a l l  input terminals and output t e r -  
minals. This appiies fo r  control (on-off and reset), short-c i rcui t  and 
current l im i t i ng  interface,and t r i p  indication. 
short-c i rcui t  and current l imi t ing,  and t r j p  indication i s  not required 
since a l l  o f  these functions have a cOnmOn DC ground i n  most applications. 
They can be isolated a t  the expense o f  additional componentry, cast, s i z e  
and weight. Wherever applicable, opto-electro couplers are more e f f i c ien t  
with respect t o  cost, size, weight, RFI and r e l i a b i l i t y  than DC-DC con- 
verters u t t l i z i n g  transformers. Care i s  taken i n  the use o f  opto-electro 
couplers t o  a l l o w  f o r  leakagc curents a t  elevated temperatures and expo- 
sures t o  radiation. 
Isolat ion between control , 
15 
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CURRENT LIMITING 
The charac ter is t i cs  and mounting o f  the power t rans i s to r  cbrp deter-  
I t s  safe operat ing charac ter is t i cs  are 
mine the current  l i m i t i n g  capab i l i t i es .  
ava i lab le  ch ip  has been selected. 
i l l u s t r z t e d  i n  Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the vol tage drop across the c o l l s c t o r  
and emit ter ,  w i t h  an 80 v o l t  supply vol tage f c  .le 5 Amp rated con t ro l l e r .  
A locus o f  point: f o r  1057,, ilOX, 120%, 130% an0 140% current  l i m i t i n g  con- 
d i t i o n s  vs t h e i r  respect ive vol tage drops ac rms  the co l l ec tc r -emi t te r  are 
superimposed CII Fig. 7. These points  are i n  a rnarginal r e g i o '  the Safe 
'Operating Region curves. 
81653 are  shown i n  Fig. 9, whiih d lc t ' t ter  fold-back C L  . rent  1 i n i t i n g .  
This i s  no t  recomnerlded as i t  does no4- a l low f o r  f u l l  ra ted  load t o  be ap- 
p l i e d  under t rans ien t  vol tage condi t icns.  Also, fold-back current  i m i t -  
i ng  has a negative resistance cha rac te r i s t i c  which may caus2 s' - -  j 5  i n -  
s t a t i l i t y  ( o s c i l l a t i o ~ '  w i t h  many reac t i ve  loads. 
The ob jec t  i t  t o  prrltef:t the power t r a n s i s t o r  ch ip  from excessive power 
d i ss ipa t i an  arid secontary breakdown. The most e f f i c i e n t  method o f  doing 
t h i s  i s  t o  monitor th: vol tage a c r o s  the power ch ip  i t s e l f ,  ra ther  than 
the supply voltage. With ~p t c  37.5 v o l t s  across the con t ro l l e r ,  f u l l  
cur re  i s  de l ivered t o  the  load. Above t h a t  voltage. the  c o n t r o l l e r  
switches o f f  i f  i t  i s  i n  a current  l i m i t i n g  mode. (see Fig. 10) The 37.5 
v o l t  value was selected i n  order t h a t  w i t h  an 80 v o l t  l i n e  surge. the 
c o n t r o l l e r  would s t i l l  d e l i v e r  ful l  ra ted  current  t o  the load. This sys- 
tem protects  the power ch ip  on ly  when needed and does not  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  
normal operation. I f  the vol tage surge (above 37.5 v o l t s )  occur& simul- 
taneously w i t h  a sho r t - c i r cu i t ,  the actuator would t r i p - o u t  immediately. 
I f  required, a 100 msec delay could be implemented before t r i p - o u t  and 
s t i l l  remain w i t h i n  the safe operat ing range o f  the power. t rans i s to r  chip. 
The c o n t r o l l e r  w i l l  not  t r i p - o u t  under th,: inL.-eased 1Gad currents r e s u l t -  
ing  from the vol tage t rans ien ts  o f  MIL-STD-704 ( f i g .  ' . l ) .  The t ime delay 
o f  2 t o  3 seconds Is f i x e d  f o r  a l l  condi t ions except the combined condi- 
t i o n  of overvoltage and shor t  o r  near-short condi t ions,  ! t i  which case 
the t r i p - o u t  i s  immediate ( c r  delayed f o r  103 msec i f  desired).  F'g. 12 
block diagram shows the basic funct ion.  
a f t e r  a 2 t o  3 second delay i f  the overvoltage ind i ca t i on  i s  not  present. 
I n  the event o f  overvoltage, the t r i p - o u t  i s  imnediate. 
condi t ion can not t r * n  the c o n t r o l l e r  by i t s e l f .  
t ioned w i t h  the c o n t r o l l e r  i n  the current  l i m i t i n g  mode for  t r i p - o u t .  
Schematic shown i n  F ig.  13 f o r  the 1 and 5 Anp GC c o n t r o l l e r  i l l u s -  
t ra tes  how c u r t w t  l i m i t i n g  and overvoltage pro jec t ion  a r e  accomp iistied. 
Vo l tage across current sensing r s s i s t o r  R16 i s  supplied t o  oper;t ional 
a r , ip l i f ie r  U4. 
diode o f  op to- iso la to r  U2,  i n i t a t i n g  a t iming c i r c u i t  comp i s e d  o f  C 1 ,  R 1 ,  
and R2. The output v o l t a g e  through diode o f  U2 continues thfoligh R19 ,  
R20 and R17, p rov id ing  feedback t o  operational amp l i f i e r  114 w i t h  Q7 tieing 
It i s  bel ieved tha t  the (>@timum 
The current  l i m i t i n g  c h a r a c - e r i s t i c j  c f  MIL-P-  
Analyr is  o f  the overvoltage p r o b l m  y ie lded the fo l low ing  conclusion. 
The c o n t r o l l e r  w i l l  be t r ipped 
An overvoltage 
i t  must be AND func- 
llhzn over current  c x . i s t s ,  v o l t a g e  i s  appl ied through e r i i t t e r  
18 
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biased t o  put Q6, the parcr transistor, i n  a constant cur rmt  mode by vir- 
tue o f  the above-runtioned feedback. After the time delay of 2 to 3 se- 
conds the gate o f  U3A goes to logfc I ,  inhibit ing the osci l lator c. .;,'stfc{ 
o f  U3C, OD, FR, CB, R11 and R7, and the push-pull m#p l i f i e r  consist .y of 
Q5, Q3, Q4. R13, R12 and U. The trip-out i s  latched by virtue o f  teed- 
back via CRI. 
The overvoltage sensing c i r cu i t  consists o f  opto-isolator U l ,  R18 
and CR9. Uith 37.5 volts (36 volts zener and 1.5 volts diode drop sf U t ) ,  
current f l o w  through diode o f  U l  with the transistor o f  U1 effect ivejy 
short-circuiting Ip o f  the timing c i r cu i t  a l l w i n g  for ilaflediate inh ib i t ia \  
nmber the 37.5 volts i s  the voltage across the controller and not the 
supply voltage. 
This c i r c u i t  offers powF transistor chip protection fo r  overload 
and overcurrent conditions. It i s  protected against short-circuits i n  
normal and ovewl taga conditions. It a l l a m  the controller to supply 
fu l l  rated loads fnn 1 to 30 volts, and through transients t o  80 volts 
with a wider mrgir. against nuisnace trips. It deviates from MIL-P-81653 
controller i n  that trip-out i s  faster under the ccnnbined conditions of 
cvervoltagc and short-circuit. I n  some schools o f  thought th is  i s  an at- 
tribute. Regardless, the overall advantages f a r  outweigh the disadvantages 
of the aboue-omtioned currant fold-back systems. 
NIL-P-81653 allows fc.- current l imi t ing within 150% maximin and 105% 
min im.  Current l imi t ing can be accomplished within a 20% band through 
temperature anywhere within the 1052 to 15oX range. Its location is op- 
tional. Prototype units were f ixed a t  a 11M t o  13M band. A band of 
1302 to 1502 would provide greater pass current capabilities without ef- 
fecting nominal load conditions. 
- o f  the osc i l la tor  if the controller i s  i n  the current l imit ing mode, Re- 
26 
CONTROL VOLTME SELECTION 
MIL-P-81653 control voltage refers  t o  Para. 3.1 , making control 
voltage a specif icat ion rqulrewnt f o r  a specif ic control ler. A 5 v o l t  m coqmtible control voltage has kcn generally specified. It i s  consi- 
dered that th ls  control M l tage I s  too.10~ f o r  a i r c ra f t  and spacecraft use. 
The 2.5 v o l t  threshold between “ON’ and “OFF‘ condltions of the control ler  
would be susceptable t o  voltage-induced noise. The 5 v o l t  level increases 
the current nquirements f o r  transfomer isolat ion and power tpansistor base 
drive. 
Transients can k readi ly suppressed and voltage levels reduced f o r  in- 
ternal logic functions. The 28 v o l t  supply w l d  pmve most e f f i c i en t  
for transformer coupling and apto-isolation, The control ler  would 
also be corrpatible w l t h  exlst ing 28 v o l t  systems. The 28 v o l t  control sys- 
tem was cnploycd in  the prototype DC control lers a f te r  weighing size, cost, 
weight and mi lab11 lty. 
The purpose o t  the 5 volt Tn control i s  to have the control ler  oper- 
ated d i rec t l y  from the computer. I f d i rec t  computer control i s  essential, 
then HTL (Hlgh Threshold Logic) control vo?tage levels should be consi- 
dered. HTL was specl f lca l ly  developed f o r  the purpose of noise ilrnunity 
for systems with f a r  less hos t l l c  noise entiroment than a i r c ra f t  o r  space- 
craf t .  Hn has a aln- o f  5.0 v o l t  noise lnrarnity and operates from a 
15 vo l t  supply which would be adequate f o r  transformer coupling and opto- 
i sol ators . 
The most e f f l a ien t  voltage tc use m i l d  be the exist ing 28 v o l t  bus. 
TRIP INDICATIOIY 
Trip Indication can &e readi ly sat is f ied by either current sinking - 
o r  voltage indication.. Current sinking can be performed i n  ei ther one of 
two conditions, l i g h t  indication whcn control ler  i s  tripped or l i g h t  o f f  
when control ler  I s  trlpped. The l a t t e r  method has the advantage i n  that 
it also glves posl t iva lndlcatlon that  control voltage has reached the 
control ler  by having the l i g h t  motlm i n  the untrlpped condition. 
the  disadvantage t h a t  a l ight  turning o f f  i s  not as d is t inc t  a visual 
indicator o f  a change i n  condition as a l i g h t  turning on. This method was 
used i n  the prototype control lers since the current sinking method of t r i p  
indicatlon was t o  be Investigated, and th i s  method does af f& the dual 
function of t r i p  Indication and wlr lng Integrity t o  the control ler. The 
c i r c u i t  schematic, Fig. 13, shorn nOn t r i p  Indicating transistor 42 i s  
forward biased from NOR ate output o f  U3A. By conrtecting the base of 42 
than off would be accompllshed. 
formed by connecting the col lector o f  42 through a resistor t o  the 28 
v o l t  control supply, and 42 forward biased as an indfcation o f  t r i p ;  that 
is ,  connectir;g the base o f  92 t o  the NOR gate output o f  U38. This system 
would give both t r i p  indication and control voltage wir ing in tegr i t y  ind i -  
cation. By slmplc c i r cu i t r y  a t  the rect lv ing point o f  indication, a lamp 
could be turned on when t r i p  occurs. Voltage indicatjon would be 28 vol ts 
no t r l o  and .4 vol ts trlpped. 
It has 
t o  NOR Oltp OuW 06 U3 1 , t r i p  indlcatlon wi th the l i g h t  going on rather 
Tr ip Indication by mans o f  voltage indication can be readi ly per- 
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STATUS INDICATION 
An ideal status indicator would show flow of current t o  the load with 
the control ler  on. This would i i ldicate wir ing in tegr i t y  t o  the control ler  
and f ran  the contro?\er t o  the load. A pure voltage indication a t  the con- 
troller output docs not indicate voltage to the load, only voltage t o  the 
control ler  output. It does not indicate wir ing integrity from the control ler  
t o  the load, A status indicator based upon current f low t o  the load was de- 
veloped. The principal was simi lar  t o  the current l im i t ing  approach des- 
cribed earlier, ie. a voltage d i f fe ren t ia l  was detected across a current 
sense resistor i n  the power l i n e  and fed i n t o  an operational ampli f ier which 
biased a s ignal l ing transistor. The gain of the arrpl i f ier  was set t o  detect 
current f l o w  o f  50 d or mow. A s i l l p l i f i ed  schematic i s  sham i n  Fig. 14. 
Supply voltages for the operattonal ampli f ier were from the same source as 
for the uperatiom1 ampli f ier used i n  the current l im i t i ng  function. Because 
of the l i m i t e d  
micmelectmnic manufacturing concepts, it was impossible to package th i s  
status indicating c i r c u i t  i n  tke size package established f o r  the prototype 
units. This status indicating feature could be incorporated i n  production 
warranting h y b r i d 4  con1 ectronics . 
t o  control Firing, to load w i r i n g  (from the load supply t o  the control ler  
and control ler  t o  the load), a load voltage sensor wocld be required a t  the 
control ler  lo rd  input and control ler  load output. This would mandate a 3- 
terminal output configuratiot?. 
RESET 
of prototype uni ts  contracted which eliminated hybrid- 
If ft  I t  desirable to  ful ly iso la te a f a u l t  t o  the load, t o  the control ler, 
-
After the control ler  hrs tripped, resett ing i s  accomplished by removal 
o f  control voltage and re-application of control voltage. A seperate reset 
c i r c u i t  could be imp. m n t e d  by fornard biasing through a coupling capacitor, 
a transistor located between output o f  U3B NOR gate and input to U3k NOR gate, 
Fig. 13. Tht$ would remove the la tch voltage applied to input of U3A through 
diode CR1. 
n u n .  This t ime i s  dictated by capacitor C7 o f  Fig. 13. I n  addition, the 
capacitor must be o f  suf f ic ient  capacity t o  f i l t e r  high voltage transient 
spikes. The 80 mec interval  requested before re-applying control voltage 
following a tr ip-out should not be detmnental t o  c i r c u i t  function. 
The t i m e  f o r  =-applying control voltage f o r  resetting i s  80 msec mini- 
TRANSIENT VOLTAGE PROTECTION 
Control Input Trans ibts  as specified i n  MIL-P-81653 w i l l  not damage the 
controller. The Operating Vol t rgc Transients as specified i n  MIL-P-81653 can 
be satisfird. The requirements o f  Transient Spike Overvoltage (4 600 vol ts)  
of MIL-P-81653 cannot be satisffed. The control ler  w i l l  not be damaged by 
these transients. A +, 600 vo l t  transient applied t o  the power input terminal 
w i l l  be passed t o  the power output terminal f o r  the duration o f  the tran- 
sient : . G ~ s e c . ) .  Power transfstors Suitable i n  chip form that would satisfy 
a l l  the r q r l i r m m t s  o f  the power ch!p arc not avaflablc with a 600 Vceo rat ing. 
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FUSING [FAIL SAFE) 
The fusable l i n k  requirement i s  m.t by insuring that  the bond from the 
emftter of the power t rans is tor  i s  the smallest cross-section conductor i n  
the power system. MIL-P-81053 specif ies that  i n  the event of a f a i l u re  of 
the contrb l ler  i n  a shorted condition, the contro l ler  shal l  f a i l  ope? wi th in  
4 seconds when a current corresponding t o  50% o f  the square root  cf the spe- 
c i f i e d  1% value i s  applied, namely 18 Amps f o r  the 1 Amp contro l ler  and 32 
Amps for the 5 Amp control ler .  The fusable l i n k  requirement was included i n  
the prototype control lers.  Tests were not conducted t o  determinz exact cur- 
rent/t ime l im i t s .  
- The fuse l i n k  raises problems o f  arc ext inct ion and other phenonenon i n  
high current fuses, t o  ensure the desired protection o f  the spacecraft. The 
proposed method o f  con t ro l l i ng  t h i s  i s  wi th  the use o f  a stable l i q u i d  such 
as s i l icone o i l  o r  a flourocarbon, There has been previous experience using 
these types of f l u i d  for  purposes o f  cont ro l l ing arcing. There are other 
benefits t o  be derived from f l u i d  f i l l i n g .  One i s  the addit ional heat paths 
due t o  conduction and convection tha t  tend t o  equalize temperatures w i th in  
the package and minimize hot spots. This would be pa r t i cu la r l y  beneficial t c  
s o l i d  state switches. There are also proven benefi ts o f  f l u i d - f i l l e d  devices 
wi th  respect t o  mechanical shock and v ibrat ion conditions. Under short dura- 
t i o n  mechanical shock, the f l u i d  acts as a s o l i d  and gives supwr t  t o  a l l  t k  
components it surrounds. Under mchanical vibrat ion, the o i l  acts as a v is-  
cous damper for  any resonant conditions. Considerations are made f o r  f l u i d  
expansion under d i f f e ren t i a l s  t o  atmospheric pressure and temperature. 
Ftu id  f i l l i n g  i s  proposed f o r  f l i g h t  control lers,  and the p o s s i b i l i t i e s  o f  a 
replaceable fusel ink should be considered i n  future studies. 
I n  f l i g h t  hardware, t h i s  speci f icat ion can be met. 
FOUL-UP PROTECTION 
Since the contro l ler  i s  polari ty-sensit ive, i t  can be destroyed i n  tes t  
snd i n s t a l l a t i o n  by improper wiring, i o .  not observing polar i t ies .  Diodes 
could be used t o  protect  against t h i s  condition, but would const i tute a .7 
plus additfonal voltage drop i n  the F wr c i r c u i t .  Diode protection can be 
used i n  the control and t r i p - i nd i ca t i ng  c i r c u i t s  without d i f f i c u l t y .  They 
were omitted i n  the prototype uni ts and can be inclitded i n  f l i g h t  un i ts  as 
indicatzd i n  the schematic, Fig. 13. 
Slow 
ramp o r  gradual increase or decrease of control voltage could destroy the con- 
t r o l l e r .  This possible problem area could be eliminated by snapaction on 
turn-on and turn-off,  however t h i s  feature would be a t  the expense of s i ze ,  
weight, cost and r e l i a b i l i t y  due t o  the addit ional components. 
shor t -c i rcu i t ,  could be damaging. 
the 80 msec minimum. 
rap id cycl ing can be incorporated without extensive c i r c u i t r y .  
repe t i t i ve  recycl ing i s  not required. 
and computer programing o f  the r e s e t  function o f  the control ler .  
The contro l ler  i s  intended t o  operate on bi - leve l  control voltages. 
Rapid sequential switching o f  reset wi th the contro l ler  switching i n to  a 
No posi t ivp protection against damage f rom r e p e t i t i v e  
Functionally, 
Caution should be exercised i n  test ing 
The contro l ler  can be r e s e t  once wi th in  
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FOUL-UP PROTECTION (Continued) 
tested and instal led, it should prove trouble-free. lJi th the theory, "If- 
something can be fouled-up, i t  w i l l  he", the above possible areas of concern 
are noted. 
The contro l ler  i s  designed f o r  considerable abuse. Properly wired, 
CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC 
The c i r c u i t  schematic o f  the 1 Amp and 5 Ar.p 3C con t rc l l e r  i s  shown i n  
The functions of the sche- 
Fig. 13. 
the operational ampl i f ier  f o r  current l im i t i ng .  
matic have been discussed under each indiv idual  function heading. 
PACKAGING 
The two uni ts are ident ica l  except f o r  input impedance and gain of  
The prototype 1 Amp and 5 Amp DC c m t r o l l e r s  delivered t o  NASA Manneo 
Sp-cecraft Center consisted of d iscrete component packaging, wi th  the excep- 
t i o n  of the power t r r h s i $ t o r  chip. The ou t l i ne  drawing o f  ',he 1 Amp and 5 
Amp DC contre l ler  i s  shown i n  Fjg. 15. The mezhod of internal  assembly i s  
shown i n  Figs. 16, 17 and 18. 
Intensive study was made o f  packaging f o r  f l i g h t  hardware contro l lers  
u t i 1  i z i ng  hybrid-microelectronic pr incipals.  Based on an analysis of the 
c i r c u i t  complexity and the thermal and environmental considerations, the f o l -  
lowing was established as reasonable size m d  weight targets. 
Size: 1 cu. in. max. 
Weight: 2.5 or. mx. 
The control  c i r c u i t r y  w i l l  be i n  one hyhrid-microelectronic package. 
Teledyne, through i t s  Mic-oelectronic Operations, has been engaged i n  
the development and productlon o f  hybrld-microelectronics f o r  the paqt nine 
years. Over 500 d l f f e ren t  configuratlons have been designed and produced, 
wi th  a t o t a l  quanti ty o f  aver 400,000 packages &livered. 
i n  the technology o f  manufacturing and test ing o f  these devices i n  large-scale 
economic production. 
re1 i a b i l  i t y  aerospace systems. This has demanded the development of extensive 
100% screening procedures that i n  some cases exceeded the requirements of 
MIL-STD-883 t o  ensure the necessary re1 i a b i l  i t y .  
ponents include bipolar integrated c i r c u i t s  and transistors, FET devices , 
diodes, res is tors  and c8pacitors. For d i g i t a l  applications, a package t y p i -  
c a l l y  hduses 25 integrated c i r c u i t s ,  wi th some as  high as  32. For  analog 
applications, a typical  package may contain up t o  70 components wi th a n ~ i x  
o f  integrated c i r cu i t s ,  t ransistors,  res is tors  arld capacitors. The range of 
power densit ies has been from 6 watt / in t o  32 watts/ in and a l l  package de- 
signs have provided f o r  heat sinking i n  the system application. Since some 
system applications have used from 200 t o  1000 o f  these packages i n  an extremely 
Teledyne pioneered 
These hybrid packages have been used i n  numerous high 
The c i r c u i t s  involved are both analog and d i g i t a l  an3 the c i r c u i t  com- 
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dense array, the thermal problem has received considerable attention. This 
extensive background i s  d i rec t i y  and ideal ly  applicable to  the specif ic prob- 
lems of the so l id  state power controllers. 
Sane o f  the control c i r cu i t r y  w i l l  be i n  the form of S I  integrated c i r -  
cu i ts  and it appears the component count t o  be packaged w i l l  be i n  the order 
of 40. This wwld exclude the optical isolators and a fm additional power 
devices. The mechanical dinensions of the end i t e m  power control ler  esta- 
b?ishes the s i re  of the hybrid package, but from preliminary estimates i t  ap- 
pears that a package s i re  o f  approximately 0.8 inch X 0-8 i i . th X 0.160 inch 
would result. This s i re  package could reascncbly accorrriodate the components 
mentioned above, and therefore there Mwld be one hybrid control package per 
power controller. The substrate power dissi:mtisn i s  estimated t o  be i n  the 
range of + watt .  
The key factors detemining the hytr-ld package design for t h i s  applica- 
t ion  are the reasonably high power dissipations mentioned above and the maxi- 
mm heat sink telaperature. This dictates that  t h i s  hybrid package 
rmst have the lowest possible t h e m 1  resistance from the coJtponents t o  the 
heat sink, and rules wt any s h p l e  mechanical contact interfaces between 
the substrate and the heat sink. The substrate w i l l  be berylli-mn oxide cera- 
mic which has the h$ghest thermal conductivity of any &noun elect r ica l  insu- 
la t ing  material (2.6 watts/WOC). The ceramic will be 0.025 inchez, which 
w i l l  give adequate s tnngth  f o r  t h i s  size substrate. lo iap:ement the maxi 
n u m  thermal conductivity rule, a copper s t r i p  i n  the order of 0.025 inch thick 
would be brazed t o  the bottom o f  the ceramic substrate, providing the best 
possible thermal path t o  the heat sink. This topper w u l d  equal tk width 
o f  the ceramic i n  one dimension, and extend beyond it i n  the other dimension 
t o  engage a support structure fo r  mechanical mounting i n  the power control ler, 
which i s  also the heat path. This i s  shown i n  Fig. 19. 
The ceramic rnetal l i rat ion required t o  provide a bast: for t h i s  copper 
braze operation can be either mly manganese or th ick f i l m  gold-pallEdium. 
The advantaw o f  gold-palladium metal l izing i s  that i t s  f i r i n g  temperature 
of 900.C causes no uarping or introduction of camber to  the ceramic, as oo- 
posed t o  the 1543'C f i r i n g  temperrtun f o r  m ly  manganese which can'nfntrodtce 
cambers i n  tire order of  1 mil/inch. which are acceptable but less desirable. 
Therefore. the proarm would proceed with the Chick f i lh qold-pal ladiw 
approach for ceramic rnetallization. The e x i t  pads for the package, as shown 
i n  Fig. 19. would be thick f i l m  str ipes emerging frcnn under the ccver seal 
area, appearing as exposed pads on the ceramic surface along two edges. TSey 
would be on 0.050 inch centers, which i s  industry standard, and leads can be 
bonded by either welding or reflow solder techniques. The insulat ion f o r  the 
cover seal land area I s  provided by silk-scree --d and fired glass inks or 
f i red glass preforms, t o  give adequate insulat-:n path t o  the cover t o  meet 
the electr ical  requirements of the specification. 
t ion  on the top cf th4s glass Insulation provides the solder base for cover 
seal. The proposed metal1 izat ion system f o r  the active portion of the sub- 
s t r a t e  i s  a dual system. Gold-palladium ink would be screened on and f i red  
t o  form the component mounting pads. This would actual ly take place a t  the 
Gold-palladium metall iza- 
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sane screening operation as the package e x i t  pads. Alminum would be evapo- 
rated with an undercoat o f  nichrme over the ent i re  active area. The aluni- 
nun thickness would be 250 microinches, whlch gives the desired r e s i s t i v i t y  
of 5 m i l l i o b  per square. The surface would then be coated with photo re- 
s i s t  and exposed with the desired substrate wir ing pattern. 
After developing and processing, the aluminun i s  protected by resist,  
where the conductive pattern i s  desired, and the aluminum i s  bare where it 
i s  t o  h rerroved. The substrate i s  iraersed i n  an etch bath and the aluminum 
i s  resloved from between the desired conductive s t r ips  i n  the c i r c u i t  pattern, 
and also from the coqonent bond pads to re-expose the bare gold-palladium 
surface. 
The a l o r i n u  s y s t a  was chosen to allow a nonmetal l ic  bonding system 
w i t h  rluinua dice pads, aluriniim wire and a l u i r m  substrate bond areas. 
The advantage o f  t h i s  1s the total elimination o f  potential intermetal l ic  
problems. This i s  par t icu lar ly  l q w t a n t  i n  t h i s  application since the tem- 
peratures w i l l  be i n  the region o f  125% or  s l igh t ly  higher, and l a g  l i f e  
a t  these t 
Thc d x s y s t e m  with gold-palladim i s  necessary to Frovide a solderable 
metal l izat ion for colporrmt attach, since alminua i s  not wettable by solders 
on a practlcal basis. The r o l e  o f  the evaporated f i l a  o f  nichrane under the alumi- 
f a  i s  twofold. First ,  i t  i s  rout inely used as an interarediary t o  strengthen 
the band between evaporated metal f i lms and t i t h e r  glass o r  cerartiic substrates. 
In  th i s  case It serves an Inportant secondary role of acting as an effective 
difFrsion barr ier  betmen the aluminum and gold-pal ladim where they are i n  
contact. Engineerlng tests involving thoiisands o f  hours a t  200OC indicate 
that  the nichrarw i s  an excellent d i f fus ion barrier, and no evidence of in ter -  
metal l ics have ever been found fn the proposed metallurgical system. 
CapmW attach technology w i l l  f o l h u  standard production procedures. 
corgorrmt w f n  bonding w i l l  use a l m i n m  wire wi th ultrasonic welding, 
d i c h  i s  standard procedure. Circu i t  analysis i s  routinely done t o  establish 
e l c t t i c a l  current values i n  the w l n  bonds to deternine wire s i t e  require- 
m t s .  For typfcal signal type currents, 1 la11 diameter wire i s  used. For 
higher ament ;rpabll lty, 1-4 nl l  o r  2 m i l  diameter wires are used, and i n  
UIY cases u l t l p l e  paral le l  rlns have been used. 
Thr hybrid control package w i l l  be covered and hermetically sealed by 
W-1 Proccssts, evm though i t  w i l l  be contained i n  the hermetically sealed 
+al?d state control ler  crse. This I s  t o  give adequate protection fo r  inter- 
nal hrndling through screening and environmental test  procedures, as well as 
hWl!%fj b r i n g  final assembly in  the end product. I t  i s  also necessary i n  
view of the propose f l u i d  f i l l i n g  of the end i t e m  device. 
on 8 1W b w i S  for a l l  the hybrid packages for  t h i s  program. These screen- 
lng procedures are l i s t e d  i n  deta i l  i n  Table 1. 
ratures 1s nquired. 
The noma1 Teledyne high r e l i a b i l f t y  screening procedure w i l l  be used 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
TABLE 1. Screening Procedures for Hybrid Control Circui ts 
TEST -- 
Incoaing, dfce visual inspection 
Postdie attach visual inspection 
Pre-covtr visual inspection 
Stabi l izat ion bake 
lenperature cycl ing 
Mechanical shock 
H e m t i c i t y  a) Gross 
b) Fine 
Burn-i n 
Electr ical  tes t  
a) DC parameters a t  25.C and a t  
max. and min. rated operatfonal 
tempera &re. 
b) AC parameters a t  25°C and a t  
max. and min. operational 
temperature. 
e) Final Functional test  a t  25%. 
SCREENING CRITERIA- 
Cri ter ta  based on MIL-STO-883 
method 2010 test  Condition A. 
MIL-STO-883 method 1008 test 
Condition C (150 C j  72 hrs. 
MIL-STD-883 method 1010 tes t  
Condition C (-65°C) ana +lSO'C) 
22 cycles. 
MIL-STD-883 method 2002 tes t  
Condition 6 (15006, % Ins) 
5 impacts Y ax!s. 
MIL-STD-883 method 1014 test  
Condition C, step 1. 
MIL-Sfo-883 method 1014 test  
Condition A except packages 
arc helium f i l l ed  a t  seal. 
MIL-STO-883 method 1015 t es t  
Condition 8 160 hrs. @ 1 X o C  
junction temperature. 
Per hybrid specification. 
10. External visual 
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MIL-ST0-883 method 2009. 
TECHNIQUES 
The! packaging u t i l i z i n g  hybrid-microelectronics and i n  accordance with 
MIL-P-81653 concepts i s  shown i n  Fig. 20. I n  th i s  case, the basic assembly 
would consist of the copper heat sink base, power chip, hybrid control c i r -  
c u i t  package and miscellaneous components such as the optical isolators (which 
are thenselves hybrid c i rcui ts) .  The hybrid control c i r c u i t  with f t s  copper 
heat sink s t r i p  i s  mounted to copper support aenbers which ar2 k-azed t o  the 
coi+er heat sink base. It i s  proposed t o  use slots i n  these members as shown 
i n  the drawing, t o  engage the copper s t r i p  o f  the hybrid package and solder 
th is  j o i n t  t o  ninimize t h e m 1  drops. Any diaphram effects i n  t h i s  mechanical 
m i n t i n g  system would be minimized by f l u i d  f i l l ing. 
A deck i s  provided above the w r i d  c i r c u i t  t o  provide a mounting board 
f o r  the opt ical  isolators. These are very low pomt generating components 
and the increased distance fm the heat sink has no adverse thennal effects. 
The method o f  f l u id  f i l l i n g  e lect r ica l  &vices must contend with the temp- 
swhrc  coeff ic ient  o f  expansion o f  the f lu id ,  which should be minimized. 
One cormn nethod i s  to f i l l  the device and seal 9’t o f f  a t  the maximum oper- 
at ing temperature or  s l i gh t l y  over. I n  t h i s  case, about 125%. Then a. a l l  
future operating conditions, there w i l l  be less than atmospheric pressure 
wi th in the device, and the d i f fe ren t ia l  tc ,  atmosphere can never exceed 15 ps i  
under any conditions. If the unit were sealed cold, the i n te r i o r  pressure 
would be higher thn atmspheric a t  elevated temperature, and there i s  no 
l i m i t  t o  the pressure d i f ferent ia l  that  could build up. 
The hermetic sea? of the package cover seam would be done p r io r  t o  f l u i d  
f i l l i n g  and it i s  proposed t o  use either electron beam welding o r  laser weld- 
ing. The f i n a l  seal would be accomplished with a pinch-off tube. 
An alternate approach t o  packaging is shown i n  Fig. 21, wi th two signi- 
f icant Aldifications. First ,  the terminations are brought out on a surfa e 
90 from the mounting (heat sink) surface. This affords several benefits 
a. Increases heat sink area. 
b. Faci l i tates implementation of An Integrated Wiring Terminat 
e. Imoroves ease o f  reDlacement. 
system (IYTS). 
on 
Seconc!ly, i t  i s  proposed t o  use k n t i n g  flanges i n  l i e u  o f  mounting studs 
t o  fur ther maxlmize heat sinking. 
Referring t o  Fig. 21, an L-shaped structure i s  proposed t o  provide ri- 
g id i t y  and mechanical strength between the heat sink plane and the lead/ter- 
rninal piane. The power switching devices are again mounted on the heat sink 
as discussed previously. The hybrid package i s  mounted t o  the heat sink by 
the same structure proposed for the 1 inch cube package, and the transformer 
deck i s  the same. This package ca l l s  for wire e x i t  leads. To maintain her- 
meticl ty and s t i l l  provide leads, f t  i s  proposed t o  use a hermetically sealed 
header to  bring the leads through the package wall. The external wires would 
be soldered t o  the header pins and potted for general protection in that area. 
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RELIABILITY 
A preliminary r e l i a b i l i t y  predict ion analysis has been conducted t o  de- 
termine the f a l l u r e  ra te  o f  DC Solid State Power Controllers using hybrid- 
microelectronics for, f l i g h t  hardware. The predictions are based on the ser- 
v ice and environmental conditions of the specifications. 
of the design. 
sume a t o t a l l y  ser ia l  relation6hip. This resul ts  i n  a conservative estimate 
of the c i r c u i t  capabil i ty. The basic fa i lure rates o f  each chip o r  d ie  com- 
pr is ing the hybrid-microelectronic control package was calculated a t  the maxi- 
man hybrid package case temperature o f  +125'C, which i s  +5'C over the speci- 
f ied t20'C maximmr case temperature o f  the control ler .  Thermal analysis of 
the design shows tha t  the use o f  b e r y l l i a  substrate and the method o f  mount- 
ing the HYBRID in te rna l l y  insures a law order o f  t h e m 1  res i s t i v i t y .  For pre- 
d ic t ion purposes, the junction temperature o f  integrated c i r c u i t s  and semi- 
conductor dice was assured t o  be a t  HYBRID case temperature plus lo%, Gr 
135OC. This i s  i n  accord wi th reconmendations o f  the RAUC Re l iab i l i t y  Hand- 
book, Volume 11. Failure rates f o r  capacitor and res is tor  elements was based 
on using +125OC as the component ambient temperature. 
used as the source o f  f a i l u re  rates except as otherwise noted i n  the discussion 
below. The use o f  s i l icone o r  fluidcarbon o i l  as a f i l l e r  w i th in  the con- 
t r o l l e r  housing, f ac i l i t a tes  heat sinking and provides a dampening e f fec t  on 
other environments such as shock and vibration. Therefore, an environmental 
K factor o f  1.0 was applied t o  a l l  calculated fa i l u re  rates. 
The f a i l u r e  ra te  f o r  the hybrid-microelectronic control package can be 
estimated by analysing i t s  constituent elements. The I.C. f a i l u r e  ra te  used 
f o r  t h i s  predict ion wits based on l i f e  tes t  data published by Fairch i ld  Semi- 
conductor* f o r  devices which have received 100% burn-in.sc, eening p r io r  t o  
usage. That f igure i s  .030 f a i l u r e  per lo6 hours (+I35 C junction tempera- 
ture) and i s  appllcable t o  packaged devices. 
t r o l  assanbly i t  i s  necessary to estimate the i n t r i n s i c  f a i l u r e  ra te  o f  "bare" 
dice by renoving the fa l lu res  of the packaged device which cannot be a t t r i -  
buted t o  the "bare" die. The approach then i s  t o  eliminate the effects due 
t o  leads, base, package, etc., leaving the f a i l u r e  ra te  due t o  dice alone. 
I.C.'s used i n  Teledyne HYBRIDS are subjected t o  extensive pre-use screening 
and test ing as follows? 
the approaches and assumptions us& consisted o f  a functional analysis 
It indicated tha t  the functional blocks i n  each design 3s- 
HIL-HOBK-217A was 
I n  order t o  predict  the f a i l u r e  ra te  o f  the hybrid-microelectronic con- 
100% AC Testing 
100% M: Testing 
100% Them1 Testing 
100% Optical Inspection (a t  dice level  and again a t  
9EMA precover) 
Microcircui ts Re l i ab i l i t y  Report - Fai rch i ld  Semiconductors, May 6, 1969; 
83.8 m i l l i o n  par t  hours ( a l l  devlces). 
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REL IABI L ITY (Continued ) 
ef fects due t o  extensive screening and f n  pection are taken i n t o  account, a 
dice fa i l u re  r a t e  bf  .020 fa i lures per 1 hours resul ts.  
Fai lure rates 
from MIL-HDBK-217 f o r  Minutemen qua l i t y  parts were used t o  represent i n t r i n -  
s i c  d i e  f a i l u r e  rates. These rates were normalized for operation a t  + 1 2 5 t  
(capacitors, resistors) and a t  +135OC junct ion temperature for semiconductors 
i n  accordance with factors o f  MIL-HDBK-217. Table 2 shows the f a i l u r e  ra te  
for. 1 Amp and 5 Amp DC Controllers. 
When the i n t r i n s i c  d i e  f a i l u r e  rates are estimated as outl ined, and the 
A s im i l a r  ra t ionale i s  applicable t o  other types o f  dice. 
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TABLE 2. 1 Amp and 5 Gnp DC Controller 
QTY. 
4 
. 18 
0 
6 
6 
3 
1 
2 
10Cl 
24 
FAILURE RATE ESTIMATE 
{Faiiums per 106 hours) 
Failure Rate Sources: 
FU WSCC 
1 
7 
f 
a 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Total Failure Rate 
FA 
.tm 
,126 
I YM 
.030 
.066 
.305 
2.000 
.400 
.007 
.004 
.001 
3.318 
-- 
1. See discussion above. 
2. N o m 1  ired MIL-HDBX-217A, Minutemen level failure rates. 
3. Ultrasonic lead bond estimate based on Teledyne and industry data. 
5. Uelded terminatlon estlmate based on Teledyne and industry data. 4. Bert engineering estimte. 0 
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7 X t E  3 .  SPECIFICATIONS - Tcledyne 1 Pmp and 5 Amp 
Sol i d  State Power Control lers 
Thermal Cnarac t e r  i s t i c s  
Thermal Resistance Case- 
to-Sink 
Heat Sink Temperature 
(Design Consideration) I 
 I E l  e c t r i  ca l  Character i s t i cs 
1 General 
Terminal Arrangement 
Insu la t i on  Resistance 
D i e l e c t r i c  Withstanding 
Voltage 
I s o l a t i o n  
Between contro l  ana 
t r i p  terminals shorted 
and output terminals 
shorted 
L i f e  (operat ing cycles) 
Radio In te r face  
Power 3 i  s s i  pa t i o n  
(maxtnum Ed 25°C ambien, 
"ON"-rated load 
'I OFF 
0.5 C/watt w i t h  spe- 
c i f i e d  mounting torque 
+118OC maximum 
-54"to +120°C case 
temperature (unless 
otherwise speci f ied)  
SPST ( n o r m l l y  open) 
100 megohsl minimum 
1000 vAC (RMS ) 
1010 vAC IRKS) 
10 minimuni 
MIL-STD-461 
I 
1.5 watt, maxkurn 
.150 watt, maxinium 
1 
6.5 C/watt w i t h  spe- 
c'+icd mounting tarquc 
+118'C maximur? 
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TABLE 3. SPECIFICATIONS - Teledyne 1 kap and 5 knp 
% l i d  State Power Controllers (cont.) 
RESrJIRMENTS 
.- - - 
Power C i  r c3  i t 
Suppiy Voi tage 
Limits - Curves 1 6 6 
Current (rated: 
Voltrge Grop 
Leakage Current 
Current L imi t ing 
iX r ipp le  
Fa i l  Safe (12t) 
Transients 
Response 
MIL-STD-fWA 
Operating Voltage 
Spike Overvoltage 
Turn-On Time 
Rise filne 
Turn-Cff Time 
F a i l  Time 
Tr ip  Free 
i r i p - k t  Time 
Hm.-repetitivc Reset 
Repetitive Msct 
Tr ip  h d l c r t i o n  
W o t  Trlpped 
Trf  Ppcd 
L 
1MPDC CONTRCH. LER 
Teled-yte P/W 673-10004 
30 vDC, maxirrra! 
15 vOC, e i n i a n  
1 kpcm 
.3 vo?ts Dc. la3xin*m 
loop PBps, maxima 
Appl icabl e 
5% rated b a d  (peak 
t o  peak), maxi- 
1200 
App1 icable 
A ~ p 1  icable 
1.0 nSec. wiximrm 
-1 mSec, r i n i m n  
.5 nSec. m x i a m  
6.0 dcc .  maxiarrrn 
.5 mSec. m i n i m  
5.0 n5cc. iMXiraurn 
Appl icabl e 
Appl i c r b l  e (33 seconds 
m i n i m  between resets) 
ApOllcable 
Current siak, 0 t o  50 fl 
O p m  c i r cu i t .  0 t o  32 vDC 
32 vDC 
28 vM: 
20 VDC 
5 AMP M: CONTRGLLER 
Teledyne P/N 673-lmH)l 
30 vDC, Raximm 
15 vDC, m i n i m  
5 kaperes 
.5 volts DC, maxinum 
Soop Arnps, maxinun 
Appl icabl 
5% rated 1.3d (peak 
t o  peak). maxinun 
1100 
App? i cab1 e 
Appl icac l  e 
1.0 IPS&. maximin 
.1 rSec, ainimno 
.s  frsec, maximm 
6.0 mSec. m x i m  
.5 mSec. ainirmn 
5.0 mSec. maxi* 
Appl icabl e 
Applicable (3G seconds 
m i n i m  between resets) 
Apcl icable 
Current sink, G t o  59 nA 
Open circuit, 0 t o  32 vDC 
I 
32 vDC 
98 4 l C  
2C vDC 
- 
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TABLE 3. SPECIFICATIONS - Te?edyne i k p  and 5 knp 
Solid State Pmr Controllers (cont.) 
Envi rormental Chdracteri s t i c s  
Case Tenperahre 
5hock 
Opera ti ng 
Storage 
H e c  han ica 1 
Tevpera ture 
Sinusoidal (operating) 
G Level 
Frequency Range 
Yibra t ion 
1 
. icntro;  Csrcuit  (cont.! 
Tzm-3n 201 tage i ?2tc of Shaage 
! ~ - - O f f  Voltage 
i Rate of Change 
1 :?put Current 
i inp i t  Transients 
1 kisr l  i.?nstmity 
I rieset 
1 
1 Tim t o  Reset (removal) 
i 
! -  
i 
' 
-pat t o  +120.; 
-65'C t o  +15o'c 
40 6's for 11.@ a1.0 Slsec 
-56°C t o  +iZO'C aEbient 
15 G's. uxiauai 
5 to  ZOO0 Hz 
i 
24 vUC, m i n i m  
5.0 vOC, maximum 
23 ci i*  maxinrnn 
Applicable 
Appi icable 
By resrovirq and re-apply- 
ing DC control  voltage 
.S vX/mSec, m i n i m  
.5 vDClmSec. m i n i m  
n5ec. min ieum 
0 mSec. naximm 
65-C t o  + 1SO'C 
-65 t o  15.4 psia 
Nan-Opera t i ng Ambi en: 
~ A l t i t i ide 1 Explcsive aecompressioz 
I 
- 
5 A! ' DC CONTROLLER 
Telddyne P/ri 6?3-10001 
24 vN. m i r i i a w  
5.0 vDC. mxinur! 
2s d, maximrm 
Applicable 
Agpl icabl  e 
By removinq and re-apply- 
ing DC control  voltage 
5 n ! c ,  minims! 
80 mSec, maximum 
.5 vDc/~Sec, n i n i m n  
.S vDC/mSec, ainieurn 
-5d.c t o  +m.c 
-6S'C t o  +15@'C 
40 G ' s  for 11.0 +1.0 mSec 
-54°C to  +:20"C ambient 
15 G's.  maxinum 
5 t o  ?@!IO Hz 
0.2 G 2 /Hz, maximum 
20 t o  2000 Hz 
100 6's 
Applicable 
Appl :cab;€ 
-54°C t o  +130cc 
Sea Level t o  100 K ft. 
0.65 t o  15.4 psia 
Not Appl ic3ble 
-65°C t o  +1SO'C 
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TEST RESUE 
Teledync 1 kp bc Sol id  State Power Controller 
P/R 673-10004 
Pin  Identification 
P i n  No. i Function 
I 
Contra1 Vcrltage (4) 
* Cignr? GlamMI 
Trip Indicabr 
Power In (4) 
Paws (kt i-) 
No Connection 
T e s t  Point imitter) 
Test Point (Base) 
Teminal h a n g s ~ m t  - SPST (Norarlly Open) 
~ - 
insu 1 a ti on Resistance 
Die? ectric MI thstandlng 
Voi tage 
I sol ti on 
po#r Dissipatlon 
"OIY' (rated lord) 
'OFF" 
Voltage Drop 
Strlal No. 1 
Serfai M. 3 
Overshoot 
Response 
Serlil k. 1 
Turn Orr flw 
Rim Tior 
Twn OFF flm 
f a l l  Tim 
Serial No. 2 
Turn 0)I Time 
Rise Tln 
Turn OFF Time 
Fall Time 
100 ugohs, min. 
loo0 vAC (m), nin. 
1OOG vAC !!US), ain. 
1.s mttr, mar. 
.1so watt, max. 
.s volts, I p x .  e 1 kap 
.s volts, nax. e 1 &I 
1.0 msec. mx. 
6.0 mSec. mx. 
. l  aSec, nin.; .5 llsec. mx. 
.5  mSec, min.;S.O mSec, MX. 
1.0 msec, mx. 
6.0 mSec, mx. 
.1 nSec, mln.; .5 mSec, max. 
.5 d e c ,  mln.;5.0 mSec, max. 
RESULTS 
1.0 wtt 
-003 watt 
250 ail 1 ivol t r  
250 millivclts 
C 25% 
2.8 mSec 
- 7  msec 
1.0 msec 
. S  mSec 
2.5 mSec 
.5  FSeC 
1.0 mSec 
. 5  msu 
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TEST REsuLfs (cant.) 
Plr 673-10001 
Teledym 1 kp Solid Sta te  Qorcr Controller 
TEST REQUIRDmT I RESULTS 
100pkps. mx. 4100 kps 
Not Tripped Current Sink, 0 to SO rA 0 t o S O a  
i 
I ; Leakage Current 
' lime to Rest (raovrl) 5.0 dK, .in.; I#! .sCr. rax.  Bo & 
i Trip Indication 
Tripped ' Open C i r c u i t .  0 to 32 vAC s VDC, malt. < 5  VDC 0 to 32 vM: Turn on Voltage 24 vOC, .in. 424 vDC Turn OFF Voltage 
Control Voltage 
Control Curnnt 20 RIA, m x -  I2 aA e 21 vac 
13 d e 28 VDC 
15 d 6 32 VM: 
i Rate bf Change .5 VocIrJCc, r in.  >.5 v ~ s #  
c 
n L 4.0 scc 4.0 sec 
4.0 Sec 4.0 Su I m 
lsox 
1sM 
1501 I .02 kc .02 sec 
40vDC 
60vDC 
80 vDC 
I I 
8 
8 m 
4.0 Scc 4.0 Sec 
-02 kc .02 sec 
-02 su -02 sec 
m n  
SOOI 
soox 
40vDC 
60vDC 
eovoc " 
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TEST RESULTS (ant.) 
Teldyne 1 h p  501 id State Powr Controller 
P,4 673-10001 
Temperature Tests a t  -55°C and +Sa% 
Note. Units did not operate sat isfactor i ly  above 10li.C because o f  inproper 
transforacr core. This can be taad i l j  corrected i n  future units. 
Insulation ResistZnce 
Oielectric Withstanding Voltage I a n n 
?solation 
Rvcr Oirsiprt ion 
RaW Current and Voltage 
b ? * a g e  Orop o f  Rated Current m L I 
A single pulse o f  31”s and dms 100 m l t s  peak arplitudc and 1OOpSec dura- 
tion, repeated 10 times a t  3 second intervals. A l l  units tested satisfactori ly. 
A train o f  10 pulses o f  plus and minus 100 vol ts peak amplitude and 100pfec 
duration each, repeated 10 times a t  3 second intervals. A l l  uni ts tested 
sat i  sf actori  l y  . 
Above tests repeated betwen t r i p  indicator terminal nnd ground (DC return) 
tercainal I A l l  uni ts tested satisfactori ly. 
Test Circuit 
The test c i r cu i t  for Dc controllers i s  shown i n  Fig. 22. 
A l ?  Units Tested Satisfactori ly 
m n 
L I) .I 
n n N 
a 
C m t d  Input Trasiadts 
5 1  
TEST RESULTS 
Teledyne 5 Am Dc Solid State Power Controller 
P/N 673-10001 
Insulation Resistance 
Dielectr ic Withstanding Voltage 
Isdition 
po#tr Dissipation 
'Ow" (rated load) 
"OFF" 
Voltage Drop 
Serial No. 4 
Serlal k. 5 
Overshoot 
Response 
Serial No. 4 
Turn ON Tim 
Rise Time 
Turn OFF Time 
F a l l  Time 
Serfal No. 5 
Turn ON Time 
Rise Tim 
Turn OFF Time 
F a l l  Time 
Pin Identi f icat ion 
100 r#gohs, r in .  
loo0 vAC (m), min, 
1000 rAC (RHS). min. 
4.5 matts. wax. 
.164 rratt, mx. 
.s volts, max. 
.5 volts, l ax .  
1.0 d S D  mx. 
.1 rscCD min.; .5 nSec. WX. 
6.0 mSec, max. 
1.0 msec, max. 
6.0 mSec, wx. 
.S lnsec. nin.;5.0 mSer, max. 
.1 lnsec min. ; .5 lnsec, max. 
.5 aSec. -,in.;5.0 mSec. max. 
Pin No. 
1 
2 
3 
I 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 Function 
Control Volta7e (+) 
Signal tr 
Trip Indicator 
fber In (+I 
p#rr llut (-) 
wo bnncction 
Test Point (b i t t e r )  
Test Point (8ase) 
TEST jREpuIRorrrr 
I 
I 
>loo aegotms 
>loo0 vAC (m) 
,1000 vAC [ R K )  
3.5 watts 
.015 w a t t  
350 mv @ 5 Amps 
350 mV @ 5 knps 
(25% 
1.8 mSec 
.5 lnsec 
1.3 mSec 
1.6 mSec 
1.6 mSec 
1.4 mSec 
1.5 mSec 
.35 msec 
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leledync 5 h p  Solid State Power Controller 
P/N 673-10001 
Leakage Current 
T i l e  to  Reset (nnoval)  
Trip Indication 
Not Tripped 
Tripped 
Turn Ow Voltage 
Turn OFF Voltage 
control Yoltage 
Rate of Change 
control Current 
rsoopkps, max. 
5.0 dec, min; 80 lnkc, max. 
Current Sink, C to So d 
Open Circuit, 0 t o  32 vDC 
2 1  vDC, ain. 
5 VDC, mx. 
.5 vDC/pSec, min. 
25 .A, 111~. 
o t o 5 o n A  
0 to 32 vDC 
<24 vDC 
7 5 VDC 
>.S vOC/pSec 
I9 d e 24 vDC 
20 mA e a VM: 
21 aA e 32 vDC 
Current Limiting 
Trip Ccrrent e 25’C 
e 90-c 
c-55-c 
lime to Trip @ 300% La-d e 2s0c 
e 90% 
e-55’C 
time to Trip 
30 vDC Supply Voltage 100% Output Current 
3 O v W  lsox 
30vDC “ 5 o o x ”  
el 
1 
n 500% 
a 5oox I’ 
5m 
0 
M 
I O  
tI 
Y 
Serial I 4  
5.9 h p s  
5.2 kaps 
5.8 hops 
2.5 sec 
2.0 sec 
3.@ sec 
No Trip 
2.2 sec 
2.5 Sec 
2.5 Sec 
2.5 sec 
.c2 sec 
2.5 Sec 
.02 sec 
.02. sec 
Serial f 5  
6.1 h p s  
6.0 knps 
6.3 k p s  
2.0 sec 
1.8 Sec 
2.2 sec 
)k Triv 
2.0 sec 
2.0 sec 
2.0 sec 
2.0 sec 
.32 sec 
2.0 Sec 
.02 sec 
.02 sec 
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TEST RESULTS (cont.) 
Teledyne 5 knp DC Solid State Power Controller 
P/N 673-10001 
Temperature Tests a t  -5S.C and +90°C 
Note. Units d id  not operate satisfectori ly above 1OO'C because of improper 
transfotnier care. This can be readily corrected i n  future units. 
Insulation Resistance 
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage I m 
Isolation 
Power Ui  ss i pa t i on 
Rated Current and Voltage 
Voltage Drop a t  Rated Current 
A single pulse o f  plus and minus 100 v o l t  peak amplitude and 1OOpSec dura- 
tion, repeated 10 times a t  3 second iittervals. A l l  units tested satisfactori ly. 
A t ra in  o f  10 pulses o f  plus and minus 100 vo l t  peak amplitude and 1oOpSec 
duration each, repeated 10 t i e s  a t  3 second intervals. All units tested 
sat i s factori 1 y . 
Above tests repeated between trt) indicator terminal and ground (DC return) 
tennhal. A l l  units tested satisfactori ly. 
The test c i r cu i t  f o r  DC controllers i s  s h u n  i n  Fig.22. 
All units tested sat isfactor i ly  
I I 
I I I 
a I I I 
I n I n 
I I I I 
Control Input Transients 
Test Circui t  
54 
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AC SOLLID STATE POWER CONTROLLERS 
ZERO AXIS  SWITCHINS 
It i s  desirable i n  s o l i d  s ta te switchins o f  AC voltages t o  have the con- 
t r a l l e r  turn ON a t  zero voltage and tu rn  OFF a t  zero current t o  minimize the 
effects o f  E13I. By proper gating of the s o l i d  state switching element (Triac 
o r  inverse para l le l  S i l i con  Controlled Rect i f ier) ,  t h i s  i s  read i l y  accomplished. 
Conticlious switching ON and OFF can be a t  each h a l f  cycle or a t  each f u l l  cycle. 
I n  the switching of AC inductive loads, pa r t i cu la r l y  transformers, care 
must be taken t o  avoid a DC component befng developed i n  switching. A core 
may be saturated t o  such an extent t ha t  t h i s  i s  possible. Fu l l  cycle switch- 
ing minimizes the problem. Fu l l  cycle gating i s  more complex than half cycle 
gating as memory has t o  be established i n  the c i r c u i t r y .  The scope of the 
contract was such tha t  hybrid-microelectronic packaging was not feasible, 
Consequently, it was not possible t o  package the addit ional c i r c u i t r y  required 
f o r  f u l l  cycle switching. A c i r c u i t  has been developed (Pat. Pending) which 
incorporates a CMOS l og i c  gate i n  conjunction with an ex is t ing c i r c u i t  to  form 
f u l l  cycle control.  When quant i t ies warrant hybrid-microelectmnic assmbly, 
f u l l  cycle control can be included i n  optimum packaging. Hal f  cycle zero vol-  
tage switchfng was used i n  the prototype u n i t s  u t i l i z i n g  a unique c i r c u i t  
developed by Teledyne and covered by patent 13,648,075. This c i r c u f t  w i l l  be 
discussed i n  de ta i l  l a t e r  i n  the report.  
POWER OUTPUT TERMINATION 
WIi-P-81653 speci f ics a 3 terminal power output configuration, as i nd i -  
cated i n  Fio. 23. The zero voltage switching c i r c u i t r y  developed by Teledyne 
permits a tW0 wlre output configuration, as shown i n  Fig. 24. The arguments 
for o r  against the two o r  three wire system are iderl t ical f o r  AC cont ro l lers  
as those for the already-discussed DC control lers. The main disadvantage of 
the two wire system i s  t ha t  status indicat ion requires s l i g h t l y  more c i r c u i t r y .  
The two wire system was employed i n  the prototype AC control lers.  
POWER CHIP SELECTION 
Three s i l i c o n  devices are avai lable f o r  A f  voltage switching, namely 
Transistors, S i l i m  Controlled Rect i f iers  and Triacs. Transistars a r e  sel- 
dom used as they must be connected wulthin a f u l l  wave bridge f o r  AC operation, 
resul t ing i n  two diode voltage drops plus the voltage drop o f  the t rans is tor  
i t s e l f .  
Controlled Rect i f iers or Triacs. 
Transistor switching element where i t  i s  not pract ical  wi th  e i ther  the Si l icon 
Controlled Rect i f ier  or  Triac switching element. 
widely used i n  AC voltage switching. They are avai lable wi th  high current 
ratings, high voltage rat ings and possess high current surge capabi l i t ies .  
Care must be used i n  gating f o r  transfermcr loads. 
tant  t o  ensure that  two SCR's  are f i r e d  exactly a t  180 r e l a t i v e  t o  each other. 
They also do not possess the current surge capabi l i t ies  of S i l icon 
Current l i m i t i n g  would be possible w i th  a 
SI l icon Cantrolled Rect i f iers  used i n  inverse para l le l  configuration a r e  
I t J s  par t i cu la r l y  impor- 
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POWER CHIP SELECTiON (cont. ) 
I f  t h i s  i s  not  accomplished, the pos i t i ve  and negative current  loops w i l l  d i f -  
f e r  i n  magnitude and a resu l tan t  11C w i l l  f l ow through the low iE?eCz:nce o f  
the primary o f  the transformer. 
tures as S i l i c o n  Control led Rec t i f i e rs .  The d i s t i n c t  advactage is tht only  
a s i r ig le component i s  required f o r  the switching element, and reduced cornpo- 
nent count i s  a major objec.,.lve i n  the development of the con t ro l l e r .  The 
Single gate ass is ts  i n  minimizlng DC o f f s e t  problems. I C  i s  not  completely 
el iminated because o f  inherent small d i f ferences t h a t  e x i s t  w i t h i n  the Tr iac 
i t s e l f  when conducting i n  one d i r e c t i o n  and then i n  the opposite d ' rect ion.  
Less camponentry i s  required f o r  zero ax is  switching w i t h  the Tr iac.  
quired rupture capaci ty o f  the spec i " i ca t im  can be s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  a Tr iac.  
For higher ra ted  AC cont ro l le rs ,  and where very h igh rupture capaci t ies a r e  
specified, the inverse p a r a l l e l  SCR's should be considered. Selected Tr iac 
chips from the 2N5443 fami ly were used for  the prototype AC cont ro l le rs .  
These chfps have a 40 Amp continurjus duty  r a t i n s  and a 400 Ampere surge capa- 
b i l i t y  f o r  1 cyc le  o f  a 400 Hr vol tage l i n e .  A f u r the r  coosiderat ion i n  selec- 
t i on  o f  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  ch ip  was i t s  center f i r i n g  gate and glass passivat ion.  
W a c s  ( s i 1  icon b i -d i rec t i ona l  t h y r i s t o r s )  possess most o f  tt?e same fea- 
The re -  
POWER DISS !PATION 
Since current  l i m i t i n g  i s  no t  p rac t i ca l  i n  s o l i d  s ta te  switchir-1 o f  PC 
voltages, power d i ss ipa t i on  requirements are not  as r r i t i c a l  a5 those f o r  DC 
con t ro l le rs .  The main considerat ion on power d i ss ipa t i on  i s  through the per- 
iod  when overcurrent i s  detected and tr p-out takes place. The AC power COR- 
t r o l l e r s  t r i p - o u t  w i t h i n  one h a l f  cyc le  i n  the event o f  a sho r t - c i r cu i t .  The 
surge capaci ty of the ch ip  i s  more mean nciful than power d i ss ipa t i on  i n  short-  
c i r c u i t  condi t ions.  
t ime for  appreclable heat d iss ipa t ion .  
t o  t h a t  shown i n  Fig. 6 was used i n  the prototype AC contro71ers. 
The one h a l f  cyc le  t r i p - o u t  does not a l low s u f f i .  ent  
As a r e s u l t ,  ch ip  mounting s i .  , l a r  
ISOLATION 
!so lat ion between the load c i r c u i t  and the cont ro l  c i r c u i t  i s  performed 
by opto-couplers f o r  the contro l ,  s h o r t - c i r c u i t  p ro tec t ion  and wave- 
form d i s t o r t i o n  func t  Ions. Transformer coup1 ing i s  used f o r  the t r i p - c u t  
funct ion.  Referr fng t o  the c i r c u i t  schematic, Fig.  27, the contro l  funct ion 
i n  the absence of overload, s h o r t - c i x u i t  and waveform d i s t o r t i o n  r e s u l t s  i n  
both of the inputs  of NOR gate U4A t o  be a t  ground po ten t ia l  w i th  output o f  
U4A high, which i s  coupled t o  inputs o f  U4C w i th  a resu l t i ng  ?ow output, a l -  
lowing l i g h t  e m i t t e r  diode o f  U5 t o  conduct. 
t r o l  voltage applied. 
o f  U5 i s  a lso conducting. 
OFF. 
US t o  the gate  o f  T r i a t  44, turn ing i t  ON. 
forwarded t o  biased ON by 
gate  o f  the SCR o f  U5 tc ,  ground and tu rn ing  i t  OFF. 
o f  zero voltage gating covered by Teledyne p a t e n t  P3.648,075. 
c i r c u i t s  o f  the other  f m c t i o n s  w i l l  be discussed l a t e r .  
This i s  w i t h  a pos i t i ve  28V con- 
With the emi t te r  diode o f  U5 conducting, the SCR portio!; 
A t  low voltages o f  the AC power l i n e ,  Q3 i s  biased 
As tne  DC voltage increases, Q3 i s  
voltage d i v i d e r  formed by R13 and R11, shor t ing t h e  
This a l l o w s  the DC voltage developed by BR1 t o  be passed by the SCR of 
This i s  the p r i n c i p l e  
The i s o l a t i o n  
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SHORT - C 1 RCU I? P ROTE CT I ON 
Short-circuit protection i s  obtairccd by devel oping a vol ',age across R17,  
As a result, the o u t p u t  cf U4A arid 
fu l l  wave rectifying i t  to DC by means o f  BR2 and causing a l ight  ernitter 
diode of U2 t o  conduct. 
logic 1 voltage to  i n o u t  of  !OR gate U4A. 
input .s  o f  U4C go low. 
instantly,  i n  a ha;f cycle or less. 
where a t  a combination of overload cut'rent and tgmperatures above 90% the 
coi?troller would n o t  trip-out. By e i ther  reducing the temperature to  85OE 
o r  reducing the frequency, trip-out was successful. This fa i lure  r,/as con- 
plctely due t o  the characterist ics of the Triac tised a t  400 Hz. 
problem can be corrected by selecting a Triac w l t h  more f3vorable 400 Hz 
characterist ics.  
This forwa, d biases the t rans is tor  c f  U2 putting a 
The o u t p u t  of U4C goes h i g h  and the Triac i s  turned cff 
Problems were sncountered in testing 
This 
CONTROL VOLTAGE SELECTION 
The rationale f G r  control voltage selection f s  the same for AC contrcllers 
as that  previously discussed for  ilC controllers.  
TRIP INCICATiON 
Trip-out time as a function of overload should be within the limits in- 
dicated i n  Fig.  25. Trip-out i s  obtained by zensing a current by tran;forner 
T l  and feeding i t s  corresponding voltage pulses t o  operacioval a r y l i f i e r  U1. 
This forward biases Q1 and t h r c i g h  the t i m i n g  and shaping c i rcu i t  consisting 
of  R 1 ,  R3, CR2, R2 and C2,  the i n p u t  of NOR gate U4A i s  brought t o  1z;ir level I .  
This results in the output o f  U4C going high and turning off the controller. 
Trip indication i s  rbtained by the successive g a t i n g  of U4A, U4B, U4D 
ac7.3 eventual biasing of 42. 
C2 i s  conducting, and  in a tripped condition, Q2 is cut-off. 
he reversed by connecting the base of Q2 t o  the output of U46. A vo7tage i n -  
dication rather than  curf-ent sink indication may be accomplished hy connect- 
inc j  the collector o f  Q2 th ,*oqh a r ss i s tor  t o  the 28 volt  con t ro l  supply. 
The collector output of E i s  transient prcitected by R9 and CR4, The trip- 
o u t  i s  latched by positiv: feedback to the o u t p u t  of  U4B through C R 3  t o  one 
o f  the inputs of U4A. 
The logic i s  sucn th.t.  iti a nun-tripped condition, 
The logic may 
STATUS INDICATIGN 
The general rationale for s ta tus  indication i s  the same f o r  AC control!ers 
as that previously discussed f o r  DC ccntrollers.  
provided i n  the prototype kC cGntrollers as the scope of t5e contract d f d  no:. 
warrant the use o f  hybr id-microelectronics,  a n d  i t  was irnptJssibls t o  add  t h i s  
feature in the paLkag ing  desired. S t a t u s  indication could be provided i n  t 5 e  
desired packaging using hybr id-microel ec tronic packaging concepts. 
A status indication c i rcuf t  was developed a n d  i s  shown i r  simplified farrr: 
i n  f i g .  26, Currer,t i s  sensed by toroid transfornier' T1 (same transformer cork? 
and primary useci in trip- indicating c i r c u i t ) .  I t  i s  traniforrner coupled t o  opet - 
ational arnp1if;et Al, forward biasing Q1 GN ano g a t i n q  G l  h i g h .  GI o u t p u t  
goes low, oiasing O F F  42. 
Status indication was n o t  
Current sinking logic could be reversed a s  described 
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i n  t r ip-out  circuit .  Also, a voltage lwcl signal could be furnished. An 
analog signal w i th  the output of A 1  a functioa of current, could also be 
f urn i  shed . 
i f  the core o f  an inductor becomes suf f i c ien t ly  saturateci t o  cause a DC 
of=set ar ha l f  waving load current coru!itions, i t  i s  scnscd b; the voltage 
drop across R12 of the schematic, Fig. 27. This causes l i g h t  emitter diode 
~f opto-isolator C3 t o  conduct and forward bias ON the t rans is tor  o f  U3, 
:3t inS 1;4A high, which through ‘‘4C and US turns power c i r c u i t  CFF instant ly  
r\ less thw a h a l f  cycle. 
Reset o f  the AC contro1:er i s  accomplished by removing and rz-applying 
the control voltage as previously described f o r  M: control lers.  Control vol-  
tage s b u l d  he removed a mini- of 100 raSec before re-applying. The contro l ler  
3 s  latched i n  t r ip-out  condition uMer overload, sh i r t - c i r cu i t  and waveform 
~ Z s t o r t i o n  f a u l t  conditions. 
TRAPS I ENT VOLTAGE PROTECTION 
The power output c i r c u i t  i s  prctected by the b reakdm voltage ra t ing  
of C4, the power Triac. Further protection i s  offered by the f i l t e r  consist- 
;q< of R16 and C5. This f i : ter  increases the ef fect ive c i r c u i t  dv/dt t o  over 
X r ) V / , S e c .  This R-C network does contr ibute t o  higher leakage current. T+e 
cetwork appears as a capacitive reactance i a  excess of 30K a t  4 0 0  Hr. Since 
3 low power factor exists be- t h i s  current and applied voltage, almost no 
;t,wer dissipat ion occurs e i ther  i n  load or contro l ler  output. 
The control input c i r c u i t  i s  transient protected by R7, CR1 and Cl. C1 
a l s o  serves t o  set the 5 mSec time-to-reset. 
protected by R9 and CR4. 
The t r i p  indicator c i r c u i t  i s  
FUSING {Fai l  Safe) 
The fusing requirements f o r  the AC contro l ler  are met i n  the same manner 
as previously discussed for the UC contro l ler .  
FOUL-U? PROTECTION 
The AC power control ler  i s  n3t as susceptable t o  damage by improper w i r -  
i ng  as i s  the case f o r  the  DC control ler. 
:he prototype AC control lers i s  shown i n  the schematic, Fig. 27. 
o f f e r s  p ro tec i im  againi t  improper wir ing o f  the control c i r cu i t .  
A dioQ which was orr.itted i n  
This 
AC POWER CONTROLLER CIRCUlT SCHEMATIC 
Tht AC power contro l ler  c i r c u i t  schentittic i s  show it? Fig.  27. This i s  
the c i r c u i t  o f  the 1 Amp AC power contro l ler  delivered t o  NASA Panned Spdce- 
6 3  

craft  Center/Houston ; Telnlyne P/K 673-10005. The block dfagtam illustrat- 
ing the functions is shown in Fig. 28. 
PACKA6tffi 
The 1 h p  AC pocrcr controller ms packaged as shorm In Fig. 29. An ex- 
ploded view of the assembly is shown in Flg. 30. and the hottcm and top cir- 
cu:t board assemblies am showr in Figs. 31 a d  32. 
The 1 h p  AC pomr controller using hybrid-nicmelectronic asscdly con- 
cepts could be prclcaged as shown tn Figs. It, 20 a d  21, where concylturl 
packaging for tht DC controller uas fllustratd and discussed. 
The rationale in arrivlng a t  predicted rcllability is the same for the 
AC controller as for the previously discussed DC controller. The failure 
rate is sham in Table 1. 
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16 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 -  
2 
100 
24 
2 
1 
Integrated Circuits e A20 
ffesfstors, Film c .007 
capacitors e .038 
Diodes, Sen. Purpose@ .ME 
Transistors Q .or0 
Trirc e1.3 
Optical Couplers @ .20 
Rctlf ier Bridges @ -02 
Lead Bonds e .oooo7 
External Leads e .00005 
Diodes, Zmer Q .lo2 
Traisfonwr @ .200 
rn SOURCE 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
6 
2 
3 
5 
2 
2 
FR 
.040 
-112 
-114 
.or5 
.030 
1.300 
-600 
.WO 
. a 7  
.0012 
.201 
.2m 
Substrate, Frame and Cover 4 .m 
Total Estimated Failure Rate 
Failure Rate Sources 
1. See discussion above (Reliabllity, DC Controllers). 
2. Normalized HIL-HDBK-217A Hinutmn level fa i lure rates. 
3. Ultrasonic lead bond estiwte based on Teledyne and industry data 
4. Best engineertng estimate. 
5. Melded termination estimate based on Teledyne and industry data. 
6, Industry normalized l i f e  test data. 
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FIG. 28. FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM AC POWER CONTROL1 ER 
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PR a 2  PERFOAM. LOnr FUNCTION 
c n A m  
SLDER JOINT 
AC RETURN 
WELD w)INT 
2 W  TRiAC 
PR BOTTOM BOARD 
TO INDICATE PIN NO. 1 FAR SIDE 
------ 
R 364-1 CAN. MODIFIED 
ADER ASEMBL* 
----- 
FUNCTIOIJ CHART 
I .  FOR SCHEMATIC. SEE DR4WlNG PR 357 DESCRIPTION 
2. FOR OUTLINE DIM DRAWING. SEE PR 366 
lNPU1 *28 VDC 
3 I AC RETURN 
FIG. 30. ASSEMBLY LAYOUT LAMP AC POWER CONTROLLER 
h9 
f :G 31. CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY - EOTTOhl 1 AMP AC POWER CONTROLLER 
FIG. 32. CiRcui-r BOARD ASSEMBLY - TOP 1 AMP AC POWER CONTROLLER 
TABLE 5. SPECIFICATIONS - 1 Pmp AC Sol id State Power Controller 
Tel edyne P I N  673-10005 
R t m  1 TELEDYNE P/N 673-10005 
I 
1 
Mechanical and Dimensional 
Character i s t I cs 
Configuration 
Dimensions 
Weight 
t4our.t i ng Torque 
~ Enclosure 
See Fig. 29 
See Fig. 29 
Hermetic Seal 
3.0 ounces max. 
15 in .  lbs. 
Thermal Charac t e r i  s t i c s  
Thermal Resistance Case-to-Sink 
Heat Sink Temperature 
(Design Consideration) 
O.S"C/U wi th  specif ied mounting 
118"C, max imuir. 
torque 
I 
1 
E l  ec t r i cal Character i s t i c s 
General 
fermi nal Arrangement 
I nsul a t  ion Rest stance 
Die lect r ic  Withstanding Voltage 
1 soli t i on 
Between control and t r i p  te r -  
minals shorted and output t e r -  
mlnals shorted 
L i f e  (opwr t l ng  cycles) 
Radio In m f c r e n c e  
leakage Current 
Pouer D i  sr i pat ion 
(maximum e 25°C ambient) 
a'' a t  r a t e d  load 
"OFF" 
-54°C t o  +12Q°C c r e  temperature 
unless otherwise specified 
SPST (Normally Open) 
100 megohms 
1000 vAC (RMS) 
1000 vAC (RMS) 
106 minimum 
4 + j 1 3  mA * 
MIL-STD-461 
1.75 w a t t  maximum 
.311 w a t t  maximum 
I 
j I 3  mA leakage f s  due t o  dV/dT suppression n e t w r k  which dppears as a capa- 
c i t i v e  reactant? i n  excess of 3 P  @ 400 Hz. 
Since a low power factor  exists between t h i s  current and applied vc?tage, 
almost no power dissipat ion occurs e i ther  i n  load or contro l ler  output. 
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TABLE 5. SPECIFICATIONS - i Amp AC So l i d  State Power Cont ro l le r  (cont.)  
Teledyne P/N 673-10005 
t R t g m T S  I 
POWER CIRCUIT 
Supply Vol tage 
L imi ts  1 b 6 o f  Curve 1 MIL-STD-704A 
Cwrent  (Rated) 
Frequency (Rated ) 
Voltage Drop 
Rupture Capacity 
rjaveform D i s t o r t i o n  
Fai l -safe 
Transients 
Operating Voltage 
Response 
Turn-ON Time (from app l ica t ion  of 
Turn-OFF Time (from removal of 
con t ro l  ) 
cont ro l  ) 
Trip-Free 
Trip-Out Time 
T r i p  Ind ica t ion  
Non-repeti t i v e  Reset 
Repet i t i ve  Reset 
T r  i pped 
Not-Tripped 
Zero Voltage Turn-ON 
Zero Voltage Turn-OFF 
~ 
CONTROL C 1 RCU 1 T 
Supply Vol tage 
Max i mum 
Rated 
Turn ON Voltage 
Rate o f  Change 
Turn OFF Voltage 
Rate o f  Change 
Input  Resistance 
T E L m  P/W -673-10005 
124 vAC (RMS) maximum 
98 vAC (RMS) minimum 
1.0 Amperes 
400 Hz k5X 
1.5 vAC (RMS) maximum 
4 W  Amperes Peak 
1 5 vAC (RMS o r  6V Peak 
I 2 t = 1200 A 1 seconds 
180 vAC (RMS) 
2.5 mSec maximum 
2.5 mSec maximum 
Appl i cab l  e 
Appl i ca h l  e 
Appl i ca bl e 
Appl icable 
Switch closed, .025 ~lh maximum 
1 eakage 
Current Sink, 0 t o  100 IJA 
Applicable - h a l f  cyc le  cont ro l  
Appl icable - h a l f  cyc le  con t ro l  
32 vDC 
28 vDC 
20 vDC minimum 
. 5  V/kSec  minimum 
5 vDC maximum 
.5 V/’Sec minimum 
2.2 K ohms 
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TABLE 5. SPECIFICATIONS - 1 Amp AC So l id  s t a t e  rower Cont ro l le r  (cant., 
Teledyne P/N 673-100f5 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERIS TIC5 
Case Temperature 
Shock 
Operating 
Storage 
Mec hani cal 
Temperature 
S i  nusoi dal  (operat ing ) 
G l eve l  
Frequency Range 
V i  brz  t i on 
Acce 1 c r a t  i on  
Sa l t  Fog 
Humid i t y  
Temperature A1 ti tude 
Non-Operating Ambient 
, , Operating Ambient Temperature 
A1 t i  tude 
i Operating Ambient 
, A l t i t u d e  
~ Explosive Decompress ion  
1 
I REQU I REMENTS 
1 -  
CONTROL CIRCUIT (cont.) 
Input Transients 
Noi se Imnuni t y  
Reset 
Tiqe t o  Reset (removal) 
.- 
TELEDYNE P/N 673-10005 
I 
Appl i ca b l  e 
Appl i c a  b l  e 
By remcrving and re-apply ing 
DC cont ro l  vo-. t d g e  
5 nSec mil?imiim 
100 mSec mximum 
-54'c t o  +120'r 
-65'C t o  +15O"C 
40 G I s  f o r  11 mSec 
- 5 4 ' C  t o  +120°C Anbient 
15 G maximurll 
5 t o  2000 Hz 
100 G ' s  
Applicable 
App1icab;e 
-54°C t o  +120'c 
Sea l eve l  t o  100 K ft. 
-54' c t o  t120'c 
- 5 4 - c  t o  +12O0C 
.C'J t o  15.4 psia 
Not Appl icabl  e 
Appl i cab; F. 
I 
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TEST RESULTS - 1 A; S o l i d  S t a t e  Power Corltroller (con:.) 
Telddj-ne F.'?; E72-1il005 
1 I 
! ! 
All anits GK 
I; c y c i e  mx. 
% cycle l y x .  
<2 sec. a l l  anits 
Open Contact 0-32 vDC 
Current Sin'; 3-100 SA 
CO!4TROL !SPIT T R W I E N T S  { z l l  units un!ess noted) 
A single 
repeated 20 tires a t  3 second i c i e r v a l s .  
A train of 10 pulses of plus and miar;s :N VI-?? peah amplittide and 1N,Sec ;ra- 
Repeated above tests betbeen t r f c  terrina: a m  rcntro; input ret.jrn tennir.al. 31' 
m i t s  tested satisfacSorily. 
-se of plus  and pinus 100 w l t  peak dtcpiitude and IWuSec duration 
A l l  uni tz  tested s a t i s f a c t o r i l y .  
e . 3 ~ ~ .  repeated IC t i n e s  a t  3 SECOCG intervdis. a l l  uni ts  t e s t e  s a t i s f x : o i - ? l y .  
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TEfT RESULTS: 1 k p  AC Solid S ta t e  Powr Controller (cont.)  
fclcdyne 3!N 673-10005 
TEWERATURE TESTS ( a l l  u n i t s  ur!less noted1 
Insu' -cion Resistan&? 
Otcltctric Withstanding Voltage 
I so l a t  Jn 
Leakage Current 
Ratd Current anti Voltage ( - 5 5 7  and + X S ' C )  
Voltage Orop (-55% and +125'C) 
Control C i r c u i t  (-55.c and +~zs"c) 
Reset C i r c u i t  (-55.C and +12S0t) 
The following t r s t s  were made a t  -55 C and +120°C (unless otherwise 
noted) 
On the above tests, a l l  un i t s  tes ted  sa t i s f ac to r i ly .  
Trip-Out under overload (-55'C to +as%) 
Note: The Triac chip t h o t  was used failed t o  turn off  d e n  an 
overload @ 125% was applied. The cont ro l le r  operated 
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  to  +85K under a1 1 overload condi tims, 
T h i s  s i tua t ion  can be corrected by using a pcwer f r i a c  
c h i p  of d i f f e ren t  character is t ics .  
TRIPOUT TIME CHARACTERISTICS 
T r i p o u t  tlm versus percentage o f  overload are shown i n  f i g s .  33. 34, 25 
and 36 for 3 pmtotype AC contro?lers .  
Note: Where uni ts  fa i led  t o  f a l l  w i t h i n  the tr ip-out  time versus over- 
load. t h i s  s i tua t ion  can be corrected by putting more e f f o r t  on t h e  
timing and shaping c i r c u i t  control l ing trip-out.  
TEST CIRCUITS FOR AC WWER CONliNiCERS 
The test c1 . tu f t s  f o r  AC power cont ro l le rs  a r e  shown i n  Fig. 37 and 
Fig. 38. 
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